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WHIRLWIND FINISH

The Courier-Gazette

Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
Annual Ball
R. V. F. A.
✓

PUBLIC LANDING DANCE HALL
MONDAY EVENING, NOV. 25
Tickets 50 Cents
140*141

COMING
CONCERT AND BALL
First Appearance
of the Nationally Famous

Joe Roman
And His Pennsylvanians
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND

. MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25
A TREAT FOR SPECTATOR AND DANCER
CONCERT 8.15 TO 8.45, FOLLOWED BY GENERAL DANCING

MEN 75 CENTS

Universalist Fair
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Afternoon and Evening

Special Showing of

Christmas Articles
I

Bedroom Linen, Table Linen, Kitchen Towels,
Aprons, Handkerchiefs, Fancy Work, Grabs,
Ice Cream, Cake and Candy On Sale
Music afternoon and Supper Hour by the

“RED PEPPERS”
under direction of Emma Harvie

SUPPER ON EUROPEAN PLAN
Featuring
CHICKEN PIE and LOBSTER SALAD
served 5.30 to 7.30
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT

under direction of Mabel Lamb, Margie Stahl and
Esther Stevenson in the auditorium following supper
139-140.

FORCED to VACATE
73 Park Street
MANY WONDERFUL BARGAINS

BEFORE WE MOVE

DON’T OVERLOOK THIS OPPORTUNITY
TO SECURE MANY BEAUTIFUL

1262-W

New Arrivals
For
Thanksgiving

But, Do It Now!

ROCKLAND
AWNING COMPANY

“CARINI’S”
Fruit & Candy Shoppe

THANKSGIVING

The Copper Kettle

CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT COST

Gallon Bottles For Cider, 5c

Johnston’s Drug Store
W. A. JOHNSTON, Reg. Pharm.

Corner Main and Spring Streets

Gallant Vinalhaven Veterans

Rockland
139-140

Menu —

AYER'S
One week from today it Thanksgiving. That it the day when
we eat and give thank*. After that we shall spread out our ware*
for your approval for the Christmas gifts. We've got tome line
and we are very proud of it. We want you to come in and look
ua over. However, for today we offer—

Men's Winter Overcoats, and beauties, too, at .............................
.................................................................... $15.00, $20.00, $22.00, $25.00
Men's Mackinaws and Ski Coats ................. $6.00, $7.00, $9.00, $12.00
Men’s Lumberjacks, all wool, at ................................ $4.50, $6.00, $9.00
Men’s Red and Black Hunting Coats ................... $7.00, $9.00, $12.00
Boys’ Ski Coat* and Mackinaws ...............................$6.00, $7.00, $10.00
Boys’ Lumberjacks ..................... ................................ $3.50, $5.00, $6.00
Sweaters, for both men and boy* ............................... $2.00, $3.00, $5.00
Pants—say, whether it’s pants for men or boys, for work,
school or dress, we’re headquarters; from ........... $2.00 to $5.00
Stockings—whatever in the line of stockings you are looking
for, just come in and ask us. Whether for men, women
or boys.

P. S. Only five weeks to Christmas. Please don’t put off
your shopping until the last few days when the stores are crowded
and you can’t get any service. Shop Early!

WILLIS, AYER

History of National Guard Unit Concisely Told—News of
Coast Artillery Batteries In Knox County

A whirlwind finish to the campaign
Tho 240th Coast Artillery, Maine regiment did not see battle service
of Representative Wallace H. Wlhite
t National Guard, was designated as in the Spanish War.
for the Senatorial nomination, is pre
In 1907 the Rockland company was
dicted.
i such on the 16th of April 1924, but its
transferred to Lewiston, and the
"I have made no political speeches
!
history
as
a
unit
in
the
military
forces
Augusta company to Sanford.
•••
••• up,to this time,” Mr. White told the
| of Maine can be traced back to the
*••
He Is safe who admits no one to his *••
In 1910 the 1st Infantry was trans
Press Herald's Washington corre
I entry of the State into the Union in ferred to Coast Artillery Corps. Maine
*•* confidence.—Rochefoucauld.
•••
•••
••• spondent, following his return to the
1820. Two of the present batteries N. G.. with the same location for the
••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• Vo ! Capital after several months in
have history dating to the War of companies. As Coast Artillery the
Maine.
1812, while in the services of Massa reyhnent was drafted into federal
HATTON SYMPATHIZES
“It is my belief that in the three
service in 1917, at Fort Williams,
chusetts.
, months preceding the June primary
Up to 1853 the military forces of the Portland Harbor. Seventy percent of
With Maine Folks Who ‘‘Shake the I there is ample opportunity to discuss
State of Maine consisted of individual the Maine Coast Artillery was taken
Stove.”—Come To Lea Angeles, political questions of interest to the
companies (volunteers). In 1854 the to make up the 54th Regiment of
Say* He.
i people of the State and to make
companies in and about Portland Coast Artillery for service with 61 known to them my position on them,”
asked to be organized as the 1st Regi inch motor drawn. The 54th (CA)
. Los Angeles. Nov. 11 ! he continued.
ment. This request was granted and - was in France by the first of April.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
! "During the latter part of the sumthe history of the 240th might well be ! 1918 and was 1n the Mnrnc Artillery
I In a recent number of the ipaiper I mer and fall I have been in every part
said to have started at that time. This Reserve, being used as a replacement
j your Interesting contributor “Boae” of the State und have been encour
regiment consisted of 10 companies, regiment for tractor and railway ar
, reminds us of the time when he slept aged by the assurances of support
five from Portland and one each from tillery. After the Armistice the regi
I in the attic and the snow blew given me. 1 have come back to Wash
Westbrook. Gorham. Brunswick. Bath ment was at Angers, until Feb. 1928
through the cracks in the roof. Also ington with more confidence 'than
and Freeport. In 1859 the companies when it moved to Brest and sailed for
getting u.p—"when father shook the ever that I shall lie. nominated at the
at Brunswick, Bath and Freeport home the 23d. It was demobilized at
stove," and marching to Wildcat to June primary. I expect to be ln
were disbanded and the regiment con Camp Devens by the middle of March,
teach school.
Maine for two weeks or more imme
sisted of but seven companies. In 1918.
Well it almost makes me shiver td diately before Christmas and it is
1860-61 the regiment contained cav
In 1922 the Coast Artillery, Maine
1 think of cold da)"s in Maine when I my intention to return home suffici
alry and artillery as well as infantry National Guard, was reorganized as
J used to get up before the sun and go ently early in the spring to make a
companies—five companies at Port the 1st Coast Defense Command MNG
j to the ice pond and cut ice when the thorough canvass of the State.”
land (INF) one each at Lewiston with 10 batteries, four at Portland, one
temperature was below zero.
(Inf) Norway (Inf) Acton (Cav.) and each at Sanford, Brunswick, Camden,
How different it is here where the
WHAT CARELESSNESS COST
Auiburn (Art).
Thomaston, Rockland, and Vinal
I temperature hardly ever goes to
At the start of the Civil War in haven. In 1924 the Regiment was re
I freezing point. The farmers are sow Failure To Address Mail Properly
1861 eight of the nine companies were designated the 240th Coast Artillery
ing their grain now and will reap it
Brings Gray Hairs To Uncle Sam
mustered into federal service. A new (harbor defense) Maine National
in April. Vegetables grow' all the
unit was formed at Lewiston and one Guard. In 1925 the Vinalhaven bat
year and the flowers bloom in w inter
The Postofflce Department lost ap
at Portland. The ten companies were tery -was disbanded, and reorganized
as well as summer. I arrived here proximately $5,000,000 last year on
call^J the 1st Maine Volunteer In at Bath.
from the East Get. 29 and there has carelessly addressed mall, a large part
fantry. and Col. N. J. Jackson was Its
The present organization of the
not been a cloudy day since that time. being the direct result of business
commanding officer.
As the 1st 240th is as follow»( The date follow
So when Maine folks get tired of firms having an exaggerated idea of
Maine Volunteer Infantry drafted for ing each unit is the date to which his
“shaking the stove" here is the place their own prominence.
only three months the regiment tory of that unit can be traced).
to cime until the cold weather is over.
Many firms doing a large advertis
ceased to exist, ami was reorganized
Headquarters, Portland, 1854.
W. J. Hatton.
ing business have labored under the
as the 10th Maine volunteer infantry
Headquarters Battery, Portland,
2822 No. Griffin avenue
impression that not having a street
at the end of that time.
1923.
address indicated great importance
As the ”10th” the regiment saw
Band 240th. Portland, 1884.
in the home town and impressed
service in three battles and lost about
Medical Detachment. Portland, 1922.
customers
with
the
fact
that
‘
‘
even
in
250 officers and men. The 10th Regi
1st Battalion Headquarters. Port
TELEPHONE
New York and Chicago we are so well
land,
1923. *
ment was reorganized as the 10th
known the postman needs no help ln
Battalion in 1863. only two of the
Battery A, Portland, 1803.
finding us."
Companies of the 10th Regiment re
Battery B. Sanford. 1807.
The result has been millions of let
maining. This was due to the enlist
Battery C, Brunswick. 1856.
ters delayed for “directory service.”
ments < f the others having expired.
Battery D. Portland, 1883.
Last year approximately 200.000The two companies were recruited
2nd Battalion Headquarters. Rock
And we will call for your 1000 letters had to be especially
and a third company was organized land. 1923.
iby clerks hired to fill out in
and as the 10th Battalion fought in
Battery E, Camden, 1872.
Awnings, store them, in handled
adequate addresses, the service in
one battle losing two officers and1 two
Battery F, Thomaston. 1872.
New
York
City
alone
costs
$500
a
men.
The
eight
companies
that
had
sure them, repair them and day. Of the 200.000.000 inadequately
The command of a famous naval hero not to give up the ship applies
Battery G, Rockland, 1872.
been
mustered
out
were
reorganized
Battery H, Bath, 1888.
• * * *
rehang them in the spring. addressed letters, 25,000.000 found a to a well known land organization at Vinalhaven, where Lafayette Carver and recruited and were mustered into
final resting place in the dead letter Post, G.A.R., will have its annual meeting Saturday night, Dec. 7. Although federal service as the 29th Maine
Knox County Batteries
office.
its roster has shrunk to four members the Post is Mill carrying on, and the Veteran Volunteer Infantry. In 1864
Marshall N. Carter has enlisted in
four comrades, whose combined ages are 346 years, and who are '‘buddies” the Battalion was united with the Battery F for three years. He has
29th and as the 29th 'Maine Volunteer had prior military training in the
in every sense of the word are just as faithful in their observance of the
Infantry fought in six 'battles. The Wakefield High School four years,
Grand Army ritual as they were in the days when the great struggle for regiment took part in the Grand Re and has attended two C.M.T.C.s at
the preservation of the Union was still fresh in their minds, and the Grand view at the close of the war in Wash- Fort McKinley.
» • * •
Army of the Republic was gaining its foothold throughout the country. ington, and after some reconstruction
work in South Carolina was mustered
Word has been received that Lieut.
Reading from left to right in the above picture the veterans standing are out in 1866.
Hardy, Battery E. passed his federal
Wooster S. Vinal, 85, commander; Stephen Colson, 87, junior vice comIn 1873 the 1st Maine Volunteer examination for commission as 2nd
Militia
was
organized
with
two
com

lieutenant, C. A. Special orders from
ijjander; Albert R. Wooster, 87, senior vice commander. The veteran seated
FIGS, DATES, RAISINS,- is Calvin B. Vinal, 87, quartermaster. Comrades W. S. Vinal Colson, C. B. panies at Portland and one each at the office of the Adjutant General an
Auburn. Norway. Skowhegan, Au nounced- his appointment and assign
NUTS
yinal and Stephen Colson enlisted in ’the 10th Maine Regiment, and A. B. gusta. Bangor, Belfast, Hampden and ment to Battery E.
• * * *
, Wooster Was enrolled in the Missouri Cavalry. All were volunteers. The Oldtown. It was again reorganized
GLACE FRUITS
Pvt. Stephen Accardi. Pvt. Henry A.
Courier-Gazette is indebted to its Vinalhaven correspondent for the above in 1880 with eight companies, three
Plain and Stuffed
at Portland and one each at Auburn. Day and Pvt. Ashley M. Leach, all of
picture and the material contained in the foregoing lines.
Citron,
Augusta. Norway. Biddeford and Gar Battery G (Rockland) have been ap
diner. In 1887 the Gardiner company pointed privates 1st Class in orders
Candied Orange and
relieved and Tillson’s Light In issued by Capt. Saville last week.
TOLD ABOUT SCOUTS was
• ♦ * ♦
Lemon Peel
fantry of Rockland joined the regi
ment.
MANAGER HASKELL
Capt. Saville has requested that the
This is Nov. 21 and the mild
Fruit Cake and
Men’s League Hears That In 1893 the 1st Maine became the following men of Battery G be ap
weather has fooled many people
Plum Puddings
1st Infantry Maine National Guard pointed as indicated: To be sergeants.
Rockland Is Soon T o Lose und at that time and during the Span Corporal Mike Roman, and Pvt. Aus
into keeping their awnings up too
ish War consisted of 12 companies, tin T. Philbrook; to be corporals.
Thanksgiving Candies
long. Any day now strong winds,
Its Executive
four new companies being organized Pvt. 1st class, Charles Freeman and
sleet and snow may rip the stuff
and Novelties
at Lewiston. Brunswick Westbrook Pvt. Roy G. Mank. Orders from
Hot
roar!
lamb,
supplemented
by
ing out of them.
and Portland. Due to the great loss Colonel Fogg are expected shortly an
many other delicacies, gave the Bap oT man power caused by sickness the nouncing their promotions.
: : SPECIAL : :
tist Men's League members a t,upper
last night which could, not have lieen
OUR OWN
ERUBAKER GOES
WAS NOT EXCITED
I duplicated in a restaurant for twice
FRESHLY SALTED
(he sqm paid.
NUTS
Well Known Rockland Man Deer Isle Woman Informed
Four new members w< re admitted—
Louis R. Cates, Jasper E. Rawley,
To Have Position In New
of $25,000 Bequest Was
Otto Diesler and. David S. Beach.
Jersey
Very Calm
The Roy Scout movement was
discussed from various interesting
It isn’t always a reporter’s privi
John H. Brubaker, who fur the
angles by George S. Felker, national past nine years has been in the em lege to inform a person of good for
HERBERT SIMMONS, Foreman
338 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
field executive—an energetic per ploy of the Livingston Manufactur tune. Too often it is the other way.
Mail and Telephone Orders
18 Willow st,
tel. 1262-w
sonage with a booming bass voice ing Co., has completed his duties But it came to a Bangflr Commercial
Promptly Filled
‘‘Year Round Awning Service"
which made everybody sit up and with that concern, and b ft yesterday representative Monday, when li
take notice.
nked briefly to Mrs. Maria K. White
“The Boy Scout movement." he
of Deer Isle over a wire that seemed
said, "is the beginning of the end of
doing a perpetual fade-out.
the hoy problem.. One weakness in
A few minutes before the Associ
your local situation is that you have
ated Press had ticked into the Com
not insisted that enough men go to
,
at
work for your iboyes.. The Boy iKcout
mercial office a story recounting be
Above is a 'Picture of Fred P. Has movement must form the connecting
quests in the will of Mrs. David Nev
kell, a Rockland man who has just link between you and the 'boys If
ins, Methuen philanthropist, whose
been made manager of the A.&P. we are going to have 'better citizens
benevolences had carried far. Mrs.
to
take
our
places."
I Brook market. 'Mr. Haskell is a vet
Nevins had left money to many per
The ‘‘Thanksgiving Seaason” is with ua. The Time for Family
Mr. Felker said that there are 65.000
sons and institutions—a golden trail,
eran in the meat, grocery and fisli Roy Scouts in this country and that
Get-Togethers—a Time when the Day at Home seem* the place to
extending through many states. And.
be, but why not give Mother a change thia year, dine out, yet re
game, having served an apprenticc- 2.000,000 hoys have been through the
in the list of those remembered, was
tain the Family Atmosphere! What more familiar spot to old and
j ship of over 20 years. For 10 years Scout movement.
Mrs. Wlhite for the sum of $25,000.
young than Poatoffice Square? Is there another place in the United
He also indicated that in Maine
j he was associated with A. J. Bird &
The reporter’s experience, although
States just like The Copper Kettle, and it was createll for Rock
there is to he a partnership of com
pleasant, was perhaps a bit less col
Co. and for tlie past 10 years operat munities at tan economic saving, hut
land people by Rockland people. We all know each other—the
orful than h had intended. It is difLogs will be blazing merrily if a chill in the air—we have plenty of
ed a Fish and Grocery Market at the that an increase in the amount of
flcut to catch a responsive sentiment
Sweet Cider and Rosy Red Apples and comfortable chain for chat
Northend. His advancement to man work is expected.
over sixty miles of telephone wire
Less welcome to his listeners was
ting after the Noonday Meal. We would be pleased to welcome
agership of the A.& P.'s big store is the announcement that Scout Ex
when it isnt working very well.
you. Family Service with the Whole Bird on the Table is pos
hailed with approval by a large circle ecutive John W. Thompson will soon
“No, 1 didn’t know I had been left
sible if previous notification is given. We would appreciate ad
of friends.
money,” said Mrs. White, quietly.
complete his duties here, and- )>e
vance reservations if you would dine with us.
Mr. Haskell is a native of Deer Isle transferred to another field. "You
“It was $25,000,” shouted the in
hut has lived in this city fhr 23 years have left too much to him." said Mr.
formant.
His young nuudiood was spent yacht Felker. “I do not think you need a
— Our
‘Twenty-five thousand?” repeated
ing as is the case witli most Deer Isle j full time man in Rockland. Tlie citi
Mrs. White, without a trace of excite
h5ys. He Is married with one daugh zen who gives freely of his time Is
Fruit Cup
ment. “Well, that is nice.”
or
ter who is at present In Farmington i the most valuable factor in tho com
Mrs. Nevins, she said, is her
I Normal School.
Tomato Bisque, Whipped Cream
Lieut. John H. Brubaker
cousin, and she had been notified of
munity."
Last Sunday Manager Haskell and
her death by telegram. She had not
Mr. Felker said that a. number of
Roasted Turkey or Native Chicken, Bread Dressing, Brown Gravy
his eight associates in tho Rockland specialists in different ,phrases of the
known of the legacy, but intimated
Cranberry Sauce
Celery
store were guests of the Portland work would be 'brought here from for New Jersey, where he has a po that it did not wholly surprise her.
Mashed Squash
Creamed Oniont
sition in view. Tfis family will re
i office at a jollification and shop talk, time to time.
*‘No she has never visited me here;
Potatoes
main in Rockland during the win she has never to my knowledge, been
reporting a profitable yet enjoyable
Homemade Tomato Pickles
Mustard Pickles
ter.
occasion.
ON A LONG FLIGHT
in Maine,” said Mrs. White—Bangor
Fruit Salad with Salad Rolls
Mr. Brubaker came from Sparrow Commercial.
Mince Pie
Apple Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Point, Md., without the slightest
Son
of
Belfast
Man
Leaves
New
Thanksgiving Pudding, Hard Sauce
York Christmas Day For Buenoa notion that he was to locate in Rock
French Vanilla Ice Cream
land. He was on his honeymoon YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Ayres.
Cafe Noir Demi Taese
Toasted Crackers
tour and such prosaic matters as
Young American Cheese
“I SHALL NOT PASS AGAIN THIS WAY”
Capt Herbert Partridge of Belfast vzorking were for the moment apart The bread that bringeth strength I want to
Assorted Nuts
Sweet Cider
Homemade Candies
If you want your friends and rel
will hop off on his flight for Buenos from his thoughts.
give,
atives to be healthy this winter,
$1.50
Aside from his duties at the Living The water pure that bids the thirsty live;
Aires Christmas Day. Tho aviator
buy a keg of Sauer Kraut.
will be accompanied by his fiance ston plant he was actively identified I want to help the fainting .lay by day;
and another pilot with whom he will with a number of local interests, I’m sure I shall not pass again this way.
Z'/l Gallon Kegs
$2.50
Perhaps you haven’t read this notice—From Dec. 1 until Christ
serving as 1st lieutenant in Battery I want to give the oil of joy for tears,
f-haro the controls, he said.
mas The Copper Kettle Porch is to be used as a Rest Room for
He announced he would take the G/ Coast. Artillery; as u Scout com The faith to conquer crowding doubts and
4 Gallon Kegs
3.00
Weary Shopptr*. There will be tables for wrapping packages and
fears.
West Coast route and figured tho missioner, and being prominent in
Beauty for ashes may I give alway; •
comfortable chairs for resting. Merchants may send your pack
Can send it Anywhere in the
entire distance al 7800 miles. He ex the Methodist Church.
I
’
m
sur,e
I shall not pass again this way.
ages here and they will be taken care of. The Postoffice is our
His friends regret that a new voca
pects to complete the trip in about 85
United States
nearest neighbor. We have Gifts and wrapping materials for sale
I want to give good measure running o’er,
hours. Contrary to his original In tion is to take him elsewhere
And into angry hearts 1 want to pour
and we can feed you but you need not feel under any obligations
tention he will use a land plane and
The answer soft that tumeth wrath away ;
to purchase anything. It is opened to the People—here at home or
Hazel: “Can you tell me the differ Im sure I shall not pass again this way.
stop to refuel several times instead
Neighboring towns for their convenience. You are welcome. We
ot attempting a non-stop flight, wilh ence between a storage battery and a
hope you will appreciate this effort sufficiently to avail yourself
I want to give to others hope and faith,
EDWIN A. DEAN
Scotchman ?”
an amphibian machine.
want to do all that the \|aster salth:
of the opportunity.
Don’t forget that we are open Evenings.
Bill: “No. what is the difference?” I1 want
Capt. Partridge is the son of George
to live aright from day to day ;
ROCKLAND.
ME.
TEL.
671-J
Merry Chrietmee!
Hazel: “Well—you can overcharge Ira sure I shall not pass again this way.
W. Partridge of Belfast. He will hop
140Th149
Daniel S. Ford.
:i battery/’
oiT from New York
.2.” .2.2,3.1'.7.2.24?."-L”.?.
....... .-i*y<5i-.S.”.h,.,.

Inc.

Soon we will be in our new store at

Volume 84.................. Number 140

OUR COAST ARTILLERY

The Rockland Gazette was established
1946. In 1874 the Courier was established and .
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established ln 1865 and in
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17. 1897

Playing at the I Oth

LADIES EO CENTS

,n Congressman White To Put
In Three Busy Months Be
fore Primaries
ln

Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.

NEWSPAPER HI8TORY

TWELVE PAGES

SAUER KRAUT

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIHES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., Nov. 21. 1S29.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of Thu Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Isue of this paper of Nov. 19, 1929, there was
printed a total of £225 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

on

Blessed are they which are perse
cuted for righteousness' sake: for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven.—
Matt. 5:10.
MRS. EMILY W. HITCHCOCK

,very-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 21, 1929

Page Two

TALK OF THE TOWN

rotarians relax

Harmony and Hilarity Mark
Inter-City Program—Dis
trict Governor Here
An Inter-city meeting of the Rotary ;
Clubs from Rockland, Camden and
Damariscotta was heiu at the Tnorndike Hotel last night, and District
Governor David C. Mtlntosh was
made aware that his Eastern Maine
constituency includes at least three
wide-awake organizations.
Camden came down 42 strong,
joined here by 18 from Damariscotta
and about 50 from Rockland.
Group singing constituted Damariscotta's offering to the evening's program, and the vocal powers of the
, Linaoin County delegation were giv,.n a pne demonstration. Camden
brought along a male quartet, which,
the group singers, was received
j with muci, enthusiasm.
Approximating this meeting were
the birthday anniversaries of Supt.
H. P. Blodgett, Dr. Neil A. Fogg, and
Representative George L. St. Clair.
Each received “appropriate” gifts,
presented with becoming dignity toy
Willis I. Ayer, Tlie incident consti
tuted Rockland's share of the pro
gram. and was responsible for a
great deal of hilarity.
landlord O'Neil set forth an ex
cellent banquet.

Chisholm’s
Candy Specials
Ribbon Candy
2 lb. Bxs.

39c

our own make

Winslow-Holbrook Post has engaged Temple Hall for Christmas
night.

Associate Justice John A. Morrill
was in the city yesterday presiding
oyer an equity cas®.
The "Get Acquainted” sale of the
' Rockland Pharmacy Inc., opens to
morrow. corner Park and 'Main
streets.
The W.C.T.r. will meet with
E J. Southard. Friday, with
William .Richardson as leader.
subject will be a Thanksgiving
gram.

Mrs.
Mrs.
The
pro

Emily W. (Case), widow of Dr.
Francis E. Hitchcock, died very suddenly Tuesday evening in her apartments at the Thorndike Hotel, where
Harry Wilbur of Swan's Island,
she had made her home the past 10
who was admitted to the Bar at tlie
years. Mrs. Hitchcock had for sevSeptember term of Supreme Court,
eral days felt slightly indisposed—a
has recently entered the office of
touch of bronchitis, but a gradually
Alan L Bird.
■weakening heart had sounded no
warning that the end was near.
P.egistry Clerk Edward S. May
The deceased was a daughter of th£
entered Knox Hospital this morning
late John S. and Lucy (White) Case,
‘ v. here he will undergo an operation
and was horn in this city Aug. 5, 1855.
for what looks at this time like a
Her father served the city several
case of chronic appendicitis.
years as mayor, and was one of its
regular retail price 50c
captains of Industry, engaged exten
John II. Brubaker has sold his resisively In the manufacture of lime and
I d, nee on Broadway to L. W. Benner
the ownership of a coasting fleet
and G. B. Butler. Mr. Brubaker left
The Case residence on 'White. Maple
yesterday for New Jersey, but his
and Beech streets, on whose site now
; family will remain until the first of
stands the William Bok Home For
| June.
Nurses, was one of the city's most
beautiful homes and the center of
The estate of the iate Capt. Charles
many of the delightful social func
THE LIONS CLUB
i E. Hall on Talbot avenue has been
tions of that period.
sold through the Gregory & Swett
Mrs. Hitchcock was a graduate and I j,ten- Tn Pnnnlar Warren
real estate agency to Frank Steeves,
yal
alumnus
of
Rockland
High
L1StenS
10
ro
PUlar
Warren
loy
pr. prietor of the Willow Street mar
School, and supplemented the educa
Pastor and a Clever Topi
ket who has been occupying It for
tion there received with a course at ’
some time.
thin
and
crisp
$
a fashionable boarding school in Bos- {
cal Song
ton. Approximately half a century
Braggio Luzzia and Salvatore
ago she was married to Dr. Hitchcock.
_____ of Warren
__ ____
Rev. H. M. Purrington
Timpone, who have been in the em
whose death occurred in 1S96, but who j was the speaker at the Wednesday
ploy of the Rockland and Rockport
is still recalled in the local realms meeting of the Lions Club, his subLime Corporation, have obtained
of medicine and surgery despite the ject "Cooperation," an interesting
passports for a visit of indefinite
long period which has elapsed.
address particularly appropriate to
length in their native country of
Not a church member Mrs. Hitch- the occasion and enjoyed by the
Italy.
cock was nevertheless one of the members and guests in attendance,
most active workers for the Con- J plans were begun for the annual
Samuel S. Lord, former secretary
gregational denomination. Proud of -birthday party" which will be obI of the Rockland Chamber of Conith© city in which her family had fig- ! gerved uec 5 at Hotel Rockland,
j merce and now holding a similar
tired so long and prominently. Mis. ,
meeting was enlivened by speposition in Gardner, Mass., was sud
Hitchcoclt was ever n patron of that cjaj musjcai numbers by Ken White,
denly stricken with appendicitis Monwhich stood for the best in its social
Jones and Patchy Savillle and the
’ day and was removed to a hospital
life—music, art. literature, etc. Of Lions became aware of the fact it
where he underwent a successful opostentation there was none, and many has within its membership the
! eration.
scores of kindly deeds remained un nucleus of a splendid orchestra.
sung, because that was her wish. To
The Maine Register for 1929-30 has
A vaudeville stunt by Messrs.
local charitable circles has^teen lost White and Saville closed the program,
put in appearance, so thick with its
a friend known best to those who dis it is understood the same team has
! 1893 pages that it fairly waddled into
pensed the charity she so freely gave. something in line for the meeting
: the office. It is published by Fred L.
With the narrowing of the family next week, at which Scout Master
Tower Companies, and represents a
circle her devotion to heme and hers— John Thompson will speak on the
I task that would have bothered our
always a marked characteristic— subject of boys' work in this vicinity.
I old friend Hercules somewhat. How
seemed to materially increase. The
i ran any business office get along
Visitors present were Leon P.
surviving members of that family are Shepard of Augusta and.' Leon J.
without it?
a daughter Mary E„ wife of Louis E. White of Rockland.
Wardwell of Camden: and a brother.
i Judge of Probate M. T. Crawford
William W. Case of this city.
, of Camden played host to the Court
MRS. CHARLES A. PEASE
Family funeral services wift he held
■ House “crowd'' Tuesday noon when
at the home of Mrs. E. J. Hellier. Tal
lie entertained them with a chicken
Sadness was brought into the com
ALL
OUR
CANDIES
ARE
FRESH
AND
MADE
bot avenue Friday at 10.30 a. m.. Rev. munity by the death of Emma Peck
I dinner at the Sea Grill Cafe, Park
W. S. Rounds officiating. Friends are wife of Charles A. Pease, which'
l street.' In the party were Judge
OF THE BEST INGREDIENTS
asked to omit flowers
I Crawford, Clerk M. M. Griffin,
, occurred Nov. 16. at the family
' Sheriff Frank F. Harding, Deputy
home, 17 Grove street, after a week's
CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK
i sheriff C. Earle Ludwiek. County
Illness of double pneumonia.
| Attorney L. It. Campbel!, Register of
Children’s Book Week is being ob
Mrs. Pease, daughter of the late
Deed* Albert Winslow. Register of
served this week and next and a most Capt. and Mrs. Chandlier Peck, was
j Probate Charles L. Veazle and County
interesting display cf the books, re horn in Rockland, June 30. 1882. She
Treasurer Earle C. Dow.
cently added to the juvenile depart- was a graduate of the High School,
ment, has been arranged by Miss . and wrote the music for the ode in
Two handsome turkeys are to lie
Margaret Snow, librarian, and Miss the graduation exercises. Her marAT THE METROPOLITAN
cess. and also the Fred Evans En -en Jn the window of Knowlton's
Hazel Marshall, juvenile librarian. It riage to Charles A. Pease, took place
semble of dancing beauties.
Market, the birds to he given away at
covers a vast field of literature f ir Sept. 14. 1919.
"Evidence,” Now Being Shown In
Starting Thursday. Nov. 28 theatre the midnight show of the Jimmie
children from the nursery age to Hi
Of a quiet and retiring nature, she
This Boston Theatre Is Dramatic
patrons will see Charles "Buddy” Ettans Revue next 'Wednesday at
and 18 years, and is presented in the found her greatest happiness in her
Masterpiece.
Rogers, Jean Arthur, and a splendid Park Theatre. All persons are urged
most fascinating fashion. Miss Mar- home, devoting her time unstintedly
cast, in "Half-Way to Heaven," the to estimate the weight and drop their
shall is taking orders for any of these !to her husband and young son. al"the graphic answer to a vital hu newest ot Paramount's all talking estimate slips into a box inside the
books, the profit to be turned into I though many with burdens of trouble
man problem is found in “Evidence” photoplay's, which gives free rein to store provided for the purpose. Tlie
the library fund for purchasing more knew her kindly thought and help,
first correct estimate taken from the
books for the juvenile department.
she is survived by her husband. seething drama of emotions brought the marvelous personalities of "Bud box Wednesday night will bring the
• • • •
one son. Albert Chandler; and a sis- to the living screen by one of the_ dy" Rogers and beautiful Jean Arhind to the skilled estimator, provid
tfiur.—adv.
On the aviation table are arranged ^€r’ ^rs- Lucy Peck Spear,
greatest feminine stars of cinema or
ing he or she is in the audience.
books of various tvpes pertaining to ! Funeral services were held from the
.
the art which has captured the world late residence Tuesday afternoon. stage—Pauline Frederick.
In this all-talking dramatic mas
Lindy's own book. "We," Twenty "lth Rev' W' S' ««unds of the ConHours and Forty Minutes.” by Amelia gregational Church officiating. The terpiece the audience will feel the
floral display was unusually profuse
,
, .
Earhart, "The Picture Boo kof Avi and beautiful, a mute tribute to the Power of lhe -denunciation of ciration" for the young by Frank Do- esteem held for the departed. The cumstantial evidence" as the means
bias, Keyhoe’s "Flying with Lind
hearers were John Frost, Robert M. ' of gu,nt. Now. if any talking pictures
bergh," "The Flight of the Southern Packard. E. A. Rogers and E. E.
have had a cast so perfect in the in
Cross" by Kingsford-Smith and Ulm. Trask Jr., of Caribou.
the manual “ABC of Aviation," fiction
terpretation of characters, net only
stories of aviation, and such maga
by persons, but by the human voice.
DEMONSTRATING FIRST AID
zines as “The Aviation Quarterly"
Such distinguished artists as Willfam
and "Aviation" as well as books of Central Maine Power Co. Team Has Ojurtenay. Conway Tearle, Lowell
These baskets make a particularly gra
plans for model airplanes, are noted,
Become Highly Efficient
Sherman, Alec B. Francis. Myrna Loy
and capping all is the model plane
cious remembrance Trimmed with gay
and Ivan Simpson, are co-featured
made by David Curtis, aged nine
Friday in the Chamber of Com with Pauline Frederick, whose super
bows and filled with assorted fruits, can
years, who won the first prize in the merce building was held the first lative portrayal of a courageous
Junior Wright Curtiss school con meeting of the year of the executive woman in one of the year's best per
dies and choice delicacies artistically ar
test.
hoard of Rockland Branch American formances. on the stage or screen.
• » • »
Red Cross. There Were present also
ranged and carefully packed.
On the stage the audience will see
Special attention is being directed many ihterested persons who came to "Mardi Gras" a colorful carnival of
Mail and Telephone Orders promptly
to “The Goldsmith of Florence” by witness the splendid work done by rare talent in a glittering pageant of
Katharine Gibson, tales of such the Central Maine Power Co.'s first exhilarating entertainment, starring
and
carefully filled.
craftsmen as Della Robbia. Paul aid team. This team of four men and Morton Downey, gifted “goldenRevere, Cellini, and many others. In a captain, trained by Almon M. Young voiced personality" who will preside
connection with this book are the are to compete, early in 1930, with over such stellar Pubiix talent as the !
original illustrations made for it, other similar teams in the power Four Ortons, the world's champion
loaned by Macmillan Co., publishers. company's properties.
There are aeriaiists; the Two Gobs, with “four
A small hook of particular interest many other employes of this com speedy feet;” Dorothy Neville, the
is “God's Loveliest Creation—a Child pany who are at the present time tak superb vocalist, whose previous ap
and a Flower," a compilation of prose ing the course of instruction. It is pearance here created much favor
and poetry pertaining to children and open to any interested person.
able comment; the Four Harmonists,
First aid has been defined "as to otherwise known as the "famous ra
gladioli, prepared by Charles A. Rob
inson of 597 Park avenue. New York, what you do with what you have with dio Quartette;” another surprise act,
a former Rockland man. who sent the you, to help a person who has been direct from a New York stage suehook to Miss Snow together with a injured so that you may turn him
over to a physician with a better
charming letter.
Among othe particularly lovely chance of recovery than he had. had
books are noted a marvelous edition nothing been done for him."
The Red Cross course in first aid
of Hans Christian Anderson's “Snow
Queen," Lewis Carrolls “Alice in is given as a certified course so thaht
"Wonderland" with illustrations by its graduates may lie qualified to
Willey Pogany, showing a bobbed teagli first aid to their fellow-work
haired Alice in modern garb; "The ers. in the schohois, camps and other
Graphic Bible" by Lewis Browne, organizations. During the pas tyear
from Genesis to Revelation, with ani 52,596 certificates were awarded to
who
completed'
the
mated maps and charts; "Hindu individuals
Just Received Direct From the Miltex Dress Makers of New
Fables for Little Children" by Dhan courses of instruction and passed the
Gopal Mukerji; “Chimney Corner rigid examinations. The funds to
York City. A large assortment of LATEST STYLED SILK
Poems." by Yeronoca S. Hutchinson; maintain the instructors and direc
“Peppi the Duck" by Rhea Wells" tors and to disseminate this program
nationwide conies from the annual
DRESSES. These Dresses Usually Go On Sale at $10.95,
with adorable illustrations.
Red Cross roll call membership dues.

Old Fashioned
Chocolates
lb 29c

I MONT O N 9

S

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

CA
V

Friday and Saturday
Specials for the Last Two Days of Our

ANNUAL FALL SALE

Fancifilled Hard
Candies
lb 29c

Campfire Marshmal
lows 1 lb Package 28c
Peanut Brittle

lb 29c

Fresh Cocoanut Cakes
Dozen
24c

Shelled Walnuts lb 58c
Salted Pecans

1 b 98c

Salted Castanas
K ♦. it* 1lb 59c
Hixed Nuts

F. J. SIMONTON CO. uaaararaznraiaraaiarafzjzfzw

Special On

New Hats
40

1lb 27c

Chisholm’s, Rockland

Thanksgiving Baskets

New Velvet Hats at

$1.98
Regular $3.98 Velvets at $1.98

New Felts
$1.00
Colors: Green, Red, Tan and Black

CITHER-COOK CO.
346 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

For Individual or Entire Family

CARINI’S

Fruit and Candy Shoppe

E. B. Hastings <S Co.

Capt. Roswell Eaton is home from
Glen Cove, Long Island, where he has
been in command of a craft which
furnished gasoline and water sup
plies. He brought some interesting
snapshots of the yacht Wenonah
owned by James J. Stillman, which
was wrecked by an explosion'in Au
gust. Capt. Eaton did not actually
witness the blowing up of this craft,
which had several times visited
Rockland harbor, but lie heard the
explosion, and made the pictures to
which reference has heen made. In
the course of the summer Capt.
Eaton came in contact with Lieut.
Silvia, who was attached to the Rock
land Naval Station during the war.
and who is now executive officer on a
destroyer. He wished to be remem
bered to his friends in Rockland,
where he feels that he spent a very
happy summer.
Capt. Eaton ex
pects to return to Glen Cove next
season: meantime lie is going to have
a nice vacation and forget nautical
pares.

Thanksgiving
-X

FANCY NORTHERN NEW YORK TURKEYS, fresh picked
These turkeys were shipped to us direct from the Holland
Butter Co., and will, without question, be the best lot of
turkeys shown in the market this year.
We expect to be able to sell Turkeys Much Cheaper than
last year
Native Chickens, Fowl, Ducks and Geese all raised in Knox
County
We have everything to make your Thanksgiving Dinner a
success, at

but as an Extra Special we will offer these Beautiful New

The Governor and Council Tuesday
expressed approval of the efforts of
the Knox Memorial Association to
dedicate a memorial to Gen. Henry
Knox at Thomaston. The association
also was commended for its efforts
to hhave the Postoffice Department
issue a special commemorative stamp
in honor of the Valley Forge hero and
firs; Secretary of War of tlie United
States.
*

“Oh, George, do you realize it’s al
most a year since our honeymoon, and
that glorious day we spent on the
sand? I wonder how we’ll spend this
one?’’
“On the rocks.”—Vancouver Prov
ince.
WANTED—Girl or- woman to serve three
hours dally. PARK STREET SEA GRILL.
Manley T. Perry, Prop.
140-142
FOR iSALE—Good horse, also jigger and
pune W. R. FOSTER. Tel. 93-W.
140-142
FOR SALE—Glenwood furnace that has
been used a very short time. We will sell this
nt a very low price. BURPEE FURNITURE
UO.
140M5

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Silk Dresses for a short time only at—

Rockland, Maine
140-1t

For Thanksgiving!

E. B. Hastings & Go,

We have a nice supply of FOWL,
CHICKENS, DUCKS and GEESE
to dress for your Thanksgiving din
ner. Also fine Turnips, Squash,
and those beautiful large red
Apples, Wolf Rivers.

Put In Your Order Early

Frederick F. Monroe
Telephone 647-14

139-141

—but you always
remember the dipper
Long after you have gated at the stars in the
heaver.s, you can always remember the dipper.
It’s the same when buying bread:
If it’s
QUALITY, WHOLESOME FLAVOR and
FRESHNESS that appeals to you, you’ll always
remember to order
j

Golden Heart Bread
“The Best Bread In Maine”
• ' I "

.

-----

Every-OtHer-Day

Page THreS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 21, 1929
New chemical fire apparatus built ,
for the town of Bluehill by McCann of
Portland passed through Main street
Tuesday. The machine curries a
of “booster’’ instead of a chemical tank.

• TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Nov. 21—Annual meeting of Chamber
Commerce at Hotel Rockland.
Nov. 21—Unlversallst Fair.
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Megunticook Grange
fair.
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
benefit senior class of high school.
Nov. 25—Annual ball of R. V. F. A. at
Snow's hall. Water street.
Nov. 26—Chapin Class benefit bridge at
Mrs. Howard Dunbar’s.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving dance given by
American Legion Auxiliary at Temple hall.
Nov. 28—-Knox County Fish and Game Asso
ciation turkey shoot at Oakland Park.
Nov. 28—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Matie Little, 360 Broadway.
Nov. 29-30—Camden Megunticook Grange
Fair.
Dec. 2—City election.
Dec. 2—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
Dec. 2—Shakespeare Society meets with
Miss Alice Erskine.
Dec. (—Christmas Bazaar at St. Peter’s
Church.
Dec. 4-3—Thomaston, Ladles’ Aid of Fed
erated Church fair Dec. ,4 and supper Dec. 5.
Dec. 4—Rockport Ladles’ Aid, M. E.
Church Christmas fair.
Dec. 6—Thomaston—Episcopal Ladles Guild
hold a sale.
Dec. 11—Annual fair, Methodist church.
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptlat Ladies’ sewing
circle fair.
#
Dec 13—Rockland grade schools close.
Dec. 13—Rockport schools close.
Dec. 20—Rockland High School closes.

In connection with "Donation Day”
for A Home for Aged Women Tues
day, Nov. 26. all those having articles
to contribute and having no way to
get ^hem to the Home are asked to
communicate with Mrs. Lester Sher- [
man. Beech street, who will be glad
to call for them.
Mrs. Annie Mills of Milo, worthy
grand matron, will be guest of honor
at the meeting of Golden Rod Chap
ter, O.EjS., Friday night, and will in
spect the chapter. Supper at 6 under
the direction of Mrs. (Walter Ladd,
Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook. Mrs. George
St. Clair and Mrs. Harold Karl.
The meeting of Blue Bonnet Troop,
Girl Scouts, had small attendance
Monday due to the severe storm.
However, the gathering was a profit
able one.
Captain Beverage an
nounces that the merit badges will be
presented at the next meeting, which
takes place Monday afternoon. She
asks members to take their ropes to
each meeting.

Russell, 11-year-old son of Herman
The Board of Registration is in ses Simpson of 44 Gay street, is able to
sion at the City Building.
make his way about with the aid of
a crutch. He broke one of his legs
South Thomaston Grange fair five weeks ago when he fell from an j
with supper and entertainment to apple tree. Being a shut-in was nut
morrow.
at all to his liking, but was bright
ened by many kind remembrances,
Barbara P. Hatch of Dark Harbor including a basket of fruit from his
Is an assistant editor of the Kent’s teacher and schoolmates of Junior
High School, and flowers and fruit
Hill Breeze.
from the Baptist and Methodist
churches.
Carroll Boardman Is moving from
the Leo house, Gurdy street, to the
E. A. Dean and son Harold of The
Mills house, Cedar street.
Highlands visited their cottage at-

Annual November Sale
Starting Saturday, November 23, Lasting Through
Monday and Tuesday
One of our three store-wide sales of the year. This is an important selling event to all the people of this section With Christmas just
around the corner we feel you will be particularly interested in the values. Only a part of the items mentioned here. Store open Sat
urday A. M. at 8.30.

COATS

DRESSES

Ft) L COATS

Hosmer's Pond, Tuesday, finding that
the building had been broken into by
means of a window, and evidences
showing that it was being occupied
regularly.
Remains of recently
th
l’cooked food, dirty dishes, cigaret
Because of limited space X „®'jstubs, etc., were scattered about.
planning to attend the benefit bridge While the (beds ha<» been slept in.
party Tuesday night at the home of Mr. Dean and his son spent the night
Mrs. Howard Dunbar are requested there Tuesday Jn hiding, but the
to telephone their intentions to her.
molesters did not make appearance.

Warden Buker will speak at the
Legion smoker tonight and there
will be several acts of vaudeville with
"eats after.”

Peter Peppicello went raspberrvlng
on one of the bay Islands yesterday
with considerable success which he
considers pretty good.. Fresh picked
raspberries in Maine for Thanksgiv
ing are not every year delicacies.
Arthur L. Rogprs has returned from
taking an intensive course in study
of , cutting the popular ‘W ind blown
bob." Repeated calls for this par
ticular hair cut convinced Mr. Rogers
that the community should have a
barber qualified to cut it, hence his
trip.

Gary Cooper, handsome leading
man of the films who appeared* in
"Wings,’ “The Shopworn Angel" and
"Wolf Song,” heads the cast of the
Paramount classic of the New Show
World, "The Virginian” which comes
to the Strand Theatre Monday, Tues
day and Wednesday.

A completely reorganized Jimmie
Evans Revue will play at Park The
atre all next week. The present com
pany ranks as the outstanding musi
cal road show in Pubiix N. B. The
atres. Monday night will be amateur
night and those having talent who
are desirous of entering will leave
Yesterday- afternoon David H. Cur
their names at the box office. Cash tis, Jr., of the Fifth Grade. Tyler
prizes to the winners and passes to. building, rushed to the Curtissthe remaining entries.
Wright flying field, where the win
ners in the airplane contest were to
The much talked of Rockport Car receive their ride.
Mrs. Phyllis
nival is on tomorrow and Saturday, Leach invited him to ride to the field
with assurance of ample support where he was a lot surprised to find
from Rockland and neighboring that the whole Fifth Grade, accom
towns. The Rockporters have made panied by their teacher. Mrs. Nellie
a great effort this year and their show Hall, had arrived before him carry
will be the biggest thing of its kind ing flags and horns to greet their class
since Community Fair in the old Ar president. David was supplied with
cade. Fine afternoon and evening cap and goggiles and then tucked
programs are on tap for both days.
under the arm of a mechanic
for fear he would get lost in the mud
The final performance of-“Meet the,
wag strapped In the seat of the
Wife" Tuesday night at the High Fledgeling, piloted by Gerry Mulli
School auditorium was of such gan and started on a 15-mlnute ride.
merit as to completely win the audi After leaving the field they circled
ence. which was rather small. There back again, so the school children
will apparently be no profit accruing could salute him again. The services
from the play hut the High Schoo1 Lot Victor Hall .Willis Anderson, J. E.
Itevens, Mrs. Candage. Mrs. Elmer
Orchestra will be the richer by $1 ’
and the handsome set becomes thefcrockett Herbert" Tlhomas, Clifton
Cross and Pierre Havener in convey
property of the High School to
ing the children to and from the field
used in future theatricals.
were much appreciated.
Registration applications for the
BORN
annual State Older Boys’ Conference
5c°uV COBB—At Rockland, Nov- 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
have been received at Boy Seoul
headquarters. The Conference is Wr, James A. Cobb, a son. Henry Keene.
he held this year In Auburn-Ik'wis-'
MARRIED
ton December 6. 7, 8 and all applica
tions must be returned and filed be HOl’DLETT-ALEXANDER—At Dresden, Nov.
IB. by 'Rev. John B. Alexander. Harold L.
fore Nov. 29. Church groups and
Hoadlett of Dresden and Miss Muriel Alex
hoys’ clubs planning to send delega
ander, formerly of North Haven.
tions should communicate with Boy
Scout headquarters for information.
DIED

’While no unusual features took
pldte at the weekly “church family
night” at the Pratt M. E. Church
Tuesday evening, the gathering, num
bering more than 100 persons. *was
very enjoyable and profitable. Sup
per was served by the Baraca Class,
with singing of home songs at the
tables, Parker IWorrey leading. The
lesson of the Bible class was “How
the call came to Jesus,’ 'illustrated by
outlines and lantern slides. At the
meeting, next Tuesday evenlng**A.
W. Gregory Is to give an address per
taining to prison reform.

For the first time in the annals of
dancing in Rockland, the famous Joe
Roman and his Pennsylvanians will
play a concert and hall ll\Temple hall
Nov. 25. This orchestra with a na
tional reputation boasts every man as
u well trained and talented musician.
Dance critics who attended the most
famoils battle of music ever staged in
Maine at the Lewiston Armory, which
saw three of the greatest orchestras
in the country battling for supremacy
acknowledged Joe Roman’s Orches
tra the victor. They are now tour
ing New England and breaking box
(.fflee records at every appearance.

Fair
South Thomaston

Grange Hall

Friday, Nov. 22
Supper 5 to 7

Entertainment in Evening

Former Sale
Price Price
Hudson Sdal, size 44,
295.00 245.03
Hudson Seal, size 42
350.00 245.00
Raccoon, size 18,
225.00 225.03
Opossum, size 18,
175.00 139.00
Silver Muskrat, size 36,
185.00 150,00
Silver Muskrat, size 36, 250.00 185.00
Taupe Muskrat, size 18, 200.00 165.00
Silver Muskrat, size 38, 295.00 250.00

All roads lead to the Universalist
Fair today. The doors open at 2
o’clock, and from then on the vestry
will be a scene of bustling activity.
Aprons, fancy work, and manj- other
articles suitable for Christmas gifts
will be on sale, as well as cooked food,
candies, nuts, etc., and to liven things
up the “Red Peppetfft’’ are going in
directly from schodl and play several
selections. Supper a la carte will be
served, followed by a musical pro
gram of high order in the church au
ditorium at 8 o’clock under the direc
tion of Miss Mabel Lamb.
On the program o f the musical
revue to be presented at Columbia
Theatre Bath, the evenings of Nov.
26 and 27, the name of Miss Pearl M.
Oliver, dancer, appears. Miss Oliver
will be recalled as having been in one
of Mrs. Percival's dancing recitals
in Rockland a few years ago. featured
in solo dances, when she made a most
favorable impression. She has just
returned from a season in iNew York
where she studied extensively with
Ned Wayburn. noted dancing master
who bhas turned out many famous
msical comedy stars.

HITCHCOCK—At Rockland. Nov. 19, Emily
W.. widow of Dr. F. iE. Hitchcock, aged 74
years, 3 months. 13 days. Family funeral
services Friday at 10.30 a. m. Please ondt
flowers.
TRIS8ELL—At Tort Clyde, Nov. 19, Franklin
Trussell. aged SO years. 4 months, 19 days.
Funeral Friday at 1 o’clock from Baptist
Church.
L1TTLF.HALE—At Washington, Nov. 12, James
Llttlehale, aged 86 years.
^Correction.]
G1LKEY—At Camden. Nov. 20. Rosalie, wife
of Edward F. tillkey, aged 'G.l years. Fu
neral Friday at 2 o’clock.
FOSTER—At Lincolnville, Nov. 17. Elizabeth,
wife of Caleb Foster, aged 77 years, 6
months, 26 days.
,
MAXIM—At Winthrop. iNov. —. Mrs. Annie
Milter Maxim, formerly of Waldoboro.
KIRK—At West Rockport. Nov. 21. Frances
M., wife of Phineas Kirk, aged 76 years, 4
months, 23 days.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere apprecia
tion to our neighbors and friends who have
shewn their sympathy in our recent bereave
ment by comforting words and with beautiful
flowers; especially Rev. Mrs. Helen H. Carl
son. Charles (Hill and family and the Ameri
can Legion and Masons.
Mrs. Harriettc Carver, Mrs. Robert Snow.
Ed. Carver Hamilton.
*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
for their kindness and sympathy during our
great sorrow; especially we wish to thank
Golden Rod Chapter, the Carlnl family, Mrs.
Charles Richardson and Helen Coombs. .
•
Mr. and Mrs. I. Rosenbloom and family
CARD OF THANKS
We wMh to express our deepest gratitude
to all who were so kind and helpful to us
during the illness of bur sister Athelene
Rowley Forbes, particularly Knox 'Hospital
and Miss Royce, the nurses—Miss Hills and
Miss Pushaw—to 'Rev. J. C. MacDonald for
•ftis comforting words, and to those who sent
lowers.
♦
E. C. Powell and family

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our thanks to the citi
zens of Thomaston and vicinity who have so
generously given to the fund for Mrs. Fred
Butler. Anyone who wishes to give to this
fund can do so by giving to Mrs. Mabel
Creighton, or the following committee : Mrs.
Luther Clark. Mrs. Pusle Newbert, Mrs. Ada
Chadwick, Mrs. E. P. Starrvtt.
•

Special Group

A

Sealine,
Leopard
Natural
Seatine,
Natural

size 42,
Cat, size 36,
Muskrat, size 40,
siZb 38,
Muskrat, size 40,

200.00
265.00
175.00
115.00
195.00

139.03
175.00
139.03
95.00
1 50.00

EVERY COAT GUARANTEED
by
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Velvet Dresses
SPECIAL

Here are some exceptional values. Do not
ask us to send them out on approvel as there
are not enough. Not on sale until Saturday.
Lot No. 1, Silks and Woolens

Sport and Dress Coats

14.95 Transparent Vel
vets,
10.50
24.50 Transparent Vel
vets,
19.50

5.00
Lot No. 2, formerly 14.95

7.50

55.00
59.50
65.00
69.50
79.50
89.50

10% off on every dress not already marked
down

Toilet Goods

Boys’ Cotton Union Suit, short sleeve, knee
6 to 16

15c

39c

Jergen's Soap, assorted odors, 12 cakes in
wire basket

Boys,’ Part Wool Suit, long sleeve, ankle

98c

79c

Ladies’ Fine Rayon Stripe in Cream Tint,
Part Wool
Vest
Bloomers
Union Suit

Bath Salts in Christmas boxes, 1.00 value;
big assortment
S

89c

Luncheon Cloths
89c

Manchester Percales
80 count; regularly 25c

5 yards for 1.00
Pique and Linene Remnants

15c yard
Art Embroidery
2 for 1.03
Pure Linen Scarfs to emb.,
.19
Unbleached Aprons, to emb.,
.25
Breakfast Sets, to emb.,
.89
Bed Spreads, to emb.,
.39
Card Tabel Covers,
.39
Fleisher Kgt. Worsted,
lb. hank,
(only a few odd colors)
Sew-Me-Ons, to clcse,
.10 and .15

Hosiery
No-Mend^ our regular 1.50 service
All Colors; All Sizes; All Firsts

1.38
McCallum, No. 1918, our service weight 1.85
Hoae

3 pairs for 5.00
your own selection of colors
Val Doree Pure Silk full fashioned, our regu
lar 1.19, with slipper heel, no other hoae
mixed in

1.00
Ladies' Silk and Wool, full .fashioned. These
are irregulars of Sulloway’s 1.00 number

69c
Men’s Silk and Wool Fancies; 50c value

3 for 1.00
Boys' Golf Hoae, our 50c hoae; sizes 8 to 11

3 for 1.00

Forest Mills Union Suits, tailored
top knee

2 for 1.00

Vantine's “Zanadu,” a milk base talcum;
25c value

Pure Linen with stripes, size 53x53
November sale price

49.50
55.03
59.50
62.50
69.50
79.50

Underwear
Ladies’

Du Barry Home Beauty Treatment
during this sale onty 10% off to introduce
its value to more of our customers
Mifflin Rubbing Alcohol,
.23
Naps, Sanitary Napkins,
-23
Kotex, Sanitary Napkins,
.39

All Fur Trimmed
Coats,
Coats,
Coats,
Coats,
Coats,
Coats,

59c 79c 98c
House Dresses

Gloves!

Millinery
First Clearance of Fall and Winter Hats, one
lot of Velvets and Meballics, formerly $3 to $5

1.98

Ladies' Fabric Gloves, assorted colora and
sizes; 1.00 values that we have not a full
assortment qf

59c

Nearly all of our regular 10.00 hats

8.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Rugs! Rugs! Rugs!
Wc need the room for Toys; take advantage
of these prices. Come early on these
6x9 Axminsters,

Ladies’ Wash Cape Gloves, slip-on or cuff
wrist

Men's Suede Gloves with wool fleece lining;
value 2.50

We have not forgotten you on this sale
Men's Broadcloth Shirts, collar attached;
sizes 14 to 17; colors are blue, green, tan, etc.

1.00

1.50

1.59
Golden Fleece, heavy plaids; size 70x80;
regular 3.98

2.98
*

- t---'

Infants’ Sweater!

4.95

69c

Columbia Pound Blanket Remnants; one
case only for this sale
Bath Robe Flannel, 36 in.,
.39
36 inch Outing Flannel, stripes
Silence Felt Cloth, 54 in.,
.45
40 in. Unbleached Cotton, short lengths
of 15g qptton,
.10

Small Boys’ Suits, made of durable Peggy
Cloth; size 2 only

45c

Half Price

One lot of Infants’ Sweater,; manufacturer*’
cleanup of 2.98 goods

‘

1.98

Boys' Corduroy Panta; good quality; lined

1.49

1.00

One small lot Men’s and Boys’ Heavy Fleeced
to close out,

Boys' Khaki Shirts; wtool

79c

1.19
Boys' Cotton Blouses

Ladies' Long Silk Scarfs
Regular 2.98; high colora

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L98_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Silks - - Wash Goods
Skinner's Crepe Back Satin, all new fall
shades; regular 2.98

2.50
Skinner’s Flat Crepe; regular 2.50

__________ 120__________

Congress Playing Cards
63c'
Stationery—100 boxes Eaton Cranes
Paper; all colors
48 Envelopes. 51 Sheets in box

Fine

2.98
All Wool Single Blankets, two tone pastel
shades, 66x80

Slip-on style with stripes; regular 1,Wj
eweatera

Men's Khaki Shirts, all wool, extra sizes

Men's Part Wool Random Union Suits
36 to 46

2.69
Senter Crane Special Double Blanket, 66x76

Perrin’s Full Fur Lined Glova

8.3x10.6 Axminsters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Men, Attention!

98c
Blankets - Domestics
All Wool Army or Camp Blankets; 2.98 value

1.69

10.00

Lailiea’ House Dresses, discontinued styles
of much better dresses

45c
Princess Slips
Special purchase off Ladie'
Ladies' Slips, rayon and
cotton; colors, pinl$,
pint$, peach,
p
tan, navy
e
Sizes 36 to 44; deep
hem

Christmas Cards
Don’t judge these by the price
12 cards in box., per box
21 cards in box, per box,

.19
.39

Outing Flannel Robe
V neck, stripes, regular 98c

69c
Children's One-Piece Sleeping Garments

39c
Children's Outing Flannel Gowns; sizes 8-14

-_____ 69c________
Linens - Towels

98c
Pongee Chemise

Stevens P Crash with colored borders

Ladies’ Chemise
nise of 12m Pongee
sizes
tee 36 zto
t 44

Stevens A 17 in. with colored bor c,er

98c
Hand Bags

Heavy Turkish Towels, 22x46, with colored
borders; a bargain

Ladies'’ Hand Bags, all of
November Sale onI. Ladiei
our regular
gular 2.98
2.9 bags

Turkish Towel, 18x36, with stripes

2.69

10c each

89c
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

6 yards for 1.00
7 yards for 1.00

3 for 1.00
scss
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NORTH HOPE
A distinct tremor of the earth was
felt here late Monday afternoon dur
ing the high wind and snow and rain
storm.
David Mash blasted rock with
dynamite for Loren Bennett last
week.
The ladies of Hilltop sewing circle
were delightfully entertained last
week at the home of Mrs. Alice Hall
in Appleton. Assorted confections
and salted nuts were served during
the afternoon and lunch at 4 o’clock
was a very enjoyable part of the
occasion. Sewing, music and social
chat pleasantly filled the remaining
hours. Next meeting will be Dec. 4
with Mrs. L. \Y. Bennett.
Mrs. Annie Pease of Hope was a
guest Wednesday evening of Mrs
Alice Hall, Appleton.
Mrs. Olive Pease who was a re
cent visitor at the home of her son
J. D. Pease has returned to her home
in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Humphrey and
Albert Humphrey of Glencove were
recent guests at Daniel Ludwig's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lermond of
Camden visited Mr. and Mrs. John
Marriner Tuesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle who re
cently returned from Massachusetts
and are now occupying their farm
home on Appleton Ridge were visitors

Quality at a Price!

all-electric

Wednesday at the home of her broth' er Frank Morse. Mr. and Mrs. Towle
are adding many improvements to
their home, prominent among them
a new lighting system and furnace.

has been good and the pupils interest
WARREN
ed in their work. Otto Bennett re
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crosby have
ceived the pencil this week for best
returned from several week's visit in
spelling. Supt. Lord of Camden vis
ited the school Nov. 13 and Miss Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Addison Oliver is in Augusta where
Ralph Esancy and Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Bennett and little sister Hazel he has employment in a shoe factory.
Frank Morse spent last week on a were also recent visitors.
A cordial invitation is extended to
gunning trip to Mattawamkeag.
everyone to attend the farewell re
They returned Friday bringing a fine
NORTH WARREN
ception which will be tendered Rev.
8-point buck deer as the result of
The following program was given and Mrs. C. D. Pau! next Tuesday
, Frank's accurate marksmanship.
Parents’ Day fet the Anderson school: evening
at
the
Congregational
Albert HUI Church.
Clifford Richards of Camden was a Welcome,
Prize Speaking Contest
guest oi Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner Primary
At the I.O.O.F. hall Friday evening
Grades (Grades 1 and 2)
recently.
the degree staff is requested to be
“When I Am Big.”
BaxterTolman
Mrs. Samuel Pease and infant "Tlie Turkey's Opinion,
Frederick Burgess present. I.unch will be served at the
CurtisTolman
daughter returned home from Cam "Bed in Summer,”
close of the meeting.
“Lindy,”
MauriceAlholm
den Hosp t ! last Saturday.
Mrs. Intermediate Grades (Grades 3, 4. 5 and 6)
“Giving Thanks" is the thought
Pease’s daughter -Esther has been “Seeiif Things,”
Roger Farris Rev. H. M. Purrington will have for
“
The
Little
Boy
Blue.
”
Ernest
Errkila
stayin,-- with her grandmother Millei
Sunday morning at the Baptist
“The Dead Doll,"
Esther Tolman
at Appleton—not Hester as previously
The Christian Endeavor
“A Boy's Complaint.”
Nlilo JH111 Church.
stated.
“Castor Oil.”
Reino Hill will have charge of the 7 o’clock
“
In
Flanders
Fields,
”
Eugene
Tolman
Wi.l C ance and son Oliver of
meeting led by Irvin Spear and
In Flanders Fields.”
Alice Farris
Camden were dinner guests Armistice “
' Somebody’s Mother.”
Albert Hill Maurice Wyllie. “The Old Rugged
! Day of Mr. and Mrs. George Hall.
Cross" a musical service will he pre
"If You Can’t Go Over or Under Go ‘Round,”
Mr .and Mrs. Walter Jarvens of
Eugene Tolman sented.
Pennsylvania were visitors Sunday
Contest was won by Frederick Bur
The Baptist Ladies' Circle are serv
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. gess of the primary section and Eu ing a public supper Thursday night.
Bennett. Other guests were Miss gene Tolman of the intermediate sec
The W.W. G. girls will pack a bar
Marilla Bennett of Camden, Emerald tion?
rel for the Mother School at Beaufort,
X’pham of Hyde Park, Mass., Mr. and
"The Grammar Class at the N. C., Friday afternoon at the home
Mrs. Earl Dority and daughter Helen. Fquiggsbee School.” was presented of Mrs. Boyd Caler.
| Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Dority and by the members of the 3d. 4th, 5th
Rev. C. D. Paul will speak on
'son Arthur and MissiGladys Bennett and 6th grades, the characters as fol “Thanksgiving Always” at the Con
of Camden.
lows:
gregational Church Sunday morning.
Attendance at the school. Miss Miss Strict (teacher),
Alice Farris A special offering will be taken for
Ellen Thurlow teacher, the past week Mrs. Mulligan,
Albert Hill the
Congregational State
work.
Pupils, Members of 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th grades "Some Patriotic wltmen In the Bible"
will be the evening subject.
Barber—I don’t seem to remem
Dana Smith, Roland Starrett and
ber your face. Patron—Probably not. W. F. Overlook returning Monday
It’s all healed up now.—Montreal morning from a gunning trip at MacaStar.
wahoc were victims of an unpleasant
accident when their car turned
Your rug problems can be settled over after surmounting a treacher
with satisfaction guaranteed by call- ous hill and coming unwarned upon
* ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock a .crowd surrounding two out of the
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your state cars that had both just- turned
rugs and return them promptly, like over. All escaped serious injury.
They brought home two deer.
new
124-tf

Balanced-Unit

HIGHBOY

Fairfield Mother
Praises Bon-Tone

For any
FREE HOME

I Tubb>irO

DEMONSTRATION
And then yours on
easy payments if you
decide to buy.

TONE - SELECTIVITY - DISTANCE
Tonal fidelity that is note-perf*ct—
hair-line selectivity—tremendous
distance range-all these are at last
made possible in a single radio.
By extraordinary engineering,
Philco has attained a precise elec
trical balance that results in radio

tone of revolutionary clearness,
richness and fullness. Every
Philco set is balanced to use two
245 power tubes, push-pull, and
is equipped with a genuine, big
size Llcctro- Dynamic Speaker
—latest moving coil typa.*

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
643 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 661

We can never be sure just what
makes an infant restless, but the
remedy can always be the same.
Good old Castoria! There’s comfcfrt in every drop of this pure
vegetable preparation, and not the
slightest harm in its frequent use.
As often as Baby has a fretful
spell, is feverish, or cries and can’t
sleep, let Castoria soothe and quiet
him. Sometimes it’s a touch of
colic. Sometimes constipation. Or
diarrhea—a condition that should
always be checked without delay.
Just keep Castoria handy, and give
it promptly. Relief will follow

very promptly; if it doesn’t, you
should call a physician.
All through babyhood, Castoria
should be a mother's standby; and
a wise mother does not change to
stronger medicines as the child
grows older. Castoria is readily
obtained at any drugstore, and the
genuine easily identified by the
Chas. H. Fletcher signature that
appears on every wrapper.

.v
Your
Paper
Friday 0 Saturday
SUGGESTIONS Roofs
atai

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Let us show you how to have
the latest walls at moderate cost
S-W Flat-Tone makes it easy to
have smart, colorful walls in all
homes—old or new—at a cost
within the means of anyone. It
is the most economical wall finish
upfri/y s-w Fiat-—a wall paint with wonderful
a good painter body that thoroughly hides the
old surface and covers more square feet of
wall per quart.
Its rich, lasting colors are washable. Re
decorating costs can be saved year after
year by merely washing your beautiful FlatTone walls.
Come in and see the wonderful effects you
can get with this marvelous, washable wall
paint—rich, costly-looking Spanish leather
effects and tapestry-like multicolor walls.
Our big, new Decorative
Book shows many new, in
triguing styles? Notice,
too, the big Friday and
Saturday values listed.

il

Should be paint
ed before cold
weather
Do not delay this
painting

SlIEIlMN-WiLLiW

products

Our Ebonol and
liquid roof paint

T|,t SHC/tWIN

is the best for all
paper roofs
FLAT-TONE
A washable flat wall paint for
interior decorations, on smooth
or sand finish plaster, wall
board, and other interior wall
surfaces. Spreads easily under
brush. Dries without streaks
or brush marks. Produces a
beautiful velvet finish. Can be
repeatedly washed.

Price,
gallon ..................

$3.00

per Gallon

We have Wood and Felt Weather Strips, which
are easily applied

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Rockland, Maine
S-IF Paint Products are sold the world
over under this famous trade-mark

—

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jamieson were
pleasantly surprised Tuesday evening
at their home on Elm street by 20
friends, in honor of their seventh
wedding anniversary.
They were
presented with a silver nut bowl.
Bridge was enjoyed and refresh
ments served. Upon Mr. and Mrs.
Jamieson were bestowed many best
wishes by the merry party as they
disbanded.
Miss M. E. Bartlett is in Boston on
a business trip.
The firemen were caMed out Tues
day noon for a small blaze in the resi
dence of Charles T. Swan. Mountain
street. The fire was quickly extin
guished with but little damage.
H. H. Savage has resumed his po
sit: n on the U.S.S. Raleigh after a
visit with friends in town.
"Sir. and Mrs. Sophus Hansen and
daughter Miss Alice Hansen are
leaving next week for Los Angeles
w(jere they will pass the winter.
•'
There will be a public card party
at the I.O.O.F. hall Friday evening
under the auspices of American Le
gion Auxiliary. Prizes will be given
at each table.
The regular meeting of Megunticook Grange was held last evening.
The fair Nov. 29-30 promises to be
a big event. Useful and fancy arti
cles, ice cream and cake, candy, vege
tables and preserves, will be on sale.
Ir.door circus, baby show, supper and
dagicing among the features. Mu
sic.for the dance will he furnished by
Young’s orchestra.
• * • •
Mra. Rosalie Gilkey
Rosalie, wife of Edward F. Gilkey,
died at her home on Belmont avenue
Wednesday morning, following a long
illness. Besides the husband, she is
survived by two daughters. Mrs.
Agnes Ware of Camden and Mrs. Ste
phen Starkey of Portsmouth. N. H.
Mrs. Gilkey was born in Grand Falls,
N. B. She was a member of Maiden
Cliff Rebekah Lodge. The funeral
will be held Friday afternoon at 2
o'clock from the residence, Rev. Ern
est M. Holman officiating.

360 365 356
Pack House
93 106 92
73 96 73
84 76 83
74 95 82

338 373 1792

90 97
91 70
81 88
103 98

478
403
412
452

324 373 330 365 353 1745
• • • •
The Federals made a strong finish
in Monday nights City League game
at Carr’s, but fell seven pins short
of a tie. Rackliffe was high man In
this contest, but Benner and Leach
were hanging onto his coat-tails.
The score:

RAYMOND LB6SOB

Mrs. Dora Lessor, of 38 Osborne
street, Fairfield, Me., wants every
body to know how much relief her
son, Haymond Lessor, has had
through the use of Bon-Tone. She
states: "About one year ago my son
began to have more or less trouble
with his stomach and bowels. Food
soured in his stomach and caused him
to have a great deal of gas. His
bowels were very irregular and he
had to take laxatives very often.
Some ef my friends suggested what
he needed was Bon-Tone. I bought
some at DeOrsay’s Drug Store and I
was really surprised, and, of course,
pleased when I noticed how much
it was helping him. He has taken
several bottles and it has worked
wonders with him. It corrected con
stipation—and he now has no trouble
whatsoever with gas. He sleeps
much better and In the mornings he
feels fit and full of pep and ambition.
His appetite has increased amaz
ingly and altogether he looks and
acts like a healthy young man
should. Both Raymond and myself
praise Bon-Tone to the skies.”
BON-TONE is for sale at the Corner
Drug Store, Main and Limerock
streets, and Rockland Pharmacy,
Main and Park Streets, Rockland, Me.
Come in and get a FREE copy of the

CAMDEN

BABY

At the Star alleys Tuesday night
cement employes had a lively session,
the Machine Shop defeating the Pack
House 47 pins. Cates and Simmons
were high line for the respective
teams, on single string and total. The
score:
Machine Shop
Cates ........ .... 109 92 99 104 81 485
Jackson ... .. 70 91 88 74 112 435
Teel ........... .. 85 96 81 78 89 429
Freeman . .. 96 86 88 82 91 443

Simmons . ..
Thomas .... ..
Wilson .... ..
Stockford ..

instructive health booklet
“The Road To Success”

J,,d .try over
es»»-

UNION

WITH THE BOWLERS

Street Railway

Tolman ....t. ...............
Leach ........ ...............
Lane .......... ...............
Coombs ..... ...............
Gregory .... ...............

88
91
87
88
87

77
95
90
90
92

83 248
81 267
82 259
87 265
80 259

Mr. and Mrs. George Patt enter
tained recently in honor of the 70th
birthday anniversary of Mrs. Patt’s
father, E. M. Richards, the following
guests: Mrs. E. M. Richards and
Misses Lillian and Amy Benner of
Northport; Mr. and Mrs. C. Albert
Skillian and children and Isabel Cun
ningham of Portland; Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Stultz (Effie Patt) of West
brook; Miss Ogreta Mero of Cam
den; Joseph Crane of Boston. Mr.
Richards received many lovely and
useful presents.
A very pretty
birthday cake decorated with 70'
candles together added to the refresh
ments. It was a very happy occasion
and much enjoyed by all.
Lucius Barker and Ray Leach are
on a hunting trip to Addison.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts and i
family were calling on friends at
Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Butler with '
Mrs. Winnie Ilutler were ^isitors i
Sunday in this place.
Ephraim Clarke who has been quite |
ill is slowly improving.
Several of the young people in
town are ill with mumps.
Friends of Mrs. Herbert Grinnell
will be pleased to hear she is gaining
and will soon be able to return home.
Thomas Nassar of Rockland was
business visitor here Tuesday.

WALDOBORO
441 444 413 1298
Mrs. Flora Mank is in Camden.
Federals
Mrs. W. H. Crowell was hostess at
Perry ........
91 97 265
Philbrook . ............... 84 77 84 245 the last meeting of the Auction Club.
Benner ...... ............... 83 85 99 267 Mrs. Ella L. White held highest
Beach ........
72 79 94 245 score. Mrs. Harold R. Smith will
Rackliff .... ................ 87 99 83 269 entertain at this week's meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Benner have
403 431 457 1291 been in Portland.
Mrs. Annie Miller Maxim, a former
U.S.S. Kickapoo outsailed the resident of Waldoboro, died at her
Perry's Market crew at Carr’s Mon home in Winthrop. Services were
day night, and was five laps to the held there Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery of Thomgood when the gun sounded at the
finish lint. Norton showed a fine arton is the guest of her sisters Mrs.
burst of speed on the home stretoh Nellie Wade and Mrs. Theresa Keene.
The pastor of the Methodist Church
his final string being 131. He was
also high on three-string total. The had a pleasant surprise Sunday morn
ing when the members of the Home
score:
makers Society attended in a body and
Kickapoo
Royall ......... .............. 94 92 95 281 filled the front pews.
Mrs. N. E. Stuart of Plymouth is
Barnes ......... .............. 75 91 94 260
Dickerson ... .............. 91 94 88 273 staying with Mrs. Alice White and
Bray ............ ............. 90 72 89 251 Miss Jane Sanborn for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wyman, Mrs.
Drinkwater .............. 83 103 89 275
Walter Yorke and Miss Gertrude- Wy
433 452 455 1340 man of Woodfords have been at their
home on the North Waldoboro road.
Perry's Market
Miss Blanche Gross has returned
Small .... ................... 84 86 94 264 from a two weeks’ vacation in Bos
Abbott ... ................... 82 85 84 251
ton.
Schofield ................... 98 81 86 265
Mr. and Mrs. George Poor have
Melvin ... ................... 83 74 92 249
been visiting relatives in Belfast.
Norton ... ................... 90 85 131 306
Archie Scribner of Pinehurst, N. C..
W. B. Braggar of Exeter, and James
437 411 487 1335
Longhurst of Philadelphia have been
• * • ♦
at the Medomak House this week.
A. & P. bowling stock fell a bit
George Larrabee of Stonington has
below par at Carr’s Tuesday night
teen passing a few days with his
when its team was defeated 45 pins
father Alphonso Larrabee who is con
by the Water Company. Watered
fined to the house by illness.
stock, it might almost be called.
The members of the Homemakers
Packard headed the field on threeSociety met at the home of Mr. and
string total. The score:
Mrs. Bernard Newbert. After the
Water Company
business meeting a very pleasing pro
244
87
80
Curtis ................. ........ 77
gram was enjoyed with musical se
I Winslow ........... ....... 78 79 99 256 lections by Mrs. Roy Ludwig and
243
! Shaw ................. ...... 81 8* 80
Mrs. Newbert. and the reading of
1 Carter ................ ....... 81 86 81 248 selected poems.
A question box
81
254
78
) Fitzgerald ........ ....... 95
which proved both instructive and
entertaining was included in the pro
412 412 421 1245 gram.
Refreshments were served.
&. P. Company
Fourteen members and five guests
Straight ............. ....... 72 77 81 230 were present. The next meeting will
Herrick ............. ....... 72 74 82 228 be held with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Marshall ........... ...... 85 75 78 238 Black.
...... 74 81 79 234
Packard ............. ....... 94 96 80 270
GLENMERE
397 403 400 1200
• • « •

High scores in the Thanksgiving
dinner contest at Carr’s have been
made thus: Davis 139. J. Packard
137, E. Simmons, 136, Capt. Speed
131, F. Jacobs 128, Graham 125, C.
j Smalley and Frost 120.
Forty Club No. 2 defeated Burpee
Furniture 33 pins last night.

OWL’S HEAD
There will be special Thanksgiving
services Sunday at 10.30 at the Bap
tist Church conducted by the pastor,
Mrs. Carlson. Mrs. Ethel Farrow
will sing several selections.
The Young People’s society will
have a supper In the Community
room Friday evening.

SOUTH BELFAST

John H. Carver

Merle Ramsey has returned from a
trip to Patten where he went on a
hunting trip.
Millie Elwell is In Rockland visit
ing her aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Manson Low of Dor
chester, Mass., are spending their va
cation with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Her
rick. Harold Herrick who has been
their guest the past week returned
with them over the road.
-Mrs. Joel Prescott is confined to
her home with grippe.
Shirley Curtis of Rockland is
spending a week with her aunt Mrs.
Herbert Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
and son visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Fish Sunday in Burkettville.
Mrs. James Gillin of Bangor visited
at the home of her sister Mrs. Percy
Herrick Sunday.
The ladies of the Northport Farm
Bureau met with Mrs. Joel Prescott
Monday. The subject was "Christ
mas Candies.” There were five mem
bers and one visitor present. At noon
a "square meal" was served consisting
of fish chowder, crackers, pickles and
apple pie. Se-veral varieties of candy
were made and a demonstration of
packing candy was given. The men
held tneir program at the Grange hall
it 'being the last night of the contest
between the women and the men.
The judges decided it to be a tie con
sequently both sides will furnish a
chicken supper.
The judges were
District Deputy Annie Aborn and
Past Pomona Master Bert Aborn of
Sunlight Grange, Knox, and George
Hardy, Master of Tranquility Grange.
Lincolnville.

Memorial services for the late
John H. Carver who was drowned at
Seal Island, Oct. 30 were held at the
Owl’s Head Baptist Church Sunday.
Nov. 17, by Rev. Helen Hyde Carlson, ,
pastor. Mr. Carver was born at !
Vinalhaven, Sept. 19, 1889, son of the
late Charles and Nellie Carver, where
he spent his childhood days. He
served in the World War, 303d Artil
lery, and was a member of WinslowHolbrook Post, and of the Masonic
fraternity. Mr. Carver was married
to Harriette S. Moorlan of Owl’s
Head, Nov. 3, 1923, and is survived
by his widow, four young children,
a sister, Mrs. Robert Snow of Rock
land, .and a brother Ldw. Carver
Hamilton of Somerville, Mass.

SEARSMONT
Mrs. Flora Robbins visited her
daughter Mrs. Sherman Murray and
family in Brooks a few days recently.
Harry Bean and Mr. Cole of Massa
chusetts recently visited the for
mer's father Mr. Bean.
Horace Ripley and family have
moved into the Paine house for the
winter.
Clyde Luce and family of Oak
land visited at Ffred Robbins’ Sun
day.
*
There will be a dance in Dango
hall next Monday evening given by
Victor Grange. Music bj- Sanford’s
Orchestra,

Mrs. Meeks—When my husband has
any trouble on his mind he makes
trouble for everybody in the house.
Mrs. Midd-s—How so?
iMrs. Meek—-Why, he sings, my dear,
he sings.-—New Bedford Standard.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

Whereas, John Aho, then of Warren,

the County of Knox and Ktate of Maine, but
now deceased, by his mortgage deed dated
November 8th, 192>. and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 213, Page -560, con
veyed to the undersigned, John Anderson, of
South Thomaston in said County of Knox,
certain real estate situated in said Warren,
being the same premises conveyed to Edward
C Andrews by Marcus ’Starrett and Lewis
Frederick Starrett by their warranty deed,
dated April 1st, 188©. and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 80, Page 86. and land
conveyed by Franklin Starrett to Edward C.
Andrews, October 4th. 1889. by his war
ranty deed, recorded in Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 80, Page 535. Excepting and
reserving the land conveyed by Edward
Andrews to Leander S. Robinson by warranty
deed, dated August 26th, 1891, and recorded
in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 88, Page 198.
Being the farm In saidWarren upon’whhh
I now live. See Knnx Registry of Deeds, Book
136, Page 163, and Book 143, Page 111. Said
farm contains one hundred fifty (130) acres,
more or less.
Subject, however, to the Interest of Charles
Hill and his wife.
And Whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken,
Now Therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure
ot said mortgage.
Dated at Boekland, Maine, this twentieth
day of November, A. D. 1929.
JOHN ANDERSON
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, SS.
November 20th, 1939
Personally appeared the above named John
Anderson, and made oath that the foregoing
foreclosure notice, by him signed, is true.
Before me,

Mfl-Tli-140

GILFORD B. BI’TLER
Justice of the Peace.

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Walsh and
young daughter were weekend guests
of his parents Rev. and Mrs. A. A.
Walsh. Mr. Walsh is principal of the
High School at South Brooksville.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper of Mar
tinsville were guests Tuesday eve
ning of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hooper.
Mrs. Walter Barter visited her sis
ter Mrs. Arthur Davis at Port Clyde
sl)n(jay
KatHleen Davis is in Portland
where she has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris spent
Sunday with their daughter Mrs.
Norman Simmons in Thomaston.Church services 'Sunday at 10.30 a.
m.: Thanksgiving senmon by the pas
tor, Rev. A. A. Walsh. Mrs. Walsh J
will sing "The Landing of the Pil
grims? with harp accompaniment.
Sunday School will follow the morn
ing service; evening service at 7
o’clock with special music. Everyone
cordially invited.

FRIENDSHIP
and Mrs. John Stevens aud
. Mr.. A
, ,,
. ,,
d*Ygh?er ™yllis.a"d?lr’ and MrS’
Alfred Morton visited relatives in
Warren Sunday.
Byron Burns, Lester Simmons and
Amos Simmons motored to Quebec
over the weekend.
Sherman Jameson returned home
Sunday after attending the Poultry
Convention in Massachusetts with
his son Foster Jameson of Waldo
boro.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Weaver of
Peaks Island visited Capt and Mrs.
A. J. Sterling recently.
Clifton Thompson is at State Street
hospital, recovering from injuries
received
when several
hundred
pounds of steel fell against him at his
place of employment in Portland.
The sum of $217 has been raised by
subscription from residents of Friend
ship, Warren, Thomaston and Rockhind to use in repairing the road from
Friendship line to Thomaston. This
amount has helped considerably but
any other donations would also be
very much appreciated, and may be
sent to Alfred Morton or Almon M.
Wallace who have been in charge of
operations.

Meeks—Van'Sponger claims to have
a great following. Milds—'Well, I
think he must have—he owes every
body.—iNew Bedford Standard.

Say it with

Flowers

MUM

TIME

Special! Now!
Very Special
We have some very fine chrys
anthemum pot plants coming into
bloom and we want to put them
into your homes new so that you
may have the extra pleasure of
seeing them develop. The price
is $2.00. Buy now and get more
than full value for your money.

The
Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 318-W

Regular Sailings from

Rockland
Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
leaves Rookland for Boston Wednes
days and Saturdays, at about 5.45
P. M.; leaves Rockland for Bangor
and intermediate iandings, Tussdays
and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT,, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.,
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. M.

EASTERN
tteanukip lines
VINALHAVEN 4. ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’3 Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.25. North Haverf 7.25. Vinal
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swans Island
about 6.00 I’. M.
132-tf
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Annie F. Hahn of Rockland, in
the County of Knox and State of Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the twenty-first day
of Jul/, 1920, and recorded in the Knox
County Registry of Deeds. Book 184, page
341, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a cer
tain parcel of real estate situated in Rock
land in said County of 'Knox, and bounded
and described as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of the east
erly line of Warren Street with the westerly
ltne of Knox Street: thence north-westerly
by said Warren Street, 100 feet to stake and
stones: thence north-easterly and parallel
with the westerly line of said Knox Street,
100 feet to the homestead lot of Fred J.
Bicknell: thence south-easterly by land of
Fred J. Bicknell, and parallel with the east
erly line of said Warren Street, 100 feet to
said Knox Street : thence south-westerly by
said Knox Street, 100 feet to place of be
ginning. together with buildings thereon;
being the same premises conveyed to Edwin
H Maxey by Josephine A. B. Cox by her
deed dated August 13, 1908 and recorded in
Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 148, page 66.
And Whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken,
•Now Therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated this sixth day of November, A. D.,
1929.
NILS NELSON
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS.
November 6, 1929.
Personally appeared the above named and
subscribed Nils Nelson, and made oAth that
the above foreclosure notice by him sigued
Is true.
Before me,
EDWARD C. PAYSON
137-Th-143
Justice of the Peace

BURPEE
1
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450; Night 7B1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Street
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady In attendance
Phona TidS
Painless System
of Adjusting

|i^

Stopped Child’s Cough ICHIROPRACTIC
Adamson's Balsam that wonderful
ly reliable cough medicine stopped
] this boy’s coughing spells with two
, doses.

As quick as it touches the inflamed
throat It relieves soreness. Quickly
relaxes throat muscles an« easily ex
pels phlegm. Being free from Irrita
tion and sticky Infected phlegm—
coughing stops.
Other Ingredients attack the germs
at seat of trouble and in a day or two
all danger is gone.
Because Adamson’s Balsam works
so quickly and surely—it’s the favor
ite all over New England. Contains
no dope, harmful drugs or chloroform.
Try it for colds, sore throat, bronchial
or plain cough. 35c and 75c. At all
drug stores.

DR. E. L SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. lfcBeatk)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 18a
88 Limoroek St.
Rookland
Graduate «f American School at
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
SM MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
Telephone 1298; Realdonea BS-B

O-B
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SOUTH THOMASTON
■Several Inquiries to the correspond
ent, Mrs. A. F. Sleeper, brings to light
the fact that one or more news let
ters apparently are astray, resulting
In the loss of items. Mrs. Sleeper
Welcomes all items at all times and
makes every effort to avoid delay.
News of home folk who are away is
always acceptalble.
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Stanton and
family of Danvers, Mass., spent the
Armistice holiday with her sister,
Mrs.Harvey Crowley.
Mrs. Edwin Hopkins and son Earl
and Mrs. Milton Knowlton motored
to Boston recently.
Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Thorndyke mo
tored to Boston with Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Sleeper and visited for several
days his son Raymond who has re
cently completed a fine home in Mel
rose.
Mrs. Floribel Allen and Mrs. Eliza
beth BaPb left here Nov. 2 on the
first lap of a journey which will take
them to Seattle, Wash., where they
will attend the National Grange ses
sions, returning to Boston about
Dec. 1.
Vincent Wiggin and friends came to
accompany his mother and sister to
Hartford where they will reside. Mr.
Wiggin has resumed business there.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L Sleeper havfe
closed their home here and taken an
apartment on Summer street, Rock
land for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Green are in
Rochester, Vt„ to spend the winter
with their daughter, Mrs. R. P. Hodsdon.
Albert Lester, Jr., returned to Port
land Tuesday after spending a few
days here, James Mitchell accompany
ing him. Mrs. Mitchell returned Sun
day night with her sister Helen and
brother iMnlcolm.
Congratulations are extended to
Master Allard 8. Pierce, one of South
Thomaston’s boys who attends Rock
land High School and has been
awarded third prize in an airplane
model building contest conducted
there by Pilot Wicapaw In which
there were 40 competitors. Allard
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J.
Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Scrivens of
Woburn, Mass., were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Thorndyke.
Ira Snow is in New York where he
will enter Sailors’ Snug Harbor. His
numerous friends wish him much
happiness there.
Members attending Weseaweskeag
Grange last week heard Superintend
ent of Schools F. L. S. Morse give an
address on "Know Your Schools."
'Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Wiggin of Red
stone, N. H., are guests of his mother,
Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gillchrest were
guests Sunday of his brother Hollis
in Thomaston.
Mrs. Arthur Norton is still confined
to her bed with sciatica.
Sessions of Sunday School have
been resumed after a vacation of one
month. The Ladies' Aid have had
a fine Glenwood furnace installed and
it is hoped parents and children will
show their appreciation by coming to
the Sunday School which will be held
regularly’ at 10 o'clock.
Tomorrow night the Ladies' Aid
holds its annual sale of fancy articles,
aprons, candy with supper and en
tertainment .
The entertainment
promises to be well worth while, the
principal feature being a 3-act play
let, “The Adventures of J he Pilgrims."
The proceeds will be used in paying
for the new furnace in the church."

Sale Starts FRIDAY, NOV. 22, at 8:30. Be Here Early!!!
A
EVENINGS

NEW

CUSTOMERS

Folks read the good news: This sale is to make new friends and
customers and to show our appreciation to our customers who already
know our quality and values. You will be astounded at such remarkable
values. A merchandising event that comes only once. Prices that will
shatter all records. Amazing bargains!! Come Early.

THIS SALE

FOR
10 DAYS

ONLY

We Pay

Postage

A Store full of
amazing bar
gains.

Mail and Tele
phone Orders
filled.

ENTIRE STOCK

...at...
SLASHED PRICES

Buy Noiv for Christmas

Tooth
Paste

Hudnuts
Le Debut
Face Powder

Dr. West’s
Tooth Brushes
50c

$1.50 value

$1.19

large aize

37c

John H.
Woodbury
Almond Cream
43c

Now

39c

Ipana Tooth Paste
50c size
39c
Cod Liver Oil
Cold
Cream

9/ *

35c Cascara Tablets,

20c Aspirin Tablets,

All Shades

A
weight - builder
recommended by all
doctors
$1.00 size

43c

89c

Hudnuts
Rouge

Red Feather

75c

Now 47c

25c Listerine Throat Tablets,
AMAZING BARGAINS

35c Sulpho-Napthol,

10c Toilet Soaps,
50c Whisk Brooms,

25c Lavois Mouth Wash,
50c Milk Magnesia,
50c Witch Hazel, 1 pint,

1.75 Fountain Syringes,

Dr. West’*
Tooth Paste

Boric Acid
Powdered, 1 lb.

19c

39c

25c Mavis Talcum Powder,

1.00 William’s Men’s Sets,

LOOK!

READ!

FREE!
To the first 100 women Saturday
morning one box

CANDY
MAIL AND TELEPHONE
ORDERS FILLED

THE ROCKLAND PHARMACY, Inc.
CORNER MAIN AND PARK STREETS,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

HUNDREDS OF OTHER DARGAINS. COME AND SEE!

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION
A Battle Creek physician says,
‘Constipation Is responsible for more
misery than any other cause.”
But immediate relief has been found
A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
been discovered. This tablet attracts
water from the system into the lazy
dry, evacuating bowel called the col
on. The water loosens the dry food
waste and causes a gentle, thorough,
natural movement without forming s
habit or ever Increasing the dose.

Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night. Next
day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at
the nearest Rexall Drug Stoca
Charles W- Sheldon.

1000

LET'S in Aim SALE

PORT CLYDE
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard of
Boothbay spent a few days recently
with friends here.
Miss Emily Buker has returned
from a visit in Biddeford.
Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell, Mass.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gale and daughter
of Palmer, Mass., arrived Monday,
called by the illness and death of
Franklin Trussell.
The community is saddened by the
death of Franklin Trussell which oc
curred Tuesday morning after sev
eral months of failing health. He
was one of the town's oldest and most
highly respected citizens and leaves a
host of friends. He is survived by his
wife, Alice.f who has the sympathy’ of
everyone in her bereavement. Fu
neral services will be held Friday at
1 o’clock at the Baptist chapel.
Mrs. Fannie Teel was in Portland
Sunday.
Sidney Andrews of Rockland spent
Sunday with his family at the home ot
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Davis. Mrs.
Andrews, who ljas been quite ill the
past six months, is slowly improving.
Francis Ellis has returned from a
visit in Portland.
Mrs. Maud Stone, Mrs. Hazel Hup
per, Miss Mildred Hupper and Mrs.
Ella Teel spent the weekend in South
Hiram.
Mrs. Minnie McLain of Thomaston
spent the weekend at Mr. and Mrs.
Loren Teel's.
Rev. A. A. Walsh who accepted a
call to this church and the one at
South St. George, settled in the par
sonage Oct. 26 and has held prayers
already In more than 50 different
homes. He finds the people very cor
dial and responsive. Last Sunday a
group of men were organized as mis
sionary seniors to hold their meetings
immediately after the Sunday after
noon services and a number of young
people were organized as missionary
Juniors with the following officers:
President, Esther Seavey, vice presi
dents, Nellie Lowell, Elviney White
and Arlene Benner; secretary, Doro
thy Lowell; treasurer, Phyllis Sim
mons; collector, Woodrow Cushman;
ushers, Albert Watts Jr., and John
Crouse: lookout committee, Isabella
Clark, Catherine Cushman and Evelyn
Tracey; pianist, Pyhllis Simmons.
Thanksgiving Sunday the pastor
will preach an appropriate sermon at
3 p. m. add 'Mrs. Walsh will sing
“The Landing of the Pilgrims."

FOR
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A RAINY AFTERNOON

VINALHAVEN

[For The Courier-Gazette]
No gladsome thoughts of out-door things.
today.
Troop, in tlieir joy, through nature’s dreari
ness.
Some one. a comet’s ill-manoeuvred stress.
Casts, thoughtlessly, on air, in bold display.
The rain, persistent in its constancy,
Hastens the evening shadows’ readiness:
While, yet, light should be strong, their first
caress
Changes its brightness to a sullen gray.
All beauty's pageantry is thwarted, quite.
It? glories hidden by the dismal sheet:
The wealth eye gathers in fair evening light
Lessens as murky day beats swift retreat;
The pall, borne by this too presuming night,
Burdens all cheeriness with grim defeat.
K. D. Brodie

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gustavson
have commenced housekeeping in the
lower apartment of Mrs. Emma
Green's house on Atlantic avenue.
Miss Rita Greenlaw has returned
from a trip to New London. Enroute
she visited relatives in Portland.
During the heavy northeast gale of
Monday, tremors of the earthquake
were noticed and several buildings
badly shaken.
Friday evening at her home Louise
Hardison enteftained friends al
bridge.
The Needlecraft Club met with Mrs.
Emil Coombs Wednesday night.
The senior class of Vinalhaven
High School will give a Thanksgiv
ing dance Saturday evening at Town
hall. Music by the Fakers. Sand-

THOMASTQN

Miss Gladys Doherty returned
Tuesday from a vacation of one week
spent among friends in Boston and
vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn, Miss
Elizabeth Washburn and Mrs. John
Robinson of Warren motored to Port
land Tuesday.
Miss Letitia Creighton who has
spent the season at Split Rock Tav
ern, Conn!, arrived home Tuesday.
She was accompanied by two friends,
Mrs. Merritt Rundle and Miss Emily
Hanna who were her guests for a
Long Cove.
day.
Miss Mary McPhail is having a
ROCKPORT
few days rest from her duties in the
Thomaston National Bank. *Miss
j Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Shibles of
Ethel Upham is her substitute.
Mrs. Blanche Blanchard who was Beech street left Tuesday for Charles
housekeeper for Capt. F. E. Watts ton. S. C.. where Mr. Shibles will be
■ employed for the winter by Donald
has gone to her home in Belfast.
7“o* *
v'
Dodge, one of Rockport’s summer
Mrs. Willis Spear who was success- 1 , . ? f
fully operated upon at Knox Hospital ; ,esl ents*
Monday returned to her home Tues- 1 Miss Clara Davis of A eazie Is in
day and is now spending a few days town and will spend the winter at the
with her mother in Camden.
i home of Miss Annie Richards.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Bain of
Miss Ethel Reardon of Chicago, |
Owl’s Head are guests of Mr. and Miss Ella Orff and Emmie Ripley of
Mrs. Rodney Feyler.
Rockland were dinner guests WedClarence Lunt who has chosen nesday of Miss Marion Weidman,
aviation for an occupation is at
Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett of North
home from Rockland, where he is Haven has been guest for a few days
acquiring knowledge and experience, el her sister. Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham, j
Leon Leighton, proprietor of the
The vestry of the Baptist church (
Knox Hotel has returned front a two "as the scene of a nterry gathering
weeks' hunting trip in the Rangely Monday evening when the Trytohelp
woods. He was of a party of 12 who Club celebrated its second birthday
shot ten deer.
anniversary. At 7 o'clock 32 Club (
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Patterson of members and invited guests sat down
Pittsfield came to town Sunday to •<> a banquet served under the efflconvey Miss Alice Mank to their home cient committee. Mrs. Florence Me
in Pittsfield to spend the winter.
Kinney. Mrs. Mildred Rhodes, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hqpard of Vic Butler and Mrs. Lena Tominski.
Rockland are occupying a tenement The tables were prettily decorated
ir. Alphesus Jones’ house. Wads- with orange and yellow crepe paper
worth street. Mr. Howard is an em- and candles, with favors in yellow at
ploye of the Black & Gay Canning each plate donated by one of the club
| members. Miss Helen Dunbar. An
0Oe
,
Phyllis and Nathalie Hall children attractive birthday cake bearing two
of Perley Hall, are spending the week candles was cut by the president Mrs.
in Rockland with their grandmother, Lida Champney. The following pro
gram was given: Violin solo. Miss
Mrs. Arthur Johnson.
Miss Avesta Bucklin is ill at the Lillian Brann. Mrs. Grace Hughey,
home of her son Raymond in Rock accompanist; vocal duet, Mary Brann
and Mildred Rhodes; readings, Mrs.
land.
Col. and Mrs. James M. Palmer Grace Hughey: conundrums, Hazel
and daughter Virginia of Lewiston Cain; song, seyen females as male
have been recent guests of Colonel impersonators, which brought forth
and Mrs. Buker.
great applause. Gaines and various
Spofford Crawford is making re- stunts were then enjoyed until a late
pairs on his tenement house, Main j hour.
street.
J,iss Dorothy Fields is at the home
Mrs. Fred Butler is showing marked °f Mr. and Mrs. Guy Overlock for
improvement in her condition at several weeks.
Camden hospital.
I__ Sunday visitors at the home of Fred
Maurice Hall of Portland was in Wallace, West street were Mr. and
town Monday. He was popular with Mrs. Everett Giles of Hermon. Leo
the younger set when he attended Giles and Harold Giles of South Hud
the Thomaston High School of which son and Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Stevens
of Rockland.
he is a graduate.
Thursday evening will be observed
Officer Charleys Winchenbach ar
rested and conveyed to Rockland as church night at the Baptist church
Wednesday a wayfarer w ho had made with supper at 6.30, followed by a
too free with goods in the First Na prayer and business meeting. All in
terested in the church are invited to
tional Store.
Rev. and Mrs. Kilborn who carried attend.
Mrs. Ellen Shibles will make her
Rev. Samuel Russell to Boston
home with Mrs. S. Josephine Wall
Monday returned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Russell Davis returned from during the winter months.
The Twentieth Century Club will
a visit in Boston Monday.
Mrs. Luther Clark and her com be entertained Friday afternoon at
mittee being unable to solicit from the.home of Mrs. Maud Walker.
house to house further for the fund , Owing to the Carnival to be held
for Mrs. Butler, would like anyone Friday evening the regular meeting
who would care to give something ot the Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. will
to send
------ or
-- give it to Mrs. Mabel he omitted this week.
Harold Roche of Meirose, Mass,
Creighton the treasurer of the fund
and Capt. and Mrs. Winsor Torrey of
of the committee.
There will be no past chancellors' North Deer Isle were weekend guests
supper Friday night. The date for it of Capt. and Mrs^Ernest Torrey.
The regular meeting of Harbor
has not yet been decided upon.
Mrs. John Creighton returned Light Chapter. O. E. S was held
Monday from Auburndale. Mass., Tuesday evening.
Baptist Church and Sunday School
where she visited her daughter Kath
erine. a student at Lasell Seminary. members should note that Thanksgiv
Mrs. Enoch Clark and son Robert ing exercises will be held at 12 o'clock
Sunday and are asked to take gifts
are recovering from severe illness.
Remember the hearing Monday. of food supplies including vegetables i
If anyone wishes to donate i
Nov. 23, before the Utilities Commis etc.
sion on the question of cutting out money, same will be gratefully received toward filling the Thanksgiv
Train No. 57 from Thomaston.
ing baskets.
Many patrons greeted the hostesses
• • « •
of the Baptist Ladies’ Circle at their
Very Pleasing Surprise
supper Wednesday evening.
Well
Herbert F. Mann, of the Ford Sales
furnished tables appealed to the ap
petites and with lively conversation, and Service Co., is receiving con- !
humorous and otherwise, the hour gratulations on every hand occa
passed pleasantly and quickly. The sioned by his success as first prize
presence of several friends from winner in the contest conducted by
Rockland was very pleasing to the the Firestone Tire Co. The prizes
circle. A delightful program was giv were offered to the agents in Maine.
en, in charge of Mrs. Leila Smalley. New Hampshire and Vermont, sell- t
A pleasing surprise was the numbers •ng the largest number of tires in
rendered -by Mrs. Joseph Teague of their respective territories, and were
Boston who arrived by auto an hour as follows: First prize, a trip to the
before and is guest of Rev. and Mrs. factory at Akron, Ohio, and return,
all expenses paid and $500 additional |
Kilborn. The program:
in cash; second prize, same trip with j
Violin and piano
Miss Phyllis Belaseo. Malcolm Creighton
(McDowell
Piano "To a 'Wild Ros
The Sea ....................................... . Palmer
Mias Alcada Hall
Songs—"The Desert Song,’’
"Wearj' River"
"Song of the Nile”
•
Mrs. Joseph Teague
Readings—"Mr. Puffer's First Wife”
Bangs
"A Philosopher” .......................
Miss Prances Shaw
Piano
Betty Brown
Historical Questions
'Miss Jennie Moody
Conundrums—Thanksgiving Turkey and Al
phabet
Mrs. Leila Smalley

FARMERS OPTIMISTIC
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expenses paid and $200 additional in
cash; third prize, the trip to Akron j
and return all expenses paid. When J
the contest first started. iMr. Mann [
gave it no serious consideration feel
ing that it would be impossible to J
ccmi>ete successfully in the compara
tively small territory which he cov
ered. But when word was received
from the company that he stood fifth
on the list at practically the begin
ning. he became considerably en
thused and started to work in earnest,
thinking there was a possibility of
"inning third prize. Later he relceivcd information from the com
pany that he was third on the list,
and when Monday night a telegram
was received that he was first on the
list and the highest prize was his, he
certainly was surprised and over
whelmed with Joy. He left for Port
land Tuesday noon, where he will join
the other members of the party, all
leaving Portland Wednesday morning
for Akron. Mr. Mann's winning of
this prize is proof of his energy and
business ability.

An undercurrent of optimism
among the farmers of the Nation
was evident today as State reports
from viritually every section of the
Nation were read before the National
Grange convention in Seattle.
Reports from Connecticut, Dela
ware, Rhode Island, New Jersey
and the District of Columbia reveSled only moderate success among
the farmers during 1929 but all
carried a hopefulness of future pros
perity under the new farm marketing
act and the activity of the Federal
Farm Board.
•Indiana and
Illinois reported
farming under climatic difficulties.
Although Illinois seemed to be the
least hurt, Indiana's report revealed
That is the joyful cry of thousands
that floods in the spring followed by 'Since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
long drought throughout the sum
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
mer resulted in extremely poor crops.
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physi
Southern Illinois was hurt more by cian for 20 years, and calomel s oldthe spring floods than the Northern
time enemy, discovered the formula
portion, the report showed and crops for Olive Tablets while treating pa
were somewhat better than in the tients for chronic constipation and
neighboring States. Farm abandon torpid livers.
ment showed no improvement in
Olive Tablets do not contain calo
the inidie West, reports revealed mel, just a healing, soothing vegetable
Indiana
seemed
hit laxative safe and pleasant.
although
No griping is the ‘‘keynote’ of these
harder by movement away from
rural districts than did Illinois, little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
Illinois reported a “belter feeling” lets. They help cause the bowels and
among the farmers and that they are liver to act normally. They never
slowly awakening to the task which force them to unnatural action.
If you have a “ dark brown mouth”
they must face in order to improve
—bad breath—a dull, tired feelingconditions.
California and Idaho, the only two sick headache—torpid liver—consti
far Western States reporting delved pation, you should find quick, sure
and pleasant results from one or two
deeply in the types of fanning with of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets.
in. their borders and look'-d into the
Thousands take them every night
future for development rather titan
to keep right. Try them. 15c, 30c, 60e.
to ruveesses and failures of tlie past.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
CONSTIPATION

wiclies and soft drinks will be on
sale.
Mildred Robinson returned Satur
day from Rockland.
Marion Lyford entertained at b’idge
Monday evening at her home.
Tuesday at her home Mrs. L. R.
Smitli entertained the S. and <F. Club.
During the business meeting all of tlie
members read recent letters from
Vinalhaven friends In California and
Florida.
Nina Ames was hostess to a bridge
party Monday night at her home.
On Thursday night a crowd of
Vinalhavenites numbering 14 made
'whoopee'' at the Wisteria li-.ingalow
irt Quincy. Mass., and how they
whooped. They were: Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur S. Pierce and Hilton Young
of Bedford, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Car-

lull Burns. Mr. anil Mrs. Alton Nel
son, Eilythe. I.ouise and Vivian Libby.
Douglass I.ittletield. Calvin Vinal. ail
i f Wollaston. Mass.. Marion, Abbott
oi Somerville and Lillian Ross of
Newton Centre, Mass. They had a
glorious time and are going to repeat
it in tlie near future and hope to make
the party even larger.
Gn Nov. 10 Mrs. E. R. Graffam and
Mrs. Eliza Arey of this town, who
are -ponding the winter months at
225 Warren street Allston, Mass.,
celebrated their birthdays. They en
joyed a family dinner party and re
ceived many gifts and a large shower

ot post cards.
Tlie officers of Island Home Enlampment were Installed Friday
night at Odd Fellows hall by D.G.P.
A. H. Newbert of Rockland, assisted

by D.D.G. SI. Luke Davis. A banquet
followed the ceremonies to which
ahqut 30 couples were sealed.
Vinalhaven's calendar for the 'bal
ance of the school year follows: Fall
term closes Dee. 13; Thanksgiving
recess. Nov. 28 to Dec. 2; winter term
ibegins Dec. 30 and closes March 21;
spring term liegins April 7 and closes
June 13. School will not 'be in session
Memorial Day.
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., con
ferred degrees Monday on Joseph
Headley. After the ceremonies lunch
was served.
Mrs. Edward Russell, formerly of
Vinalhaven, is the guest of her sis
ter-in-law, Mrs. Benjamin A. Smith
1 jn Gloucester, Mass.
______
;
,
READ THE WANT ADS.

AGAIN
Day in and day out you can

be sure of quality and sav
ings at this market.

display

for

Our

Thanksgiving

will be the finest in this sec

tion and as usual our prices
will be the lowest in town

WE LEAD IN VALUES
FLOUR. SALE
Your Choice of These Favorites
PILLSBURY’S BEST
24»/« lb $ i
GOLD MEDAL
sack
1»V7

fiQ

BUTTER
FINEST TUB
lb
CLOVERBLOOM quarters lb
NATION-WIDE quarters lb
FISH

GROCERIES

CHOICE MEATS

WHITEHOUSE COFFEE, lb. 42c
SALAD A TEA, '/2 lb.
39c
SAGE CHEESE, lb. ,
39c
FOSS VANILLA, bottle
29c

SLACK POLLOCK, lb'.
PETER’S HADDOCK, lb.
FRESH CLAMS, pint,
NATIVE SCALLOPS, lb.

Rumford Baking Powder
lb tin 28c
15c
•Pillsbury’s
Bran Large
Saturday, November 23
Free, Sampling and
Special Sale
Fig
Plum
Wheat

Package

large tins

Plum Pudding

Fig Pudding

The' review of ''The Return of
Sherlock Holmes,” given here, is
taken from the Exhibitor's Herald
World:
"Whoops! Also, Zounds! Here's my
old boyhood friend Sherlock Holmes
in the flesh of Clive Brooke and the
best manner of Sir A. Conan Doyle
with all Hollywood helping him.
Here, then, is the greatest little eve
ning in the cinema I've had in I don't
know when. Just like renewing old
friendships, or getting back home
again to the old swimming hole. I
wouldn't have missed it for the world
and I wouldn't have had anyone but
Clive Brooke as Sherlock for a
couple of planets.
The plot of the story has been re
furnished with new fangled inven
tions and brought up to date, of
course but the story has lost none of
the outright criminality that made
the originals perfect. None of your
puzzling over the identity of the vil
lain in this one—you see the crime
committed and know who did it and
why; you are then shown how the
detective solves the crime and out
wits the criminal. Old fashioned,
yes, but as far superior to the trick
plots of S. 8. Van Dyne and his imi
tators as Doyle was superior to Nick
Carter.
"This is, I will say with anticipa
tion but without fear of contradiction, the best detective picture to?
date. And I don't mean supposing.
This picture will be presented Fri
day and Saturday. It is all talking.
Today the fascinating Greta Garbo
appears in "The Single Standard."—
adv.

Nancy Carroll, Helen Kane, Jack
Oakie and a supporting cast of tal
ented juveniles are to be seen and
heard in “Sweetie,” Paramount’s gay
collegiate musical comedy now show
ing. “Sweetie’ $s youthful, scintil
lating entertainment, replete with
rollicking humor, tuneful song, hits
and clever dancing. And there is a
romance, too, which allows Nancy
Carroll and Stanley Smith, to bill and
coo charmingly. Miss Carroll also
sings the love ballad, “Sweeter Than
Sweet.” a captivating song sure to
win the favor of audiences every
where.
Helen Kane, the girl with the baby
voice, famous as a Broadway musi
cal comedy star and recording artist,
sings three new numbers, “He’s So
Unusual,” “I Think You’ll Like It,"
ar.d “The Prep Step.” which Miss
Kane renders with her peculiar ani
mation and
appealing
gestures
which are distinctly hers. Other songs
featured are “Alma Mater” and “Bear
Down,” sung by a large1 .college
chorus with great effect. Both these
songs are also rendered by a male
ouartet in pleasing fashion.
The talking feature for Friday-Sat
urday is “Racketeer” with Robert
Armstrong and Carol Lombard.—adv.

FOR SALE -Chicken and fowl, dressed to
order, carrots, pie pumpkins 10 cents each,
preserving pears. H. E. BOWDEN. Highlands.
Tel. 1183-R.
140-142
FOR SALE—AVepper Upright piano, first
class condition, also Royal typewriter, fine
condition, will trade either or both for auto
mobile, cow or hens. H. B. KALEK, Wash
ington. Tel. Washington 'i-2b
140*143
FOR SALE—American cream separator.
No. 4, with electric motor. Used only few
months. Have no further use for a sepa
rator and will make a low price for quick sale. \
J. A. PERKINS, Nobleboro, Me. TeL 33-3.
140-142
FOR SALE—McIntosh Red apples, also cab
bage. J- F. CALDERWOOD. I’nion. Me.
140*142
FOR SALE—Limited number of used ranges,
parlor stoves and wood burners In good con
dition at very reasonable prices. Apply to
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. Tel 980.
139-147
FOR SALE—Twelve geese, 30c live weight.
M .1. MALONEY, South Gushing, Maine.
139-141
FOR SALE—Double flat top desk. Inquire
139*141
TEL. 66 Thomaston.
FOR SALE—Ninety It. I. Red pullets.
Ready to lay. W. L. MERRIAM, Union. Me.
139-141
FOR SALE—Oak dining room set. table,
six chairs with leather seat, buffet, rocker and
arm chair with leather seat. Price reasonal'K if taken at ..i.i'e,
MRS T. M SAt NO
BBS. 102 Union 8t. Tel. 111MI-R. 139*141-tf"
FOR SALE—Central store at South Jlope,
Maine, on State Highway. Large store build
ing, fine up-to-date stock of goods, stable,
storehouse and garage. Large, finely furiiished rooms over the store. Only store in
the village. Price extremely low for value
shown. See or write ‘‘BILL” WELLMAN.
Sputii Hope. I He owns it.
139-142
FOR SALE—Vegetables for winter, pie
pumpkins. 15 to 20c each: carrots, per bu.,
$1.50: famous K. 11. P. rutabaga turnips. 1 bu.
$1 : 2 bu. 95c bu. : 3 bu. or more 90c bu. De
livered. ROSE HILL FARM, Owl’s Head. Me.
Tel 1170-V._________________________ 139-141
FOR SALE—Or exchange. 15 horses ineluding Real Red, weight 1000-1400 pounds. WIL
LIAM HALL. North Newcastle. Tel. 52-32
Damariscotta.
139*144

...
p,ayer p|anOs, used a little this summer, in a

clean-up sale, some good upright pianos $100.
Easy terms, come now. don’t wait.
See
THOMAS PIANO MAN personally. Camden
phone 52.
139-tf
FOR SALE-—Counter, paper rack and paper,
Ford roadster with body. A. C. REED. 13
Fulton St. T.l. 54-R.
1
FOR SALE—Rabbit hound, black and tan,
male, 18 months old, partly broken. From
New York Kennels. W. (,’. DANIELS. St.
George.
138*140
FOR SALE—Ten room house, cement cellar,
2 barns, 10 acres, field and pasture, in vil
lage. R. It. COLLAMORE, Friendship.
138*143
FOR SALE- Victrola at 14 MASONIC ST.
Tel. 46-R.
138-tf
FOR SALE—Geese for Thanksgiving. 35c
j pound
live, 40c pound picked. MRS. L. I).
GAMMON, Warren R. D. 1, box 72. Tel. 1-24.
________________________________ 137*193
I
j FOR SALE—Banking brush $3 load ami
Christmas trees 25c and 50c, all sizes. Leave
orders Rockland Pharmacy or E. G. RUS
SELL, 28 Thomaston St.
137*142
FOR SALE—Or to let, Hill Dane’s house,
30 High St., furnished or unfurnished. In
quire HILL DANE, Rockland Furniture Co.

Lost and Found
LOST—Gray cat about 7 months old witli
double front paws. Finder call PHONE 1295.
______________________________ 139-141

LOST—Yellow male shag cat. answers to
name Sonny Boy. Reward. Notify MRS. A.
F. STROUT, 7 Granite St. Tel. 75-W.
138-140
LOST—Ten Point Henry Diston hand saw.
Between East Union and Appleton. Finder
please notify LINWOOD B. HILT, Union. Me.
138*140
FOUND—‘Wednesday on Main St., a door
key. Call at THE COURSER-GAZETTE Office.
140-lt

137-tf

FOR SALE—Dry hard wood fitted, $13 per
cord delivered. MAPLE CREST FARM. War
ren. Tel. 6-31.
135-140
FdR -SALE—Rabbit hound and 3 hound
pups. F. M. RIDER, Rockport.
135*140
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord de
livered. Leave orders at 500 Main St.. Rock
land. Tel. 682-W or K. SAUMLNEN. West
Rockport.
135*140
FOR SALE—Pair heavy work horses, weight
2800. MAPLE CREST FARM, Warren. Me.
rel. 6-31.
133*140
FOR SALE—White collie pups, inale. $15 ;
females, $10. W. H. CRUSER. Waldoboro, Me.
135*140
FOR SALE—Black walnut bed. dresser and
stand. $20. Writo “G” Courier-Gazette Office.
FOR SALE—|$’ood lot of about 20 acres in
I town of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly
old growth. For information call ROCKLAND
ii £
l ;:«-i5o
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
i U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDLNG, 54 Pacific
SL___________________________________ 121-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
$10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
delivered. T. J. CARROLL. TeL 163-21.
P. 0. Thomaston.
132-tf
i FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 : soft
wood fitted. $9: junks $8. L. F. TOLMAN.
1 P. O. Thomaston. Tel. 203-13,________ 132-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of balr goods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main 8t. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
132-tf

Wanted

HEINZ
HEINZ

140-142

STRAND THEATRE

OUR THANKSGIVING BIRDS WILL BE READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION AND SELEC
TION SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23
PLYMOUTH BACON, lb.
SAUSAGE PATTIES, lb.
PREMIUM HAMS, lb.
HAMBURG STEAK, lb.

For Sale
FOR KALE—One Jersey cow. one two year
old heifer, one single burse work harness. 11.
H WALDRON, Holmes Bt. TeL 757-W.

This is one of the greatest values we have offered this year. The quality of these
puddings is above question and they are so economical and easy to serve that you
should all take advantage of thih special sale to buy one of each kind for Thanks
giving and Christmas.

Native Mixed Fresh Pork
FRESH SHOULDER ROLLS, lb.
STEWING BEEF, lb.
ARMOUR’S HAMS, whole; lb.
NATIVE SALT PORK, lb.
FRESH HAMS, whole; lb.
FRESH SHOULDERS, lb.
PORK STEAK, lb.

Norman R Flour
Cream Tartar

20c

FANCY GRAPES, 2 lbs.
FINEST POPCORN, 3 lbs.
CRANBERRIES, 2 quarts
FANCY CELERY, large bunch
FROZEN STRAWBERRIES, lb.
FRESH CRISP SPINACH, peck
FANCY GRAPEFRUIT, 3 for
24i lb
sack

lb pkg

WANTED—Dressmaking, alteration of all !
kinds, also special order work for Christmas, j
EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1'293.
140*142
WANTED— Large and small Currier-Ives 1
pictures. Will pay good price. Call at C. M.
BLAKE M ALL B>A1»ER STORE.
139-tf
WANTED—Two roomers.
Inquire .MRS.
W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
139-tf
WANTED—Currier-Ives pictures,
paying
highest price. Send title to E. D. LAUREN, i
261 Elm «t.. Biddeford. Maine.
i:ft*141
WANTED—Man or woman about 50 years
to board through the winter and start on shares
in spring chicken raising. Address WARREN,
ME., R. 1, Box 84.
138*140
WANTED—Woman aged about 60 or 65 to
do housework at 28 North Main St., Rockland.
137-tf
WANTED—Live poultry.
Trucks call
everywhere, paying top prices. Spot cash.
BLUE HILL LIVE POULTRY CO., 312 Blue
Hill Ave., Boston. Mass.
135-140
WANT ED—Housekeeper’s position In silSall
family or care for elderly lady. Address Box
67, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
140*142
WANTED—Two or three aged people to
heard; warm sunny rooms, best of food and
I rices reasonable. Call 598-M or write MRS.
L B. SMITH, Wessaweskeag Inn. Rockland.
__________________
131*142

Miscellaneous
NOW IS A GOOD TIME tor inside imintinu. paper hanginit and celllnga whitened. A.
F MORTON. Tel. 122.
HO‘145
WHAT HAVE YOU

FOR IiONC HAIRED

kittens, 7 weeks to 3 months I Tel. 2»3-W,
or write YORK'S KENNELS, Rockland. Me.

99c
39c

14P-’4>

TO LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar,
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace: extra
large veranda. Newly papered and painted
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 T
STREET. Rockland.
139-tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
YWUgekeepIng, lights, gas. E. N. SYLVESTER,
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
138-141
TO LET -Tenements. Call at C. M. BLAKE
WALL PAPER STORE.
138-tf
TO I.ET -House at 38 Mechanic S. In
quire MRS. W. S. KENXISTOX. 176 Main St.
Tel. 874-W.
139-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
keeping. MRS. A. C. REED, 13 Fulton St.
Tel. 54-R.
138*140
TO LET—For light housekeeping, tluee fur
nished rooms with private bath, hot water
heat. Rent reasonable. 69 NO. MAIN ST.
Tel. 1152.
138-140
TO LET-Five room tenement on Limerock
St. Apply DR. F. H). BARTLETT.
138-tf
TO LET—Tenements in Naum block, two
bf 3 rooms and bath, and hto of 3 rooms and
kitchen, also store. Call at 220 MAIN ST.
138*149
TO LET—6-roora r.partment with bath.
heat and garage: stove all connected. MIKE
ARMATA. Tel. 1147-4.
130-if
TO LET—Furnished house for the winter
on Masonic St.; also grocery store in Thom
aston. $25 month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080.
138-tf
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment,
modern, with garage. ETTA H. SANBORN.
80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
137-tf
TO LET—Two furnished apartments; three
unfurnished apartments. ERNEST C. DAVIS
at Fuiler-Uobb-Davis.
137-tf

BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order
from $25 np.
Ladles’ or Men's clothing
cleaned, peessed, repaired or dyed. Suit
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 4P2 MAIN
St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
132-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAOES
and estates . up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
TO LET—Modern 5-room tenement. Middle
us what you want. ORRIN J. Dlf KEY, Bel
fast, Me.
132-tf street. Apply L. F. CHASE. Tel. 1185-W.
137-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your laws alto
TO LET—House at 18 Gay "St Apply to
repair your furniture at lit UMKBOCK St.
121-tf
Tel. 1010,__________ ‘__________________ 132-lf EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.
TO LET—Garage. 33 Purchase St. Apply
FOR SALE—Cedar boat board,, all thick
COURIER-GAZETTE.
135*140
nesses. Small lots flee cents foot planed two
sides, large urder, cheeper.
Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast, Tel. 177-14. 132-tf

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
No

Perry’s Market

To Let
TO LET—Two room apartment, street floor,
also rooms by day or week, modern conveni
ences, Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
140*142
TO LET— House with five, six or nine rooms,
Lights and city water. Apply to L. C. AMES,
’-»* Kim St. Tel. 1293.________________ 140*142
TO LET—Five room apartment, furnished,
.all modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS.
12 Elm St.
________________ 140-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment for tlie win
ter. MRS. A. K. WHEELER. 38 Holmes St.

Will pay highest pries
lot too large; none too small.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or writs, ears of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Rtfartncs: Any Poultry Raiser

lj»-tf

TO I.KT—Apartment in Bicknell block.
Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln St.
TeL 264
134.tf
TO LET—Garage, Cor. Main and James
Sts.. 30x30, three big doors. C. A. HAMIL
lJM-tf
LET—Four room m artment in fine con
dition with garage. Rent $6 per week. Adults
only. C. A. EMERY, 28 I’aciflc Kt. Tel.
436-M.
,34 tf
TON

TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Masonic
8t. R. U. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
121-tf

FOR SALE
DRESSED NATIVE
TURKEYS
GEE
CHICKENS
FOWL

H. W. Little, 360 Broadw
TEL. 795-M

ROCKLAND

140-14
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Every-Other-Day

Handy Tea-Bags

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

For that hasty cup of tea—which you
badly want—without trouble or fuss.

Children’s Coats—-Repriced
In addition to personal notes regarding
A bridge party is being given under
departures and arrivals, this department espe the auspices of the BPW Club to
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or, morrow evening at the club rooms at
7.30, with Mrs. Florence Keating in
telephone will be gladly received.

614

FQR

Saturday
(
Three Great Specials
1

THE NEW PARCHMENT
EFFECT TABLE
I LAMP
w •

$7.95
This is, the newest of the neW handsome Parchment
Shades. Lamp Bodies finished exactly t match.
They are exquisite.

2

A MEDIUM CABINET WITH MIRROR
' 95c
This is a splendid value. A good sized cabinet with
mirror and shelf. Finished in white enamel.

A STURDY KITCHEN STOOL IN COLOR
99c
These stools are just what is needed for kitchen ,or
’ bathroom. Finished in white or colors.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Rockland, Me.

31 3-319 Main Street,

TELEPHONE ......... -..................................... .. 770

charge.

Mrs. 3. F. dosson who- recently
sold her home; at the Head-of-the
Bay, has been visiting J. Leian Hart
and family at Spectacle Island Light
Station. South Boston. She left Bos
ton, Monday for Fullerton, Calif.,
where she is to visit her niece., Mrs.
Fred Schlendering.

Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and Mrs.
Harold Allen of Camden motored to
Boston Sunday accompanied by Miss
Corinne White who had been Mrs.
Wentworth's guest over the week
end.
’ Miss Harriet Parmalee lias re
turned from a ten days visit with
friends in Hull, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. Thomas
received a wireless telegram Sunday
trom their son Lucien informing them
that he sailed from New York Satur’dqy noon for Rio Janeiro, Brazil. This
is much sooner than he expected to
go’but business reasons made it im
perative that he do so. Mrs. Thomas
and son Herrick are still in New York
and the latter has entered school
there.

Chinchilla—Fur Fabric, Fancy Camelshair Materials
$ 6.00
Coats formerly 7.50, repriced to
7.50
Coats formerly 8.75, repriced to
8.75
Coats formerly 10.50, repriced to
Coats formerly 12.50, repriced to
10.00
Coats formerly 1 5.00, repriced to
12.50
Coats formerly 18.50, repriced to
15.00
Sizes 2 to 6 years for boys and girls, in our Balcony Dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Strong. Mrs.
Ida Strong and Horace Marcox, J|\,
of Waterville were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Richardson,
Broadway.

Mrs. Oscar Ingraham who has been
the guest of friends for several days
has returned to her home in Bangor.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
HOUDLETT-ALEXANDER

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

| cision to abolish the sport. The rea- , The People’3 Laundry, Limerock
! sons given for dropping basketball j street, is prepared to lighten your
. were that there was not sufficient in- household burdens at only nominal
terest among the students and be-I expense. Telephone 170 and let us
•a use of lack t>f State competition. j call for your family wash and return
It is rumored that boxing will replace | it to you immaculate. The cost Is
basketball and in view of its popu- I surprisingly low.
124-tf
larity as an intra-mural sport last ---------------------- —------------------------—

Mrs. Gertrude Foster has returned
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont, Mass.,
[By W. L. Wheeler]
A very pretty home wedding oc
is the guest of her father William to her home in Millbridge after an curred Saturday evening at the home
Tony Gatti ’32 cf Rockland has been
extended visit with her sister, Mrs.
H. Maxey, James street.
oi Sadie H. Alexander of Dresden, chosen as one of the principal char
Effie Small, Camden street.
when her daughter Muriel was united acters for the Spanish Club operetta
. #
__ _
Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Lawrence
in marriage to Harold L. Houdlett “Gay Sunny Spain." which is to be
Miss Leonore Benner gave a lunch
Leach (Phyllis Wyllie) entertained
of Dresden, the double ring service
the Tyler School teachers at her home eon party last evening at her home beingusued. Rev. John B. Alexander, presented shortly at the University year this seems highly probable. It , ——---------------------------- —
■—
of Maine. Gatti. who proved his stage
on North Main street from 4 to 6 with on Pleasant street.
brother of the bride, performed the ability in last year’s performance is I is expected that action along this line
DANCE
Miss Anna Coombs, a former teacher
I will start at once.
ceremony. The couple were attend cast as a Spanish lover.
Mrs. Adelaide Butman lias closed
there, as guest of honor. Miss Coombs
ed by Anna , sister of the bride, and
EVERY
FRIDAY EV’G
*
*
*
*
was presented with a tray with all her house on North Main street, and Hayland, brother of the groom.
C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
the toilet articles, thus completing leaves tomorrow for Winchester, Leonard Frank Alexander, Jr., a
Basketball wa.- dropped as a major,
Mary R. Carter '31 of Thomaston
Refreshments Served
a wardrobe suit-case which other Mass., where she will spend fhe winter 3-year old nephew of the bride car sport List week when tlie student was recently elected seeretary-treasThis Week and Hereafter
friends had given her. Lundh was with her daughter, Mrs. Frank C. ried the bride’s veil.
hody sin,wed in a referendum that it urer of Le iCercle Francals, the French
130-T-Th-tf
served and the ladies spent the two Howe.
The bride wore a sleeveless gown approved of the Athletic Board’s de- Club of the University
I
hours happily. An amusing feature,
Mrs. Nathan F. Barrett of Hope of white lace over a slip of white silk.
not on the announced program was
The gown was triinmi d at the .neck '
the advent of two young misses, Vir has been the guest of Miss Elizabeth with pearls. The bridal veil of white
ginia Leach and Margaret Dutton, Jameson, Main street, for a few days. tulle was held by a band of white silk j
impersonating a little lady and little
ornamented with pearls. She carried
Mrs. Lizzie C. Gillis who has been
gentleman. They were quite abashed
a beautiful- btuquet of pink carna
when they found Mrs. Leach had guest of her cousin Mrs. John Stahl, tions and ferns, tied with white rib- J
company, but were cordially wel Camden, the past lew weeks, started bon. The bridesmaid wore a gown of»
comed and enjoyed the experience by automobile for Sarasota, Fla., this blue crepe de chine with pink carna- f
making her third winter there in the
greatly, as did the older ones.
tions and ferns at the shoulder.
sunny Southland.
Mrs. Houdlett is a graduate of i
A bridge party was given Tuesday
North Haven High. Farmington Nor- j
Mrs.
Annie
E.
Ropes
of
Syracuse,
evening under the auspices of the ice
mal and Valparaiso
University.
cream committee of the Vniversalist N. Y., E. E. Trask of Caribou and Mr. Mr. Houdlett, a well-liked young i
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Chapman
of
Boston
fair at the home of Mrs. Eugene
man, is the youngest son of Mrs.
Stoddard. Grove street, with Mrs. who were called here by the death of Carrie Houdlett of Dresden. The .
Mrs.
C.
A.
Pease,
have
returned
home.
Stoddard and Mrs. J. A. Burpee as
young people received many beautiful
hostesses. Six tables were in play,
gifts, showing the high esteem in
Mrs.
Oscar
S.
Duncan
entertained
with honors taken -by Mrs. Adelaide
which they are held. The house was
AU lean
the
Tuesday
Evening
Sewing
Club.
Butman. Mrs. Olive Sylvester, C. M.
prettily decorated with white crepe I
center cuts
Richardson. Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs.
paper,
orange
blossoms
and
autumn'
Miss Anna L. Gordon spent over
Ruth Blanchard and Mrs. Lucia
the holiday at home visiting her par leaves, the couple stood under a
Burpee.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Morris Gordon, white hell. Part of the decorations
Top Round
All steaks cut from fine
was a large hunch of marigolds
Miss lima Ireland is having a weeks Miss Gordon has secured a fine po picked from a friends garden. After I
young tender quality cattle Face Rump
vacation from her duties at the John sition with the Tremont Clothing Co. the ceremony a buffet lunch was
of
Boston.
She
was
accompanied
by
Short Sirloin
Bird Co. office.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Gorflnble who served to 21 guests, after which the ;
bride
and
groom
cut
and
served
the
1
A surprise party was tendered Mrs. visited their uncle. Hill M. Dane, and wedding cake. The couple will re
ci
Very tender and delicious
Sherwood Williams (Ruth Mealey) Miss Evelyn Soloman. who also vis side at the home of the groom in :
Porterhouse
and Choice Rump
ited
relatives
in
this
city.
»
at the home of Mrs. E. P. Jones, War
Dresden.
<
ren street, Monday evening, with 14
AT THE FAIR TONIGHT
guests. Cards, music and games were
The meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Boneless Sirloin Roast
in order. The happiest part of the
..Lodge Tuesday night was a partlcuThis
program
will
be
presented
in
.
,
Boneless
occasion, however, was the present a-* the Vniversalist auditorium this-Hur >' en^able
in hat
lnfortion of a blanket and a rayon bed evening at 8 o'clock as a closing fea-.";al reception was tendered the new
Face Rump Roast
spread to Mrs. Williams by her
district deputy .president, Mrs. Luke
ture
of
the
annual
church
fair,
with
friends.
, ,S, Davis, preceded 'by supper under
Miss Mabel F. Lamb in charge:
>~4hc direction of Mrs. Alta Dimlek
Overture
—
The
Scarlet
'Mask
...........
Zamecnil
""in
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Levensaler left
In’the receiving line were Luke Davis,
The Red Peppers Orchestra
Pot Roast
Tuesday 'by motor for Boston.
past deputy I.O.G.F; Mrs. Davis; (I.
Mrs. Emma .Harvey, conducting
Mezzo-soprano—The Iianjo il’la.ver ................
B. Lovejoy, past grand marshal; A
....................................... :.............. Mice Barnett
Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained the
H. Newbert. past noble grand; Mrs
HADDOCK, Fresh Caught Native
Homeward to You ......... Hoyden Barrie
T.H.E. Club at supper and cards
Nettie Stewart, past district deputy;
and a group of Humorous Headings
HALIBUT FANCY STEAK
Monday evening.
Mrs. Winnie Horton, past district
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
Ktxtette— Lullaby .................................... Brahms deputy; Mrs. Lillian McCurdy, noble
FISH STICKS for Frying and Chowder
Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Wentworth. Mrs. grand, and Miss Ruth Rogers, vice
The Rubinstein Club meets tomor Mrs.
Kathleen Marston. Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
FINNAN HADDIES
row afternoon in the Congregational
grand.
A pleasing program was
Mrs. Lena True, Mrs. Edna Browne
vestry at 2.15, with Miss Mabel Lamb Tenor—Serenade .................................. Schubert given, featuring readings by Miss
Chester Wyllie
CMadlene Rogers. Mrs. Grace Rollins
In charge, who will present a “Rosa
Shoulders
Boneless, Lean
with violin obligato by A. R. Marsh
I’onselle Observance’’ program.
Trumpet duet—The Pals
1 land Mrs. Horton, vocal solos by Mrs.
Fresh, Lean
]!tln Huntley, piano duet'by Mrs. MarROULETTES
Richard Stoddard , Oram Lawry
.Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell, pro Contralto—Danny Boy ................. 'Weatherley guerife Johnson and Miss Eva Rogers,
Steal
Away
(Spiritual)
.....
arr.
Fisher
.
vlctroIa
selections.
Refreshments
prietors of Community Sweet Shop,
Airs. Gladys 'Morgan
leave early next week for Florida, ex Piano—The Poet and iPeasant Overture, Suppe were served under direction of Miss
Wedding of the 'Painted Doll .... Browne Ruth Rogers, vice grand. Miss Hazel
pecting to spend the winter at Lake
Miss Esther Fernald
Marshall, inside guard, and Mrs. Alta
Worth.
* Soprano—Trees
.................................... tRasbach
Dlmick. past noble grand.
Sometimes at Close of Day...................
.................................................... Clara Edwards
Miss Burdelle Strout has returned
Fresh Killed turkeys from some of the best growing sections of the United States.
Mrs Katherine Veazie
from a fortnight’s visit with Mrs.
NORTH HAVEN
Quartet—Who is Sylvia? ................. Schubert
All cf them have been graded by the U. S. Government as U. S. Prime, the high
John Aspinwall in Newburg, N. Y.
Hark, Hark, the Lark ........... Schubert
Vniversalist Quartet
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stanley of
est
Government grade. Look for this U. S. Government stamp and tag on
The O’.de Country Fair given last Mrs. Veazie. soprano. Mrs. Morgan, contralto, , Cranberry Isles spent the weekend
Mr. Wyllie, tenor, John Robinson, bass
Monday by the Daughters of I’nion
’ with Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dunean.
every bird.
Veterans
were
very
successful
Rev. Mr. Huse gave a very interdespite the inclement weather. Over
' esting talk Sunday night on "Tem$40 was netted. The list of com
! perance."
mittees, was printed in a previous
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Robin<'in (if
issue and to these ladies is attributed
I Vinalhaven and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
the success of this event.
W. Sampson and Phyllis Dun an of
North Haven attended the Vinal
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to
WE
haven Grange dance Saturday night.
the Hatetoquitit Club last evening.
Owen Lermond and Mr. and Mrs.
Augustus Whitmore and daughter
Mrs. A. V. Patterson who has been
; Cllara left Wednesday for Sarasota.
Ihe guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Willard L. Ladd leaves next week
Charles Schofield, has returned to

Pork

Strictly Fresh Lean
Rib Loin Roast

Best Pork Chops

Steaks

Fres Tickets

For photos of film stars
given today

Beef

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

CLIVE

Beef

BROOK
' In

“Return of
Sherlock
Holmes”

PORK

ALL NEXT WEEK

An All-Talking Paramount
New Show World Production

JIMMY EVANS
REVUE

More thrilling than you have
ever imagined him. The great
est detective of them all leads
you on a baffling man-hunt
for the arch-fiend. M riarty.
Mystery! Romance! All the
nerve - tingling, heart - grip
ping surprises you read about
in A. Conan Doyle’s famous
books.

Recognized ns the'best
musical road show on Pub
lix X. E. Circuit.
New
laces, new nwmbers, by
the best talent in any show
today.

Enter your name f r
Monday's Big Amateur
Night.

—Also—

Laurel & Hardy
in

“They Go Boom”
.

PARK

100% Talking Comedy
and

Clyde Doerr

“SWEETIE”

1

with

$

!
>

-

JACK OAKIE

All Talking-Singing-Dancing

|
°

NANCY CARROLL, HELEN KANE
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ALL MUSIC
SOUNDS
DIALOGUE

RACKETEER”
with

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
CAROL LOMBARD
A Talking Crook Drama
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

TALKING COMEDY

RUTH ETTING

TEL. 892
One of the Publix Theatres
Home of Paramount Pictures
*Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30

COMTNG MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

“THE VIRGINIAN”
Paramount’s Greatest Outdoor All-Talking Picture

lb 49c

39c

lb 35c lb
5ound lb 29c Beef, cnele“ lb28c

lb 19c

H 27c

TURKEYS

Leave Your Order Now

Awmnc&PMiim

for the South.

her home in Vinalhaven.

EAGLE

Albert Fales ajid Foster Fi field have
returned from Akron, Ohio, where
they have had employment.

A Publix Theatre

A Vitaphone Presentation

:

lb 39c

4IC <X L?M oo

TODAY
GRETA GARBO
“SINGLE STANDARD”

lb 33c

Dwight Virgin arrived Monday
from St. Petersburg. Fla., where he
was called by the death of his mother.
Mrs. Charles Fales and daughter.
Miss Mabel Fales. wlio is employed in
Waterville, have returned from two
weeks’ visit in Boston.
Opportunity Class holds its annual
banquet this evening at the First
Baptist parlors at 6 o’clock with Mrs.
Clara Emery in charge. Husbands
and children of the members are in
vited.

Mayer and Mrs. James F. Carver.
Nelson B. Cobh and Albert Peterson
left by motor yesterday for Boston
where they will attend the New Eng
land Council meetings.
The Shakespeare Society was en
tertained Monday evening by Miss
Alice Erskine. Beech street, with Miss
Carolyn Erskine as leader. The pa
pers. “The Witch Agency in Macbeth’’
apd “The Great Players of .Macbeth”
were given by the Misses Erskine,
each presented in able manner. The
reading o-f “Macbeth” was completed
Due to the severe storm only 11 mem
bers were present. The next meeting.
Monday evening. Dec. 2, will be at
the home of Mrs. Nina Beverage.
Chestnut street, with Miss Lucy
Rhodes as leader. The study of the
sonnets will be commenced at this
meeting, those from 1 to 61 being first
considered.

Plan your Christmas magazine
gifts now. Send for 24-page price
list. Any magazine any where pub
lished. Fred E. Harden.the maga
zine man. Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
138-tf

RELIABLE
QUICKLY EFFECTIVE
SOLO AND RfCOMMFNOEI) EVERVWHIRL

Miss Lilian Hodgkins is visilting
at the Quinn House. The hunters
have not returned.
C. E. Howard, mail carrier, is hunt
ing with a party from Sunset. Rich
ard Howard substituting with tlie
mail.
A weir seine rack and several
dories were stove up in tlie gale of
Monday.

This Radio Free!
We .will give
ABSOLUTELY

FREE
an all-electric

Radio
A ticket free with
every 25c
purchase
Mail Orders Promptly
Attended to

D. L. McCarty
Northend Drug Store
Rankin Block

Christmas Club Members of the
Rockland Savings Bank

The date <?f the last payment on the
1929 Christinas Club is November 18,
1929. Club will be open until Novem
ber 28 and if payments are not made
in full on that date np interest will be
allowed.

Christmas Clqb for 1930 opens De
cember 9. Payments may be made on
or before that date.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 21, 1929
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WHAT CITY

The Red Cross

Col. Lindbargh’a Shoulder Injured In

Mexican Upaet Was Paining Him

A Substantial Balance In Spite of Heavy Demands—Only

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh had an
x-ray taken of His right shoulder at
Arthur Al. Hyde, Secretary of Agri
57 Arrests For Drunkenness
Englewood hospital Sunday.
culture of the United States, says:
The attendants said the Colonel
Whenever widespread disaster vis
its any part of the country. Red
Reports presented by city officials 13 had an average attendance of 50.
Cross relief becomes essentially farm at Monday night’s meeting of the and the Saturday morning story hour
relief. It not only tides the stricken City Government show in a clear and for younger children had an average
farmer over the emergency but helps substantial manner what has been of 30.
him to reestablish himself under accomplished by the administration
The reisirt of the Public Library
better conditions—better as to hous the past year.
trustees follows:
ing and better as to produce. The
At the meeting of the Board Nov.
Interest naturally centers on the re
diversified farming introduced into port of City Treasurer C. H. Alorey 5 1928. Miss Margaret Snow was
the Mississippi Delta after the great which shows that the total of appro elected librarian, her services begin
Pood of two years ago was in large priations and receipts was $289 159. ning. Jan. 1. During Miss Snow's
k
part accomplished through the Red while the mayor's orders (expendi incumbency the work of the Library
Cross and its local chapters.
tures) amounted to $285,492. Twenty- | lias been carried on efficiently, an in
The American Red Cross has also
four of the funds had unexpended I crease in the number of borrowers,
identified itself with our rural life
balances amounting to $12,064. and 10 tlie increase amounting to 10 per cent
through its health services, with
of them had overdrawn balances over last year, and being 48 per cent
rural nurses in the field and teachers ,
UE to A & P’s efficient
amounting to $8 397. This is the best ei the population of tlie city. There
i of home hygiene and care of the sick |
financial showing which has been iias been a healthy increase in books
I and of nutrition. It has also aided .
nt non-ficti n. Tlie need of new ma
method of distribu
made for a number of years.
the ex-service man on the farm in
terial in many branches, particularly
The
report
of
Tax
Collector
Robert
presenting -his claims for compensa
tion 150,000,000 pounds of
U. Collins shows that he has made j in science, education, music, and so
tion.
total collections to the amount of ■ ciology is again stressed. The sum
I urge the American farmers to
butter are brought to the
$281,368 during the year, or 91 per if $600 from the City Government was
' give the American Red Cross in
cent of the total commitment. His i xpended in much needed work on the
creased support through membership
consumer each year in an
Urgent
collections on back taxes amounted interior of the building.
with a view to expanding its useful
to $75,212. Back taxes uncollected renovation on ceilings, walls and
amazingly short time after
services.
Nov. 1 amounted to $66,684.
floors is being held up for lack of
The report of Jonathan S. Gardner, funds.
churning.
-I) > you think the children are as commissioner of public works,
According to the American Library
making progress in singing?” “Rather shows these totals: Labor on roads, Association $1 per capita from the
>—at first it was only the neighbors $30,704: sidewalks, $4,946*, sewers, 5 municipality is the sum that should
complained, but now it's the whale $706: public landing. $519: removing be apportioned, and in many cities is
neighborhood.”
snow, $1850: total. $37,763.
apportioned for the maintenance of a
It has been a well behaved year, ac Public Library. Our Library has
cording to the report of City Mar raver h*»en the fortunate possessor of
shal Robert A. Webster, with a total an endt wment fund.
of 109 arrests and only 57 for drunk
Is our Public Library worthwhile?
enness. as compared with 584 in 1916. One emphatic reply to this question
Lodgings have ibeen given to 386 per is. that 44.000 people entered Its doors
sons. patrolmen found 179 store doors the present year, an average of 120
S1LYEBBROOK RUTTER comes
unlocked. Total receipts. $1,643.
pi r day. Sundays included.
Io you in convenient, economical, saniCity Clerk B. R. Keene reported re
The trustees take pleasure in
larily wrapped prints. Just one taste
ceipts to the amount of $1,882. Dog thanking friends of tlie Library for
tells that it is better butter.
licenses and fees furnished the larg gifts during the year which include
est item, the amount being $465.
$50 from Mrs. Henry Reuter and Mrs.
The annua) report of Miss Margaret Heyburn: a bequest of $100. willed by
Snow, public librarian showed that Miss Alice Starrett; $10 from the
53.674 books were issued for home use, Shakespeare Society: $10 from Mrs.
as compared with 54.180 the previous Byron Milliken; $10 from Charles
year. There were issued 860 new Faker of New York: $3 from William
cards, making a total cf 3.873 reg A. Purdy. Rockland Breakwater;
istered borrowers. The library added ci mplete set of Rolfe edition of
813 books to its equipment making Shakespeare from Miss Martha
a total of 14.901 in the library. Cards Wight*, an American flag from the
have been issued to 138 non-resident Woman's Auxiliary of the American
borrowers. Hundreds of reference
Legion and the erection of a flagpole
questions were answered.
The task of re-registering the bor by tlie Central Maine Power Co. The
Your choice of the most famous of
rowers was begun in April and many trustees are pleased to record another
(lours . . . C.ER ESOTA, GOLD
changes have been made for the bet year, of successful work for the Li
terment of the system. More than brary,
MEDAL, PILLSBURY’S BEST
The report of W. S. Pettee. chief of
1900 books have 'been mended by
'
the
Fire
Department
shows
that
there
members of the staff. During the
summer Miss Rogers compiled a book were 40 .box alarms, 72 telephone
report list to be used by the High tails, two false alarms and four out
School.
Much progress has been of town calls. Chief Pettee recom
made in the children's department. mends new steering gear for Chemical
Tlie Friday evening story hour for No. 1. as the present one. which lias
Pure, refined lard .
children between the ages of 9 and been in use four years, is too light.

Helps to Keep Children
Well and Free from Worms
Mrs. William H. Sargent of 139
Forest St., Malden, (Mass.) who
writes: “On the recommendation of
my doctor 1 started giving Dr.
True’s Elixir. 1 have the utmost
faith in it. Whenever the children
are cross or feverish I give it to
them with good results and it
has been the means of keeping
wonderful dispositions in my three
Children.'*

Dr.TruesElixir
LAXATIVE

WORM EXPELLER

a most rigid system
of

ping and receiving ends, to

maintain its high standard

of quality.

lb

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT SECURES DELIVERY—BALANCE EASY!

COMPLETE 10-PIECE
BEDROOM OUTFIT

$107
rhink of being able to refurr.irh one of your bedrooms with
a beautiful new bed outfit like
this at such an almost unheard
cf low price, even for a sale! In
cluded is a wonderful 4-piece
bcdi oom suite in genuine walnut
in combination with other fine
woods, a splendid set of springs,
a comfortable mattress, a vanity
bench, a pair of bed pillows and
even a big fluffy comforter.
Everything included at the one
price! Nothing more to buy!

Otl cr Dcdrrom Suites now sell
ing at $67.00, $07.00, $137.00, and
$167.00.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY—PAY AS CONVENIENT!

DINING ROOM
OUTFIT

What a p oud hostess you will
be t*” entertain folks at dinner if
ycu secure one of these wonder
fully corr\p!ete dining room out
fits! Everything pictured is in
cluded! 60-inch buffet 60-inch
c <*tnsien dining table, beautiful
china cabinet, six splendid chairs
three - paneled mirror, and even
a 100-piece set of dinner ware.
Here is everything you r,<*£d to
moe'ernize your dining room!
A't at once cr risk being too
late!
Other c’ining suites new selling
n‘ $77.03, $37.00, $127.03, $167.00,
$197.00

I THANKSGIVING BAKING

FLOUR SALE

THREE FOR MASTER

24^ LB
BAG

llnrry B. Crawford, overseer of the
In many sections of the State Maine State Grange lias made for
Christmas seals mal announcement of liis candidacy
are now being [*-or state Master.
sold by children.
Declaring that his position has not
These seals are ,
.
,
NOT the Tuber- changed since the last session of
culosls Christmas the Grange. Overseer Crawford, said
health seals, but
“I was asked at the session of the
are unstandard- j,ajn© state Grange at Augusta in
ized seals which
...
...
.
. , .
.
„
December. 1928, if 1 would be a candi
some commercial house Is offering
for sale. Many people are purchas- date for State Master at the session
ing them, thinking that by doing so fo' be held Dec. 10-13. 1929. My re
they are assisting in the great fight lily at that time was that if elected
against tuberculosis. Therefore, an would strive to serve the Patrons of
explanation at this time may not be Maine to the best of my ability.
amiss.
"My position has not cl anged.. If
The legitimate Christmas health 1 ciected to this office by the delegate
seals will not be placed on sale in any al Bangor. ) will use my best endeav
part of Maine until immediately after i ors
„rK t6 promote
lirumote the interests of the
Thanksgiving. The American Red , Grange in Maine.”
Cress and the National Tuberculosis ' Crawford is'a farmer and a mem
Association have signed a very defi her and past master of Houlton
nite agreement or contract that the Grange, also past master of Aroos
time from* Armistice Day to Thanks took and Penobscot Union Pomona
giving shall he devoted to the Red Grange. He is now serving his third
Cross membership drive while tlie term as overseer of the State Grange.
Christmas health seal and health bond He was a member of the Maine House
sale is to be started the day after of Representatives in 1927 and 1929.
Thanksgiving.
So. In accordance
Crawford is the third candidate for
with that mutual agreement, no State Master to make formal an
health seals will be on sale in this nouncement The others are Merle J
State before Nov. 29.
Harriman of Readfield, former State
The Maine Public Health Associa Lecturer and chairman of the Grange
tion whose
, central office is in Au- legislative committee and F. Ardine
gusta is the authorized agent for tlie , Klchard!!„n „f strong. State Grange
iiealth seals.
, , , .
' deputy and former master of North
Franklin Pomona.
Its affiliated organizations are per- '
mltted by contract to retain S0% of
APPROVED
the funds derived from the sale in
their respective territories. All nurs- j
ing services supervised by tlie Maine I
Public Health Association are also I
I have started a Candy Kitchen to
allowed to retain 80 percent of i
supply very delicious candies, the
their funds. The remainder of the I
best you ever tasted. Freshness
money derived from the sale of seals '
and excellence guaranteed.
and bonds In Maine is used for a state
Postpaid
wide tuberculosis program, which In
Chocolate Nut Cream Fudge,
cludes clinics, with use of x-ray. fol
per pound,
90c
low-up work, preparing patients for i
Peanut Butter Fudge, pound 90c
sanatorium or home treatment, etc. I
Peoan Penuchi, pound
90c
With the exception of 5% q[ the total
Assorted Fudges, pound
1.15
seal sale which is sent to the National
Address
Tuberculosis Association, the returns
MRS. LYDIA SAUCIER
from the sale are used in Maine to
R. NO. 2
WARREN, ME.
stamp out tuberculosis.
140*lt
The cut above is that of the 1929
[Christmas health seal, which means
much in the fight against that dread
, disease tuberculosis. For more than
20 years the Christmas seal with the
I double-barred red cross has been the
| means by which money has been
raised to reduce the death rate from
tuberculosis.
Dr. Kendall. State
Commissioner of Health, recently
issued this statement: “Since 1905 the
mortality from tuberculosis in Maine
I has been reduced from over fifteen
' hundred annually to less than five
hundred.”
X
X
All thinking, progressive citizens of ;
[ Maine are desirous of decreasing this
SCREEN GRID
j death rate still further. The pur
chase of the legitimate, genuine.
Console Model
I Christmas health seals duplicating
the above cut, will be made possible
! immediately
after
Thanksgiving.
Until then, please remember this exI planation. and do not invest your
money in the commercial seals which j
| help no one except the commercial '
house that issues them.
complete with 7 tubes

Home Made Candies

CROSLEY
RADIO

$135.00

WESTBROOK

ask for demonstration

Seminary and Junior College
283 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

For girls. Thorough college preparation
Member American Association Junior Colleges |
Music, art. dramatics, home economics, slenoraphic courses.
Smail classes. Charming
campus.
Gymnasium, sports.
Kate $100(1
Catalog
Agnes M Safford, Prill., Bov T

PoitUud. “Ml

,4i

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

1(0-11”

*1.15
95®

24b^b
2bagb85c

•

Pure Lard
2,T
Rumford’s POWDER
POWDER
w
Yeast FLEISCHMANNS
y
Hershey’s Cocoa 2 49 7
Lux
23
Baker’s Vanilla
w
Bread GRANDMOTHER'S
. . the best shortening!

Insures your baking results . . . low price!

LB TIN

For baking or for health . . . it’s outstanding!

CAKE

The drink for frosty evenings!

J4LB

TINS

B asil all your finer things in Lux!

LARGE
PACKAGE

A standard flavoring at special price!

BOTTLE

The fa vorite •>f thousands . . . taste it!

LOAF

Doughnuts
LIPTON’S TEA
X pkg 43c
MELLOWHEAT
’
pkg 15c
GOLD DUST
Ige pkg 23c
DEL MONTE APRICOTS No. 1 can 22c
DEL MONTE APRICOTS
33c
PILLSBURY BRAN
'
pkg 16c
CORN FLAKES Sunnyfield 4 pkgs 23c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
Igc can 19c

l-2s 17c

Marshall’s Kippered Herring,

y2

doz

M1RSHMALLOW FLUFF
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE/

10c

sm can 9c
'/2 lb 22c

BAKER’S COCOANUT, Dry, pkg 12c
BUFFET PINEAPPLE
FRUIT FOR SALAD
Buffet
EAGLE MILK CONDENSED
A & P CONDENSED MILK
GRANDMA’S MOLASSES

can
can
can
can
can

10c
10c
19c
14c
19c

FIGS IN SYRUP, 4 1-2 oz., 1 3 for 25c

FRUITS

VEGETABLES

California Sweet Seedless Oranges
Fancy Red Emperor Grapes
Maine McIntosh Red Apples
Fancy Cooking Apples
California Seedless Lemons
Fancy Florida Grapefruit
Yellow Bananas
Pomegranates

Cape Cod Cranberries
Native Pumpkins
Native Squash
New Norfolk Spinach
New York State Celery
California Iceberg Lettuce
Maine Aroostook Potatoes
Large Spanish Onions

Tone Tested

When Our Doors Close You Can Send Your Payments To Our Bangor Store

>

PRINT

PREPARE FOR

Those Whith Aid In Fight The State Grange Session
Will Seethe With Farm
Against Tuberculosis Are
Made Politics
Shown In Picture

Other Moha’r Suites now
Selling at
127.00, 147.00, 167.00,
197.00

involving

BUTTER
yffW

CHRISTMAS SEALS

$117

inspection,

checking both at the ship

FAMILY FLOUR
PASTRY FLOUR

3-PIECE GENUINE
MOHAIR SUITES

FURNITURE COMPANY

& P has established

D

Selling out to the hare walls! Folks—here is an opportunity of a
lifetime to save many dollars on quality home furnishings!
Don’t Wait—Buy Now!

$77

"Folks think Hokus lives mighty
high for a man who doesn't work.”
"Yes, he lives on a bluff! ”

POUNDS OF

Going Out of Business!
3-PIECE
VELOUR SUITE

1 flight and he was forced to land with
only one. The Colonel's shoulder Was
dislocated and his bride, then Miss
Anne Spencer Morrow, was shaken
u|> when the plane upset.

150,000,000

MRS. SARGENT’S CHILDREN

Constipation is your enemy —
especially is it to children. Symp
toms are: sour stomach, belching,
oiTensive breath, heavy, dull eyes,
constant headaches and general
out-of-sorts, grouchy feeling. Let
Dr. True's Elixir bring you proper,
quick relief asit has Mrs. Sargent’s
children.

told them lie had been bothered with
pains in his right shoulder of
kite and Upon advice of his doctor
had gone to the hospital for the
x-ray. They added they understood
from the flier's brief conversation
that the injury was the one he suf
fered in Mexico when one of tlie
wheels of Ills plane dropped off in

FLIER X-RAYED

REPORTS-SHOW

MEATS
All Cut From Fine Young Tender Quality Cattle

STEAKS
Boneless Lean
Roulettes

Top Round, Face Rump
and Short Sirloin
Choice Rump and
A
Porterhouse
lb “fC

lb

39c

lb 27c Sirloin Roast,
PORK
lb 39c
Face Rump
lb 35c Round
*
lb 29c
DOR IT Strictly -Fresh lean Rill Lein Roast It
1 _
* V-rIXIX Best Pork Chops lb 33c «
Lean
Pot Roast
lb 28c Shoulders Fresh
lb 19c
FinnanHaddies
7c Fish Sticks or Chowder lb23c
Fancy
Halibut Steak
lb 39c Haddock Fre»h
lb 12c
Native

o IC

™E ATI. A N Til ’ « PAI TFII ’ TEA
CO.

Compliments of
•

x

*

Morticians

E. B. CROCKETT

ROCKPORT, ME.

CAMDEN
I

5c & 10c To $1.00 Store

GEORGE H. THOMAS
Coal and Wood

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

ROBERT U. COLLINS
Real Estate and Insurance

CAMDEN
YACHT BUILDING &
RAILWAY CO.

THURSTON OIL CO.

KENNEDY’S
Headquarters for Ice Cream

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

JOHN C. DOW CO.
Beef Scraps and Fertilizer

BRENNAN’S
SERVICE STATION
Steinite Radio

ROCKPORT ICE CO.

Marmon and Roosevelt Cars Fancy Groceries, Meats and
Provisions
Majestic, Edison and Amrad
ROCKPORT, ME.
Radios

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
DUCO PAINTING
Authorized- Chevrolet Salsa 4 Service

R. F. CROCKETT
A GOOD EXCUSE

GARAGE
TEL. 372-3

ROCKPORT

FOR THANKSGIVING

PORK, TURKEYS, GEESE
Braeburn Suit or Overcoat NATIVE
DUCKS AND FANCY CHICKENS
With All the Fixings
the Principal will undaratand—smile
FOR CHRISTMAS
—perhaps—and probably ask you to
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
turn around to ha can admire you.
Biggest and Beat Line Ever

Many New Braeburns

ENOS E. INGRAHAM CO.
Tel. 117

$40,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

GROCERY CO.
Hardesty Peerless Flour

ROCKPORT, ME.

$45

R. W. BUZZELL CO.
GREGORY’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

Arch Healer Shoes
ROCKLAND, ME.

Studebaker and Erskine Cars

Solve your most difficult Gift Prob
lems without shopping worries your
photograph.

*

4

UNION STS.

ROCKLAND

W. F. WINSLOW
Fine Shoe Repairing

Lena K. Sargent, Prin.
ROCKLAND, ME.

GRINNELL’S
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

ROCKLAND, ME.

R. W. JAMESON
Garage

LILY POND NURSERIES
George H. Glaentzel, Prop.
ROCKPORT, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

BURKETT BROS
Bread, Cake, Pastry

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
Dry Goods

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

ABRAM W. NYE
Gas and Oil

J. H. MILLER
Barber

M. W. SPEAR

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. L. S. HART
CAMDEN, ME.

E. B. BELYEA

I

ROCKPORT, ME.

ROCKPORT FUEL CO.

Join Our

To Us—We Pay Top Prices

Raw Furs

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
ROCKLAND, ME.

It's more than glistening paint and
Dealer in
COAL, WOOD, CEMENT, HADWAR , heavy bevellings.
COAL, WOOD, CEMENT, GLASS,
It’s more than shining metal and a
HARDWARE, OILS, VARNISH
stream line.
ROCKPORT, ME.
Deep down where you can’t see it,
is the secret of the style of the New
| Ford.
W. E. CARROLL
DAILY AND SUNDAY PAPERS
Perfect adjustment of strains, so
CONFECTIONERY, CIGARS
there is no tearing, wearing, friction.
TOBACCO and SOFT DRINKS
S & H QUALITY ICE CREAM
Velvety engine actions, and perfect

TIBBETTS HARDWARE

MAINE MUSIC CO.

CAMDEN, ME.

Victor Radios

KNOX WOOLEN CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

Because the style is built in, it lasts
and gives you rendering pride in
Milk produced in Rockport from Cows your New Ford.
raised in Rockpcrt by a Resident of
We’re here to show you.
Rockport, Delivered in Rockport

GUY H. ANNIS, Prop.

|

Painter

MEGUNTICOOK PRESS

Job Printing of All Kinds

THOMAS-NASH CO.
Sales and Service

ALTON H. CRONE, Prop.

144-R Washington St.

ROCKPORT, ME.

I

CAMDEN, ME.

Optometrist
CAMDEN, ME.

MILLAY

DR. WM. V. TWEEDIE

Tailor

THE VILLAGE SHOPPE
FOUNTAIN PENS
CAMDEN, ME.

J. E. TIBBETTS, D.M.D.
ROCKLAND, ME.

O. W. CARROLL
Wholesale Meats

Trade At

PERRY’S
MARKET

Groceries, Meats, Fruit
Vegetables

ROCKPORT’S

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS
CAMDEN, ME.
ROCKLAND, ME.

DRINK!

Rockport’s Big Carnival

BIG CARNIVA

See Our Advertisements in the Program
_ _ _ At Rockport’s Big Carnival
AMES’ PHARMACY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Invites Your Patronage

WILLIS AYER
Clothing

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

PERRY’S
FIREPROOF LAUNDRY

C. L. SPEAR
Staple and Fancy Groceries

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKPORT, ME.

November 22-23

CORNER DRUG STORE,
Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.

GEORGE BURD
SHOE STORE

EVERETT L. SPEAR
Hardware

CAMDEN

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

BURPEE & LAMB

THREE CROW BRAND
JOHN BIRD CO.

Clothing
ROCKLAND

FRANK RIDER

Optometrists and Jewelers

ROCKPORT, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Josephine Wentworth
G. W. ACHORN&CO.

Millinery and Gowns

The Quality Store

CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

FRED W. ELWELL
NEWBERTS
RESTAURANT

Ladies' Furnishings

PRINCE’S
Complete Home Furnishings

CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN WOOLEN CO.
PENOBSCOT WOOLEN Co

RANKIN

BLOCK,

ROCKLAND

STRAND AND PARK
•

•

Bigger and Better than Any of Rockport’s
Famous Carnivals

Twenty Booths

Thousands Of Free Samples

FOSTER’S
QUALITY SHOP
CAMDEN, ME.

Dr H. J. Pettapiece
Osteopathic Physician

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

HEWETT
BOTTLING WORKS
Coca Cola

M. T. CRAWFORD
Lawyer

F.OCKLAND, ME.

Continuous Programs

CAMDEN, ME.

THEATRES

ARTHUR SHEA CO.

Plumbing and Heating

CAMDEN, ME.

WILLOW STREET
MARKET

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME,

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance

HOWARD & BROWN
Diplomas

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND

DR. LONG

ROCKPORT, ME.

JOSEPH RICHARDSON

ROCKLAND, ME.

G. W. PALMER & SON

OMALADE PRODUCTS
I

ROCKLAND, ME.

TRAINER’S LUNCH

Lumber

Everything To Eat

at

J. H. HOBBS CO.

CAMDEN, ME.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

November 22 & 23

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

a
Bigger and Better Than Ever

Circulation 6.500

And HOW!

85% of it in the district of which
Rockland is the trading center

CUTLER-COOK CO.

. The Great Family Paper

Always First with the Latest in

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING

Ladies' and Misses' Ready to
Wear

SCHOOL PRINTING A SPECIALTY

For Your New
Overcoat
You need a

Joy Booths

Food Booths

FRIDAY AFTERNOON—Splendid Opening Program—100 children in dainty costumes, folk dances, drills,

exercises, songs and special features
FRIDAY NIGHT—Great Vaudeville Program—-Five great numbers of song, dance, comedy and action. A
fine male quartet, dance features de luxe and a beautiful “Desert Song” sketch will be included

SATURDAY AFTERNOON—Camden Boys’ Band in full uniform will give a continuous program from 2.30

83.00 A YEAR

346 MAIN ST.

to 5.30 with solos and many super-excellent features

SATURDAY NIGHT—Grand Closing Ball with free dancing and something doing every minute.
Radio given away at intermission—Music by Carnival Orchestra

Steinite

ROCKLAND, ME.

We are showing an entire
ly new line of Silk Scarfs,

in the new squares, in all
the newest colorings, in

plaids, stripes and figures,

John I. Snow, Pres, and Manager
Wrecking,Towing, Lighterage, Dredg
ing and. Contracting; Stone Wharves
Built; Sand and Gravel Furnished
TEL. CON.

Chevrolet Sales and Service
Exceptional^ Bargains Thia Month in
Used Cara

ROCKLAND, ME.

designs,

rightly priced—

$1.00 to $5.00

... FREE...
I

Steinite Radio
All Electric Console
We will give away Absolutely Free a Steinite All
Electric Console Radio—installed. This will be giv
en out at intermission Saturday night.

CAMDEN, ME.

RADIO & MUSIC SHOPPE

EDUCATION

A godd education is one of the most
Dealer in
BRUNSWICKS, VICTROLAS, REC important of all stepping stones to
ORDS, RADIOS, ACCESSORIES,
success.
PIANOS
Like every good thing it has to be
CAMDEN, ME.
provided for in advance and this pro
vision can best be made through a
TALBOT INS. AGENCY savings account.
Z. M. Dwinal, Mgr.

CAMDEN, ME.

Lumber, Painty Hardware

$2.50 and $3.50

Willys-Knight, Whippet
FINE MOTOR CARS

AMRAD Triple Screen Grid RADIOS

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON
632 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Manufacturers of

Don’t Miss This Great Show
Auspices Senior Class R. H. S.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
ADMISSION 25 CENTS

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE BETTER THINGS
IN LIFE!

Chiropody

Fine Confections
Jobber of Cigars

ROCKLAND, ME.

Company

Camden ,

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

special values at

CAMDEN

Tel. 78

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Millwork, Masons’ Supplies

Haskell & Corthell

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
On Johnson Outboard Motors. We
have a limited number of Brand New
1923 Johnson Sea Horses that we are
offering at 20% discount from list '
prices, while hety last
Sea Horse “Singles” models “3,” “10,” I
32.” Cash or Easy Payments

CLEMENT M. WALDEN

ROCKLAND

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

Compliments of

Rockport Sente, Crane

Bay View St.

Compliments of

ROCKLAND
NATIONAL BANK

BOOST

Marine Supply & Engine Co.

ROCKLAND

SNOW MARINE CO.

New Scarf

TEL. 238-11

CAMDEN, ME.

CAMQEN, ME,

ROCKVILLE, ME.

17 MAIN ST..

handsome

CAMDEN

Estabished 1875

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

rich,

Camden
Auto Sales Co.

CAMDEN
NATIONAL BANK

Painting
•

FIRESTONE TIRES

ROCKPORT, ME.

KENNETH GREEN

BROWN’S MARKET

306 MAIN ST.

springs, so there are no jolts and jars
to shake the style out and old age in.

Granite Rock Beverages

See Our Advertisements in the Program
At Rockport’s Big Carnival

396 MAIN ST.

What do you mean by style anyway?

CARLETON FRENCH & Co

BOYS AND MEN, BRING YOUR

SERVICE

SALES

“The Personal Gift”

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKPORT, ME.

W. F. DILLINGHAM

ROCKLAND, ME.

1930 Christmas Club

FIRESTONE TIRES, GAS AND OIL

WILLOW DALE FARM

CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

Automobile Repairing and
Supplies

ROCKPORT, ME.

VEAZIE
HARDWARE CO.

ROCKPORT, ME.

CHAMPNEY’S STUDIO

Jeweler
CAMDEN, ME.

SANITARY BARBER
SHOP
BETTY’S BEAUTY SHOP

ROCKPORT, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND GARAGE

F. E. MORROW

CAMDEN, ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

Lumber & Building Supplies

ROCKLAND, ME.

PARK

ROCKLAND
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

CHISHOLM’S SPA

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, ME.

F. J. WILEY
Grain, Flour, Feed

GLENCOVE, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

38 MAIN ST.

BOSTON, MASS.

CARL E. FREEMAN
Antiques

■I

Whan you explain you had to cut
claaaaa to gat a naw

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

LEON J. WHITE
Jeweler

Next To Village Green

TEL. 412

C. E. Rhodes Machine Co.

See Our Advertisements in the Program At Rockport9s Big Carnival

BOWES & CROZIER

W. D. HEALD

$35,

Page Nine

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 21, 1929

Every-Other-Day

ROCKLAND, ME.

Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corporation
Boston Office 45 Milk St.
New York Office 50 East 42nd St.
ROCKLAND, ME.

TRAVEL
To become better acquainted with
your own country—to take a restful
sea voyage—to enjoy new scenes and
contact with strange peoples—these
are amongst the delights of Travel,
available to those who save money.

LEISURE
Comfort in your old age depends
largely upon your foresight in pro
viding for it now.

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

en

Cotk land- Cdtirier-Gafcette,'
UNION

OFF TO SCHOOL WITH A JUMP
READY FOR STUDY OR PLAY

THE GRADE SCHOOLS

ay.

Eat Everything
without Fear
of Indigestion

THE BETTER HALVES

SCHOOL INFLUENCE

The men have completed their
What 22 Communities Have Some Thoughts Suggested
work on the State road and nearly all 1 Northend Youngsters Offer
of them have now left town.
By the Incandescent Lamp
Done In the Farm Bureau
Some Programs In Credit
W. J. Bryant has returned to Port
Anniversary
-y
land after a few weeks vacation at
Work
able Manner
his home here.
Are there lots of foods you can’t
The country has Just celebrated th$
Twenty-two communities In Knox
K. H. Cole of Portland and Harold
Grade 5, Tyler Building
eat—for fear of gas, bloating, and
Lincoln counties have a woman's 50th anniversary of the first practical
Webb of Stonington visited friends in
Mrs. Havener. Dorothy and Polly pains in the stomach and bowels? (arm bureau organization.
These
this place Sunday.
Havener and Mrs. Mills were wel
Do you have to pass up favorite communities carry different projects incandescent lamp, the achievement
Several families are afflicted with come visitors last week.
dishes--while, the rest enjoy them? under clothing, food and home man of a man who still lives in the flesh
mumps which are prevalent here.
The Armistice Day program was:
That’s a sign you need Tanlac! agement throughout the year. BeT and who will continue to live for cen
Ambrose Pish has returned from Sing. "America. The Beautiful;” For more than 10 years Tanlac has
low are listed some of the results turies in the hearts of the civilized
a visit with friends in Thomaston prayer: Psalm 11". Thomas Sheehy, restored to vigorous health thou
and accomplishments which have world. His accomplishment has made
and Rockland,
Jr.: President Wilson's War Mes sands who denied themselves their been recorded in the county office,
WHEN IN
living conditions better. It has add-'
Mr. and Mrs. 'Frank C. Flint of sage, Margaret Regers: Heroes of favorite foods just as you have to.
BOSTON
Clothing
Rockland were recent guests of Mr. Yesterday and
cd to people's pleasure*; it has elimi
Today,
Virginia
Mr. V. R. Morgan, Of 85 Front
and Mrs. Charles Burgess.
If quiet home-llke surroundings
Twelve communities are involved nated dangers; it has safeguarded
D'Agostino and Genevieve Gray; St., Old Town, Me., says: “I suf
with good food at moderate
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burkett had as recitation. In Flanders Fields, David fered so from indigestion that 1 in clothing construction and 27 meet health and it ha? opened avenues of
prices appeal to you.
dinner guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, Jr.: song. Cur Flag, class; had to quit looking after my lum ings have been held with a total at employment for millions of people. It
Frank Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. Ned Pledge of Allegiance and Flag Fa- ber business. Now I can eat and tendance of 326; 38 foundation pat has become n commonplac* and is
Stop at
Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Mel. Wotton, lute: recitation. The Flag Goes By. sleep, and am full of energy.”
terns have been made and 32 paper still a marvel. Light’s golden Jubilee
THE
HOTEL
Mr. and Mrs. Cal. 1. Burrows. Mr. class; recitation. Now in Flanders
If you suffer from indigestion, patterns have lieen made as results: will serve to impress upon both youth
and Mrs. Ernest Davis. Miss Frances Field. Maty Havener: reading. Nov. gas, dizziness, headaches, constipa 33 dresses have lieen made from the and adult the fact that we have trav
HEMENWAY
Bachelder of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. 11. 1918, Thomas Sheehy. Jr.: songs
tion or torpid liver—give Tanlac a use of the paper design. The total elled far in 50 years.
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
So easy to give children a warm, nourishing break llarry Benson and Miss Gladys Niles of
chance to help you! The first bot c st of making garments was esti
• • « •
the War, “There's a Long, Long
Rates from:
of Bangor.
tle often brings the needed relief. mated at $51.74. They were valued at
Trail." “Pack l*p 'Your Troubles,"
fast. All the food elements their growing bodies
It may not be amiss to stress other
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
Mr .and Mrs. Waldo Hoit of Port "Smiles," ‘Over There.” "Hail. Hall.
Tanlac is a good, pure medicine, $107.25 with a saving of $55.51 on equally remarkable changes. The
need, in such a delicious, digestible form. Saves
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
land were weekend guests of Mrs. The Gang's All Here.” Pictures from
made of roots, harks, and herbs garments made using methods taught experiences of earlier school days are
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Holt's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John the National Geographic Magazine
mother a lot of work and worry.
tliat are recognized by the United in the project.
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
Nine communities have carried mil within the memory of many—the ef
Simmons.
States Pharmacopoeia. Get it from
for November were also enjoyed.
forts to master the A, B. C's; the slow
• • « •
Roland Luce who has been ill with
our druggist today. Your money linery as a project and have held nine laborious
and
uninteresting
struggle
1 mumps is improving.
meetings with attendance at meetings
iack if it <M
doesn’t help you.
Evening School, Tyler Building
held of 113: 16 hats were made with to master reading: the old slate, the
\Jhey work while you steep
f\
Arthur llayes and Paul Leverne of
In Miss Miller's room. Fourth
the relative cost of $12.40 but were pencil, the moisture cleansing Huid guarded health—so have the schools.
Sanford are visiting at F. X. Roy's.
grade, regular exercises were held—
valued at $38 with A saving of $25.60. and the rag; the old double desks, the It has penetrated homes, offices, fac
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Simmons were Flag salute, song, language, arith
s WASHINGTON
Four bats have been remodeled with birch red and the stinging ruler: the tories—so have the schools. It has
dinner guests Sunday of Mrs. Mary metic and reading lessons, physical
The Guild met Wednesday with the cost of $2.40 and valued at $8.00 heap-much-heat heating; stoves; the made history—so have the schools.
i'ardoe in Washington.
exercises and music. There were 32
stern master with tlye quill; the inter
Mrs. Burgess B'.ake who has been visitors, among whom were several Mrs. Digs Hatch. Preparations are be with a saving of $5.60.
In education we cannot press the
One community has held one meet mittent school attendance resulting In button and get the illumination, hut
in ill health for some time is now of the fathers, showing that the men ing made for the church fair and
a
very
limited
education
for
the
ma

rummage sale Dec. 11.
ing on selection of clothing with an
able to sit up awhile each day.
■we can see in the personality of the
are as much interested as the mothers
jority.
The O.E.S. had degree work Nov. attendance of five.
Miss Abbie Simmons went Tues in the education of their children.
individual, in his demeanor, in his
Methods
of
instruction,
pypil
inter

20 with supper, and South Thomas
day to Augusta where she has em
expressions of purpose, in his por
Foods
In the Fifth grade, Mrs. Nellie
'
est
and
welfare,
school
atmosphere
ployment.
Hall, teacher, after the regular school ton Chapter as guests.
Or.e meetiug has been held or. , unj environment, school objectives. trayal of character, in his attitude to
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Charron and exercises, a play for hook week was
Several members from Willow square meals for health with an at all have expanded so that these influ ward life and living, the effects of en
Delbert Charron of Providence R. I., given,
called
"Prof.
Knowitall’s Grange, Jefferson, visited Evening tendance i f 31. Ten communities have ences have been more far-reaching lightenment and the penetrating
who have been visiting at Frances i Visible Radio." David Curtis taking Star Grange, at thejr last regular I jeen enrolled in the contest for square
processes of the schools.
than the spread In the use of the elec
Roy's returned to their home Mon the part of the professor. The chair meeting.
It seems fit that while we are pay
meals and one community is followin
tric
light.
The
school
has
gone
into
day.
Mi a Carrie Pierpont lias been guest its
principles.
Sixty-seven well the innermost recesses of civilization ing due homage to light and its Inman of ihe entertainment was
Frank Roy went to Augusta last Thomas Sheehy, Jr. The children of her sister in Manchester the past planned meals have been served and
ventor because of their contributions
and with it has gone the light of
Thursday.
to man, it is equally appropriate to
a total of 1253 people have been learning.
were in costume and took their parts week.
After serving as superintendent of with enthusiasm,
pay homage to the power of our
Mrs. Nettie Linscott and son Rob served.
The play will
It has gone into our rural districts,
the M. E. Sunday School for 30 years instill into the minds of the chil ert accompanied by Mrs. Mary
One meeting has been held on table into our foreign city sections, into our schools and the teacher personalities
Dr. H. H. Plumer recently tendered dren the hooks and characters w'hic.n Mitchell and daughter Miss Marion furnishings' with an attendance of
back of them, a power greater than
industrial centers, into our gold coast
his resignation. The teachers and are unforgettable. The room was were In Rockland Saturday.
that which illuminates the earth and
seven.
regions and everywhere it has carried
members of the school thought it fit decorated with pictures of Colonial
James Littlehale. 86. died very sud
Seven communities have been Irrespective of elqss or creed, the moves the wheels of industry—'the
power that moulds and models the
ting that they should show their times, one of the boards showing denly Nov. 12. The funeral was held carrying preparation of vegetables
same uplifting. tWe same enlighten
appreciation of his faithful service John Alden and Priscilla strolling Friday under the auspices of the with the result of seven meetings and
lives of boys and girls into purposeful
ing, the same stabilizing and the same
men and women.
and accordingly last Thursday night alung the shore. In one corner was Warren Knights of Pythias of which an attendance of 80. Twenty-eight
energlzimg
influence,
It
has
been
they gave him a surprise paYty at the a sand-fable, carrying out the idea older Mr. Littlehale was a member.
women have enrolled to serve vege reassuring to see the level of educa
A dance and baked bean supper tables twice daily for three months.
M. E. vestry, and presented him with of an old time settlement—fort, log
tion pass up from a third or fourth
What do you do when a slug with an untainted breath, un a handsome easy chair and purse house, canoe, Indians, women, etc. was held Nov. 15 at Evening Star
Eleven communities have carried grade education to the eightli grade
of money and his good wife a bunch The fort belongs to Frederick Bart Grange hall for the benefit of the and held the same number of meet
gish system tells you the bowels coated tongue, and clear head.
or even into the high school.
Cascarets are made of cascara of beautiful carnations. A fine pro lett; log house was built by Wil High School seniors. There was a ings on Preparation of Whole Grain
need a little help?
» • • •
gram was carried out of readings, liam Cross: clam-shell spoons were large attendance and a good sum was Products with an attendance of 133:
KILLS-RATS-ONLY
—
long
regarded
one
of
the
most
The best thing yet discovered
,
The light of the school has leen
recitations, vocal and instrumental made by Gladys Gray and Emma realized.
65 women have enrolled to serve
Won
’t «H Urestack, PooNry,
beneficial
laxatives
known
to
med

for the purpose is still the little
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Weaver were whole grains once daily for three penetrating, the pulling |X>wer irresis
music. Refreshments were served,
Oogs,
Cats, or Baby Chfcfcs
candy Cascaret 1 Take one when ical science. They are sweetened after which a social hour was en Lindsey: corn grinder by Domenic i ’ Augusta Saturdaymonths. Twelve have completed the tible. The extensive spread if the
A new exterminator that can be ujed about
ever the liver and bowels are not with pure cane sugar and flav joyed with games and stunts. The Cuccinello; the dolls were dressed
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sukeforth serving of whole grains for three electric light has, brought comforts
the
home,
barn,
or poultry yard with safety
ored with real licorice. Children vestry was beautifully decorated. by Virginia D'Agostino, Margaret were dinner guests Wednesday of ids
functioning as they should.
to the home—so have the Schools. It
as it contains M deadly oetsen. Onecxn
months.
Rogers. Eleanor Harper and Alice
mixes
too
pieces
of bait. Hundreds
love
them.
So
do
most
grown
Eleven communities have carried has builded cities—so have the
Cascarets are pleasing to the ups 1 Why take anything harsh Much credit is due Mrs. House chair Jackson: the vessel. "Mayflower" aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs. John
moniais. Sold on a MonsyBoak
Overlock.
schools.
It
has
created
employment
—
in-between
meetings
in
Foods
with
man
of
the
committee,
for
the
success
palate, and pleasant in their ac when constipation threatens?
and Indian canoe were made by
gpaaasseaa. All druggists. 75c and $2.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnston and the result of 14 meetings held and bo have the schools. Jt has safetion. You eat them just like Whenever a dull headache, las ol the affair. Clarence Moody has David Curtis. There were 43 vis children accompanied by .Mrs. Bert with
nn attendance of 201. Eight
been chosen superintendent of the itors. Following was the cast of
candy. They work while you situde, or sick stomach with loss Sunday School and all feel confident
Thurston were in Rockland Saturday. iiave used recipes at h me.
sleep. Gentle, but thorough. Cas of appetite warns you of poor that he will make a faithful and com characters:
Evening Star Grange hall has been
From "Miles Standish." Priscilla, wired for electric lights.
Home Management
carets don’t stir-up the stomach elimination, a Cascaret or two is petent man to succeed to the office Helen Mills; John Alden. Willis
Pour communities have carried |
A dance will be held Nov. 2! at
or upset the system. But they the most harmless form of help Dr. Plumer has so long and faithfully Anderson; fron\ the "Pied Piper,"
Grange hall for the benefit ef ’ue kitchen improvement project with
cleanse the entire thirty feet of you could give a lagging system. filled.
Pied Piper. William Cross: Mayor. Athletic Association also one Thanks three meetings held and with an at
bowels in one comfortable, thor
Basil Bowen: members of the coun
Take a candy Cascaret tonight
tendance of 24 at the meetings. Six
'1 would engage you at once.” said cil, Sylvanus Cross. Domenic Cuc- giving night for the benefit of the
ough action that leaves the sys and see how fine you’ll feel in the
Grange. Music by Overlock's orche;- women have made changes in ar- j
the
employer,
"but
for
the
fact
that
I
cinello and Frank Newhall.
tem clean and sweet; leaves you morning—and for days after.
rangement of utensils. *0110 woman
tra.
require a married man.”
From
"Mother Goose.” Mother
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Pi.yspn accom has made other changes as results of
"Well,'', said the applicant, "if you Goose, Mary Havener; Crooked Man.
the meetings. Seventeen communi
will kindiy keep the job open for an- Arthur Eaton: Jack and Jill. Fred panied by Mrs. Payson's mother Mrs.
ties have been involved in renovation
H other hour. sir. I'll be glad to oblige. erick Bartlett and Margaret Mc Clara Snow. all of East Union, were
" It is much easier than to obtain a job Millan: Boy Blue, Tony Murglta; guests Sunday of Miss Clara Mae- of furniture with 22 meetings held
and with an attendance of 239; 45
Dowell,
these days.’’
CANDY CATHARTIC
Jack Horner, Lawrence Candage:
Miss Marguerite Lincoln and Miss chairs hav * been re-seated. 6 pieces
Mary. Mary. Margaret Rogers; Polly
of furniture refirirhed, 3 slip covers
“Not a bad looking car you have Put the Kettle On, Eleanor Harper; Mildred Merrifield were home from made and 13 upholstered pieces re
< rono for the weekend.
there, Connie. What's the most you I Love
Little
Pussy, Virginia
Mrs. Lois Meservey, 53, widow of covered.
ever got out of It?”D'Agostino: Miss Muffet, Marion Benson Meservey late of Appleton,
(Seven ccmmi nities have been in
Triple Screen-Grid
WORK WHtlf v°"
“Six times in one mile.
Fernald; Old Woman Who Lived In, died Nov. 11 at the home of Dr. S. volved in home furnishings with eight
a Shoe. Thelma Russell; children.' 0. Pierpont, where she had been meetings held and an attendance of
Helen Winchenbaeh. Genevieve Lind boarding for the past few months. 85. As a result of the meeting, one
With Phonograph Pickup Attachment /
sey, Ada Hamilton. Genevieve Gray. She leaves several children and other floor has been refinished, and two
Gladys Gray. Florence Grover. Emma relatives. Services were held Nov. people have used the curtain sug
Lir.dsev, Virginia Lombardo, Shir 13 and interment was made in Pine gestions.
Ask for a Demonstration ( ~
Twenty-two communities have held
ley Grant, Geneva Hill and Alice Tree cemetery, Appleton.
management
Kent.
W. M. Staples has sold his lighting miscellaneous home
Red Riding Hood. Alice Jackson: plant to Mr. Towle of Appleton Ridge meetings without the agent and with
Rip Van Winkle, Vernon Kenney: and has been hooked up with the an attendance of 392: 24 lamp shades
F.obinson Crusoe. Neil Roberts, were C.M.P. Company for electrical service. have been made. 56 reed articles.*187
also represented. Funnies, Russell
James H. Littlehale. 87. an aged stenciled articles. 5 articles wit'h pine
Nash; Tom Sawyer. Carl Achorn; and respected citizen died quite sud needles. 8 bead flower articles, 48
Jim. Kenneth Morgan: Ben Rogers. denly Nov. 13 from an attack of heart leather articles, 4 sewing screens and 1
Winslow Hutchinson; Billy Fisher, trouble with which he had suffered one home nursing meeting has been j
632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
Fred Winchenbaeh; John Miller. considerably the past few months. held as an in-beetween with Miss 1.
Richard Harden: Frank Lee, Samuel
jCfttlehale came to this town Eliza Steele, Red Cross nurse, giving j
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Gray, James Allen, Lewis Small.
several years ago from Warren and a talk on care of the sick patient.
» « « •
! bought, a home here at the village
Camden Street School
where he spent his declining days.
Educational Week was fittingly He was a veteran of the Civil War
observed at the Camden Street I and his passing out leaves only three
Schools Friday
afternoon when ' other veterans in town. He is survived
Grades three and four combined with , by a son Charles and daughter Mrs.
the Sub-primary, first and second Counce. Interment was made in the
grades in Room I. and gave this pro- I cemetery at Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Esancy were
gram:
"Welcome, Virginia Donohue; No ir. Rockland recently.
Several persons in the village are
vember Days, Jane Packard and '
Marie Dodge; vocal solo. Feme contemplating buying electric radios.
Two major qualities of the Pontiac
The Central Maine Power Co.
Pritto; dramatization—“Grandfather
Pig’s Spectacles,1” Glade I.; song. connected the wires from the power
Big Six—its reliability and long-life—
‘Dells,’’ Sub-primary; piano solo, line to the several houses last Sun
Mary Dodge; poem. “September,” day and in the evening the village
offer motorists a definite cash advan
Grades III. uftd IV.: dramatization— presented a gala appearance. The
“The Rich Goose.” Grade II.. My only fly in the ointment now is that
tage which is just like money in the
Kooks,
Perley
Bartlett;
motion there are no street lights—hut it is
bank. For not only do these qualities
fcong, “Come Little Leaves," Sub hoped to raise money by popular
primary, first and second grades; subscription to have several installed
effect big.savings in the cost of oper
The Bees, James Yorke; dramatiza in the near future.
dirt-and-weather-proof internal fourminutes—still stands unchallenged.
Eleven world records for speed and
tion—“How the leaves Turned.”
ating every Pontiac . . . hut in addi
WINTER WORK PLANNED
Grade
IV.;
song.
“
America,
”
schools.
wheel brakes. And as for Pontiac
And this time-tried championship
endurance — and more American
Twenty-eight parents and friends
tion they increase still further the
economy, a large corporation oper
Annual Community Masting, Being
stamina is built into every Stude
were present.
stock car records than all other
Arranged For Knox and Lincoln
demand for used Pontiacs. And that
Addie II. Rogers is teacher of the
ating 996 automobiles of 33 different
baker
Eight
—
President,
Com

Counties.
makes combined — are held by
Sub-primary, first and second grades
means
that
the
Pontiac
Big
Six
you
and
Caroline
Fuller
is
teacher
of
mander or Dictator.
makes found the operating cost of
Studebaker Eights.
Plans are being made in many
Grades III. and IV. The children in
buy today will have a high resale
Studebaker is the world’s largest
their Pontiacs during 1928 to be one
communities
of
Knox
and
Lincoln
Room I. were very glad to welcome
This year’s Penrose Trophy
to the sub-primary class, Elwood counties for their annual community
value when you are ready to turn in,
builder of Eights because Stude
cent
a mile leas than that of any
Race to the summit of Pikes Peak
Ihwett who came from the McLain meetings which will be held during
baker Eightsare brilliant and thrifty
the
months
of
December
and
Janu

other
lous-priced six.
building. The name of Laura Can
was won in record time by a StudePontiac has many other important
dage lias been recently added to the ary.. Many of the communities are
beyond anything motordom has
putting on programs in the form of
baker.President Eight—over a tor
dental honor roll in Room I.
plays, readings, songs, etc.
qualities to offer you. It has the
known. Drive one of the new
Let,us appraise your present car. Our
tuous twisting roadway involving
The schedule of meetings follows
Studebaker Eights before commit
highest
top
speed,
fastest
accelera

APPLETON
allowance frequently covers the down
Hope. Dec. 5; Friendship, Dec. 6;
I 54 breath-taking curves.
Freddie Demuth is in Massachu Simonton. Dec. 16; West Rockport,
ting yourself to any new car—Six
tion
and
the
greatest
power
to
be
payment so that a small amount
setts where he lias employment.
Dec. 10; Burkettville. Dec.ll; AppleJ he c»
greatest record in the hisor Eight. Profit from Studebaker’s
F. I,. Davidson is having extensive ton. Dee. 12; East Union. Dec. 13:'
found in any low-priced six. It offers
monthly enables you to enjoy the
repairs made on his barn.
Union. Dee. 13; Washington, Dee.
torv of transportation established
championship successes and from
About 600 persons attended the Whitefield, Dec. 17; Aina. Dec.
more style in its bodies by Fisher—
many
unusuafAdvantages offered by
over a year ago by Studebaker’s
the 77 years of manufacturing in
combined services at the Pentecostal Montsweag, Dee. 19; West Aina, Dec.
and
more
safety
in
its
non-squeak,
assembly here last Snndsy afternoon 19: Blinker Hill. Dec. 20; Damaris
the Pontiac Big Six.
President Eight that traveled 30,tegrity that stand firmly behind the
cotta, Dec. 21; Orff's Corner, Jan. 1:
and evening.
Studebaker
name.
The High School building is near Jefferson. Jan. 2; Rockland, Jan. 4:
000 miles in 26,326 consecutive
ly completed and is a line piece of Camden. Jan. 7: Dresden. Jan. X;
work.
’t
' *I »
1 Edgeeomb, Jan. 9: North Edgeeomb.
Studebaker Eights cost no more
buy or to operate
Mr. and Mrs. I. I'. Ryder have Jan. 9: Nohleboro, Jan. 10; Warren
moved to Waldoboro for the winter. Jan. 14; Rockport, Jan. 15; Damar
Dictator Ei^ht Sedan . . $1285
Johnston Bradley of Bangor was lscotta Mills, Jan. 16; Bristol. Jan
(249)
17: Newcastle, Jan. 18; Waldoboro
PRODUCT of general motors
in town recently.
Fred Dimuth and family have Jan. 15.
Commander Eight Sed^n . $1515
moved to Camden for the winter.
Sonrior Bis Six, ttos to tfOS.J.n. fc. ron^iw Mich., -lux dWirwr rhsrsw.
To jiash a quilt make suds of pure
Bumper, .print roner. and '-"refer,)iwfcJ,btor6gr, ruskr equtpntnl nt tftht
Word comes from Harry Nichol
President Eight Sedan . . $1765
extra
coot, (e/nerol Motofo Time Payment Plan atatlable at minimum rate.
soap
and
warm
water
and
allow
the
son of New Yolk who spent the sum
\
Four-Door Sedan Modeli. Prices at thefactory
quilt
to
soak
in
it
for
half
an
hour
mer in Camden and helped in the
3-Door Sedan
Pentecostal movement here that he Souse and squeeze tn other fresh suds
On b. Pontiac, Michigan
to
remove
the
rest
of
the
dirt.
Quilt
is going to spend the winter in Provi
ooriet or financing deoirad.
dence, and his address will he Pi nte- sl/ould not be rubbed. For rinsing use
two
waters
of
the
same
temperature
costal Bible Institute. Broadway.
BURGESS & LINNEKIN
aiAthe suds. Do not try to wring the
Providence. It. I.
quilt. Hang it, dripping, outside in
Rockland,
Maine
Tel. 700
Park and Union Streets
The wise modern housewife shares the shade to dry, spreading it be
her burdens and lets The People’s tween two lines, and shaking
Laundry. Tel. 1J0, do her family wash, often. Cotton wool and down quilt
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the may all be washed in this way. Those
service prompt, the work excellent with silk, or sateen covers may he
i pressed with A warm iron.
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Cascara is Good for the System

The Finest Tone In Radio
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lit the bank
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to

ROCKLAND

GARAGE COMPANY

C. W. HOPKINS

65 Limerock Street

Rockland, Maine
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MAIL EARLY ANYHOW
—
•
If You Are Planning To Send
Christmas Gifts To Distant
Friends
It may be a bit early fur many
folks to think about Christmas shop
ping, but those who have friends and
relatives at a distance shotild re
member that it is a wise plan to
"mail early.” Postmaster Veazie has
received his annual instructions
which will appear In this paper dur
ing the next few issues. Here is the
first:

It scans that this stock niarkft garding senatorial money lending at
slumping is real old stuff. It has Isen high interest, and one of his senators,
going on for a loug. lung time. Jfot if you recall, knifed him for his inter
only in our own country at intervals ference. In other words, the act of
since the revolution, but in Eranff Brutus was motivated by Caesar's
and in England before our time, attempt to suppress usury. And this
Lewis S^terwin informs us that thpre j was 44 B. C. or about 70 years before
was a stock market panic in ancient Tiberius tried the same scheme.
In the case of Tiberius, his sena
Home as early as the year 33, at which
time our old friend Tiberius held the tors did not gradually withdraw their
reins. When this column was written leans from the financial market, but
from the island tof Capri, two years they all waited until the, last day of
ago, a visit was recorded to the tun grace given by the order, and. then
nels connecting the old castles that they all withdrew at once, and the
Tiberius had erected there. Because blow was devastating. All business
of Tilt ,pastime in having the Capri came to a standstill. Payments were
natives thrown off the cliffs to note suspended. Failures were recorded
the size of the splash they would cre right and left. Throughout Italy and
ate. Ttberlus was rather timid about the provincia the news spread as fast
going oui after dark, and so he went as couriers could carry it, and
tunneling from castle to castle, where they left a trail of ruin in their wake.
his sweethearts were located.
In Rome the situation was terrifying.
48 Claudius Caesar Drusus Ger- The crowds became swollen with
njanicus Nero, famous fiddler of thousands of shopkeepers and work
Hume, ruled from 37 A. D. to 68 A. D. ers. They were in an ugly mood, and
it Would seem that this stock market men of wealth dared not leave their
crash during the reign of Tiberius in homes and take a chance with the
33 A. D. was right along during the muttering mobs who were rioting and
time that the famous old sports were out of control.
cutting loose and making Rome howl
It was stock crash day la Rome in
A(r. Sherwin's research seems to re- j 33 A. D.
teal thaf in the year 33, the tankers
Where was Tiberius? Where would
ajong the “via Sacre" the Wall iStreet any good, old sport be? Down at
of Rome, began t» get bad reports Capri, the Palm Beach of Rome, three
from the outlying commercial centers days by fast galley, or. one hour and
of the Roman empire.
ten minutes now by airplane. Out
First, a big firm in Alexandria had on this beautiful Island in the Bay of
lost three valuable cargoes by storms Naples, with its grottos, its marvel
in the Red Sea. Second, a change In ous vineyards, its balmy air and sun
fashions had suddenly cut off the de- shine , surrounded by some of the
mopd for ivory and ostrich feathers most beautiful chickens in all Borne,
apd the Eastern caravan trade had sat Tihby, having a good time, and
suffered heavily.
Again, a large “studying astronomy," he told the
banjdng house In Corinth hud gone to folks back home.
the wgll. There was a slump in the
And so the senators sent word to
grain market at Byzantium. Spain Tiberius that things were all tills
was having hard times, and things in way and that way, with the devil to
general, on ail trade routes, were on pay, and every man with money in
the .blink.
the bank afraid to go out at night..
Suddenly two of the largest tanking Mobs ruled and ail business at a
firms in Rome, having made large standstill.
Ioans to business throughout the Em
And just as coolly as John D.
igre, were forced to close their doors. Rockefeller sent out word last Oct.
Tpis was aggravated by the fact that 29 that he was buying, and that there
six months previously the Emperor, was no danger, so Tiberius read the
forced through the Senate a decree message the galley captain brought
ordering all senators to invest a third to him an<f wrote this answer to his
of their holdings in local real estate. senators: "Draw on me for 100 milThis order hadn't pleased the serflP' lion sesterces and loan it out imnietors for they were loaning money -at diately to needy debtors without in
high interest rates, throughout the terest. You may also loan to them.
Empire, and they were cleaning up. Never mind that real estate order I
To tie up a third of everything in is- issued."
active real estate would give then) )
The relief was instantaneous. The
lot less money to spend at the night panic was over. And Tibby stayed
clubs, the speakeasies and out on on Capri witli the girld and studied
chariot necking parties. Caesar lyrl astronomy. He was afraid to go back
.tried to enforce some such rule h? home.
------------------------------------------- lL

STOBIE EXPLAINS

r

Laws Which Govern FurBearing Animals — Open
Season On
p
The Commissioner of Inland Fish
eries and Game, on the eve of the
open season for the trapping of furbearing animals, gave out this
statement from his office at Augusta:
“Under the new law as passed by
the last Legislature the open season
for trapping all fur-bearing animals
begins Nov. 16 and clones Jan. 31
During this open season it is law
ful to trap any fur-bearing ani
mals except beaver. One exception
to the above general law is the open
season on foxes in Cumberland.
York, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and Knox
Counties, which is from Dec. 1 ro
Feb. 14.
“All of the special r -gulations on
muskrats are repealed and at the
present time there are only tub
places which are exceptions to the
general law. Those are the Soiydabscook Stream from the higlntto
bridge in Carmel to the Penobscot
River and the outlet of Swett’s Pond
In Orrington. front the Pond to the
Renobscot River, in which places
trapping of muskrats is prohibited
"Any person who sets traps in
ganized territory outside of his o
land within one mile of cultlvat
land or pasture must secure the writ
ten consent of the land owner.
9
"No person is allowed to set ajiv
trap, outside his own land, wiUtn
one-half mile of the compact or builtup portion of a city or village, ex
cept a water set, so-called.
“The open season and territory
when and where beaver may he
trapped is as designated by the Com

missioner of Inland Fisheries and
Game. Any person who has a $10
trapping license can trap heaver in
such territory without the consent of
the land owner. Each beaver skin
raught must be officially stamped
and sealed, fee for which is $2 per
skin.
“Any person who traps in organ
ized territory must visit his traps,
except watersets for mink and musk
rat. and remove such animals as are
in them, once in every 24 hours."

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS

[By Barbara Hamlin]
The faculty gave a reception and
tea Thursday in honor of President
and Hrs. Franklin W. Johnson, who
were married in Chicago. Nov. 9..
Edward Henry Perkins, professor
of geology has been appointed by the
National Geological Survey to report
all earthquakes occurring in Maine.
He asks that anyone hearing of local
earthquakes will notify him that his
record may be more complete. Those
who heard his chapel talk on Thurs
day were surprised to learn that there
have been 28 earthquakes in Maine
since the beginning of September.
The cast lias been chosen for the
Powder and Wig play "The Queen’s
Husband." which is to be given some
time the early part of January. This
play, under tlie direction of Prof.
Rollins of the English Department
gives promise of being the best ever
presented by Colby students.
Ten track meets have been held this
fall to decide the Decathlon cham
pionship and the contest has proved
so popular that it is likely to be an
annual event hereafter. John Mur
ray Fletcher of Belfast was t'he win
ner this year with a total of 5184
points.
The Y.W.C.A. program Tuesday
was in the form of a travelogue. Miss
Nancy Nivison spoke of a visit to
Scotland, giving vivid descriptions
of the scenery and the many histori
eal places of interest. Miss. Eleanor
Rogers took Italy as her subject. Al
though tlie heat of an Italian summer
overshadowed ail other impressions
of the country, she gave a most inter
esting account of her visits to Rome.
Florence and Venice. Egypt was an
other country taken as (he subject of
a travelogue. Miss Barbara Hamlin
spoke of a visit to Cairo, including a
camel ride to the pyramids and a day
spent in the native bazaars.
This fall Colby College Is offering
to all teachers and all others inter
ested a 15-weeks extension course.
Classes are to meet every Monday
DISTRESSING cold
chest of evening and four courses are to be
History.
Prof.
Zthrozt—that so often leads to offered—European
tething serious—generally responds Wilkinson: Psychology. Prof. Colgan;
pod old Musterole with the first ap- Enjoyment of Literature. Prof. Web
ation. Should be more effective® ber: and Teaching of English, Prof.
d once every hour for five houtV Marriner.
A banquet for the Colby football
forking like the trained hands of:>
ir, this famous .blend,of ojlof men will be given at Elmwood Hotel
hoi and other Wednesday evening at 6.30. An invi
tation has been sent Gov. Gardiner.
Charles P. Barnes '92 will be the
circulation, helps to draw oflt infection toastmaster and there are to be sev
and pain. Used by tailBons. for 20 years. eral speakers including President
Recommended by doctors and nurses. Johnson.

•w’t

in

neglect a COLD

KeepMusterole handy—jarsand tubes.

To Mothers—Musterole is olso

de in milder form for babies
Ismail children. Ask for Chil

i’s Musterole.

'i

"You wouldn't think." said the Mis
sissippi youth, “that my musical
talent was the means of saving my
life."
"No,” remarked his friend. “I would
not. Tell me how it happened?"
"Well, there was a big flood in my
home town and when the water
struck our house, father got on a bed
and floated down stream."
"And you?"
"I accompanied him on the piano."

Perishable Matter

Articles likely to spoil within the
time reasonably required for trans
portation and delivery will not be ac
cepted for mailing. Wrap or pack
carefully, according to contents, and
plainly marlgall such parcels •'Perish
able.'' Use special-delivery stamps
to expedite delivery.
Addresses

Addresses should be complete, with
house number and name of street,
postoffice box or rural-route number,
and typed or plainly written in ink.
A return card should be placed in the
upper left corner of every piece of
mail. If a tag is used, the address
and return card should also t« writ
ten on the wrapper for use if tag is
lost, and a copy of the address should
be inclosed inside the parcel.
Postage

age Llcven
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M°re

COWS
treated

EXTERNALLY
A GENERATION AGO, Vicks
originated the better method of
treating colds externaWy.Today,
the whole trend, of medical prac
tice is away from needless dosing”, and the demand for Vicks
has increased to “Over 26 Mil*
lion Jars Used Yearly.”
Mothers appreciate Vicks, be
cause there’s no “dosing” tor
upset children’s stomachs. It is
equally good for
adults. Just rub
bed on, Vicks
acts thru the skin
like a piaster^ it
also gives off
medicated va
pors which are
inhaled.

visas

Fostage must be fully prepaid on all
maR. Affix the required amount of
postage in the upper right corner.
SIMONTON
Full information concerning postage
Haven't seen any wild geese yet.
rates can be obtained at the parcelIn view of the approaching cold
post or stamp window.
weather the Friday - night dances in
Community hall have been discon
Limit of Weight and Size
No parcel may be more titan 84 tinued for the (jcason. The manage
inches in length and girth combined. ment thanks the dancing .public for
For delivery locally and in the first, Its liberal patronage during the past
second, and third zones, 70 pounds season.
Miss Sara Simonton from Knox
Is the maximum weight; in all other
Hospital was home for the weekend.
zones. 50 pounds. ,
Mrs. Leach and daughter Lucy of
Early Mailing
Rockland, called on Mr. and Mrs, C.
During the holiday time tue vol .1. Mathews Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rpy McLeod of Cam
ume of mail increases approximately
200 )>er cent. It is a physical impos den were Saturday evening visitors at
sibility to handle this great mass of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mathews.'
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs of Camden
mail matter efficiently and promptly
within a few days. Therefore to spent the day recently with her sis
assure delivery of their Christmas ter Mrs. C. J. Mathews.
Benjamin Talenbloom bought three
presents, cards, and letters by Christ
mas Day the public should Shop and fine pure bred Ayreshire heifers last
Mail Early.
Do your Christmas week.
The neighbors banking their houses
shopping so that you can mail your
gifts, greetings, and letters to rela with brush is a reminder that winter
tives. friends, and loved ones at least is coming, but thus far Jhe weather
week or 10 days before Christ lias been very mild.
Ten days to Thanksgiving, and no*
mas. according to the distance. This
skating yet. The correspondent re
will not only make it certain that they
members when he was a young lad
are received on or before Christmas
there was usually .good skating
Day. but will be a great aid to your around this time.
postal service and to postal em
ployes and enable them to spend
Christmas Day with their families.

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Anderson died at- their home
in 'Port.' Clyde Thursday. The re?
mains were brought here Saturday
for burial at the Hussey's family

yard.
Augustus Anderson returned home
Saturday after a few days’ visit at
Stonington. '
;
Rev. and Mrs. Reinout wen-t to
South Thomastun Sunday to attend
the services where he is pastor of the
Finnish Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Marshall were
in Rockland Friday.
Fred Black of the Black & Gay. Inc.
of Thomaston, was in town Sunday
looking over his blueberry fields.
A. G. Jameson was- in Boqthbay
Friday and Saturday hauling barrels
for Mr. Brazier of Waldoboro.
Stanley Copeland was home from
his work in Thomaston over Sunday.
W. J. Orne is home from Macgree
Island for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Benner are
guests at the home of W. J. Orne.
C. L. Pales and Kenneth Marshall
are agents for electric radios. A. A.
Orne has one, installed in his house
for trial.
William Long of Tenant’s Harbor
was at Frank Miller's Sunday.
Lewis Delano and Ethel Vose and
children were in Jefferson Sunday.
A. V. Grafton and crew of men are
working here clearing up land for
Fred Black on his bluetjerry farms.
John Fales of Cushing Centre was
at his son’s, C. L. Fales, Saturday
evening.
Watch out. boys, for tlie 25th is
drawing near. Be sure to have a
pocket full of bullets and a bright
red hat and bp nimble with your
fingers, for the moose is running
wild, and a gobd fat one for winter
“would make a fellow smile. Remem
ber, you only have five days, out of
365.

JEFFERSON
New York parties have bought a
place on the Pond road bordering on
the lake and are making extensive
improvements.
Merton. Warren and his brother-inlaw of Gardiner went last week to
Bingham looking -for big game. Mean
time Mrs Warren is visiting her sis
ter in Gardiner.
'Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lewis of
Rockland visited friends in town
Sunday.
Eddie Shaw has been spending the
week with -his mother in Augusta.
Mrs. Orie Tibbetts has some smart
pullets. Gne of them recently laid
an egg with three yolks.
Frank Tibbetts. Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson and Mrs. Ellen Tibbetts mo
tored to Waterville Thursday.
Sunday was one of t'he most beau
tiful days of this fall. Judging from

the number of cars that were on the
road everyone was making the most
of it.
Frank Richardson had a large hog
butchered last week. The neighbors
are living high.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tibbetts gave
a whist party last Friday evening.
Those present: Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Bond and daughter Nathalie. Mr. and
Mrs. Harley Hoffses and daughters.
Alice, Editli and Annie. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Hull and daughter Marjorie,
Hrvel Bartlett .Ralph Hutchings, Lin
wood Cunningham, Charles Messer.
Blanche Tibbetts and Isabelle Choate.
Jennie Bond won first prize. Refresh
ments «f chicken sandwiches., cake
and brownies were served.
The O.E.S., were invited to meet
with the Waldoboro lodge last Tues
day evening.
John Andrews has had an electric
light plant installed.
A few friends gathered at the homo
of Mr. and Mrs. John 'Shrader Nov.
11 to help celebrate tlheir 36th wed
ding
anniversary.
Refreshments
were served and Mr. Shrader was
presented with a wonderful bride cake
made by Mrs. Nellie Richardson.

NORTH WARREN
Donald Mank shot ills first deer
Nov. 9—a euck weighing about 100
pounds.
Burleigh Mank iias nought a cow
of parties in Warren.
Miss Skillln gave an entertainment I
at her school Friday afternoon, it
being education week.
Donald Mank was In South Wal
doboro last Monday.
Mrs. Rilda Post has received the
sad news of the death of her brother
this week at Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank spent
Thursday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Mank.
Lester Mank and Eddie Coombs are
working for Harvey Post.
Elbert Starrett is on a hunting
trip in Northern Maine.
F. E. Welt of Auburn and Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Wilson of Thomaston were
visitors at Charles W. Mank's re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver and Mrs.
Murphy of Newcastle were visitors
Sunday at Mrs. E. Frances Weston's.
White Oak Grange held its fair
Nov. 9 with a good attendance. There
was all kinds of fancy work, aprons,
rugs, pillows, candy and vegetables
on salp, also many guessing contests,
all of wliich were fully patronized.
The quilt was carried off by H. A.
Hawes of Union, who held the lucky
clothespin; Harry McIntyre got the
braided rug; Lester Mank the cro
cheted rug; and a lady from Massa
chusetts the woven rug: Joe Jameson
received the guess cake and the
kitchen lady: Llewellyn Mank and
Georgie Mank each a sofa pillow.
White Oak Grange conferred the

Pain!
The man who wouldn’t drive his
motorcar half a mile when it’s out ol
order, will often drive his brain all
day with a head that's throbbing.
Such punishment isn't very good
for one’s nerves! It’s unwise, and
it's unnecessary. A tablet or two
of Bayer Aspirin will relieve a head
ache every time. So, remember
this accepted antidote for pain, and
spare yourself a lot of needless suf
fering. Read the proven directions
and you’ll discover many valuable
uses for these tablets. For head
aches; to check colds. To ease a
sore throat and reduce the infection.
For relieving neuralgic, neuritic,
rheumatic pain.

answered that question years ago.
It is not. Some folks still wonder if
it really does relieve pain. That’s
settled! For millions of men and
women have found it dors. To
cure the cause of any pain you must
consult your doctor; but you may
always turn to Bayer Aspirin for
immediate relief.

People used to wonder if Bayer
Aspirin was harmful. The doctors

BAYEB lSPIRIV
Aspirin is tbs tnds mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidceter of Sabcyliaftd

third and fourth degrees on three
candidates Friday evening. Several
visitors from Good Will were pres
ent. also one from Maple Grange.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes and chil
dren of Union spent Sunday with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank.

Algernon (reading joke)—Fawney
this. Percy, a chap here thinks that
n football coach has four wheels.
Percy—Haw! Haw! And how many
wheels has the tally tiling?

LIVE POULTRY
DRESSED POULTRY WANTED
Excellent demand for Fancy Ca
pon, Turkeys, Chickens, Fowl,
Ducks, geese. We guarantee high
est market priest; prompt returns;
a trial will convince you. Refer
ence: Federal Nation Bank. Es
tablished 29 years.

W. F. WYMAN
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt. Boston, Mats.,

Christmas Cards

Patrons sending a quantity of
Christmas cards, say 10 or more,
should prepare and mail them two or
three weeks in advance, as millions
are mailed and they can not possibly
be handled and delivered if mailed
only two or three or four days be
fore Christmas.
To avoid this,
patrons may mail their cards two or
three weeks before Christmas, if
delivered to the postofflee or postal
station .in person, or tied togther in
a bundle, labeled to show that they
are Christmas cards, and deposited
in a street letter or package box.
They will then be segregated, stamped
with the date on which to be deliv
ered. and delivery effected one or
two days before Christmas.
Christmas cards and gifts ad
dressed to points within one day's
travel should be mailed in no event
later than Dec. 20: within two days'
travel, not later than Dec. 18; within
three days' travel, not later than Dec,
16: for more distant points, not
later than Dec. 14. Parcels and cards
for local delivery should be mailed
not later than Dec. -21. Parcels and
Envelopes May Be Indorsed, “Please
Do Npt Open Until Christmas."

Camel has

the quality

that smokers

HOPE
Mrs. R. E. Wadsworth has returned
from a visit with relatives in Rock
port.
The canning factory started full
force this week, working on the apple
pack which will take several weeks
to complete.
Mrs. Mary Payson Heller of Wash
ing.ton, D. C., is caring for her mother
Mrs. Guilford Payson who is in Knox
Hospital recovering from an accident
of a few1 weeks ago.
Funeral services were held last
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Merrifield for her father the late
Larkin Wentworth who had made his
home with them for some time.
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins of Rockport
was guest for a few days in the fam
ily of her niece -Mrs. W. K. Robbins.
She was accompanied home by her
sister Mrs. Adella Coding who will re
main over the holidays.

It is all right to experiment
1 • .•

J’S

but a pity to spend too much
time experimenting when you
might be enjoying the fragrant
pleasure of smoking Camels.

ORFFS CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith and
son Junior and Mrs. Minnie Ludwig
of Thomaston were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard.
Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and daugh
ter Marion. Mrs. Lester Wllliard and
Mrs. John Wood of Tenant's Harbor
were Sunday visitors at Albert El
well’s.
Mrs. Margaret Swift and children
of Bunker Hill and Mrs. Annie Orff
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Harold
Achorn.
•Calvin Bragg recently visited his
mother Mrs. Thomas Skldgel in
■Sabattus.
The ladies of the Farm Bureau met
Tuesday with Mrs. Fannie Weaver
for an all-day session and a very en
jcyable day was passed.
TIMELY TREE HINTS

It has been the experience of many smokers, after trying other brands,
that Camels give constant and unfailing pleasure* Their mildness, due to

choice tobacco^ apd expert blending, makes it possible to smoke them
liberally without any tiring of the taste. This quality, which smokers have
tearimd. to depend upon, will be maintained, because Camels are made

for those who know and appreciate the real pleasure of smoking.

Some Things Which Owners Should
Do During Month of November

Hints for the proper cat e, of trees
during the winter months have re
cently been issued by the Bartlett
Tree Research Laboratories in Stam
ford. Conn. Particularly important
to remember during November are:
•Collect egg masses of -the tussock
moth and the tent and forest cater
pillar.
Cut away all twigs and branches
of plum and cherry trees infested with
"Black Knot.”
Where apple orchards are badly
infested with apple scab, plow to
bury the fallen leaves, the chief
sources of primary infection in the
spring.

when they learn the difference
they flock to
© 1929, R. J. Reysolds Tobaeoo
,-opany, Wioftss-Selesi, N.C
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HAPPENED!

UNEXPECTED

500

KOSKI’S CLOTHING STORE

St.

Main

Cor. Summer
Rockland, Me.

Sells Its Entire $5,000 High Grade Clothing Stock to the Royal Mer=
chandising Company, Manchester, N. H., for 50c on the Dollar!

A Great Clean=Up Offer That Will
Set Rockland To Talking!
The People of Rockland and Vicinity Have Been Flooded With a Lot of So-Called “Canned Sales,”
But Here Is An Event That Calls For Your Immediate Attention. Koski’s Clothing Store Decides To
Quit Business, and We Don’t Mean Maybe. We Do Not Intend To Stretch This Sale For Months Like
Some Merchants Down The Street—It’s Going To Be Short and Sweet.

MEN’S PULL-OVER

BOYS’ $1.50

SWEATERS $2.47

KNEE PANTS

All Wool, Crew Neck
Assorted Colors
Sizes to 46

37c
MEN’S

500 Pairs Good Quality
Worsted Pants, That Usually
Sell Up To $5.00
All Sizes

Collar Attached and Neck
Band Style; Plain and Stripe
Patterns

MEN’S $1.50

LADIES’

SILK STOCKINGS

CAPS

MEN’S FLEECED

SHIRTS AND
DRAWERS

UNION SUITS

2 Yards For

5c pair

5c

GIRLS’
35c

STOCKINGS

17c pr.

LADIES’ WINTER COATS

MISSES’ WINTER COATS

100 Ladies’ New Winter Coats
Some Fur Trimmed, Collar and
Cuffs; All Sizes; Values up to
$22.50

We Have Grouped a Lot of Misses’
Coats That You Will Marvel At
Our Ridiculous Low Price

4Tc

MEN’S
WINTER WEIGHT

LACES

Stockings

Fashioned in All the Want
ed Shades and Sizes

67c

IMPORTED

WOMEN’S
BLACK COTTON

At 8.30 Sharp

DRESS SHIRTS

$1.87

EVEN

INGS

OVERALLS

DRESS PANTS

OPEN

Friday Morning
November 22

BOYS’
Good Quality

87c

WOW! WHAT A SALE!

Be On Time When The Doors Open

IT’S A KNOCK=OUT!

$4.67

$6.87

$2.00

CHILDREN’S

HOUSE DRESSES

COATS

47c
Each
Heavy Fleeced, Good
Weight; Former Price
$1.00
Stock Up Now and Save
-the Difference

These Coats Must Be
Seen To Be Appreciated

AU Styles and Sizes

LADIES’ AFTERNOON

UNION SUITS

GIRLS DRESSES

DRESSES

Sizes To 16 Years

Values To $1.50

$1.37

67c

Well Made; Every Dress Worth

The Kind That Wears

100 Suits That Have a Retail Value
To $6.50. Some Have Two Pairs
of Pants
Mothers Please Take Notice!!

DAVIE’S

QUARRYMEN’S

LADIES’ WINDSOR CREPE

DRESS SHIRTS

LONG PANTS

87c

67c
MEN’S $8.00

$5.87

Offered In Years

BIG LOT OF

BOYS’

SHOES

These Coats Have a Re
tail Value of $5.00

the Biggest Values Ever

GIRLS’ FLEECED

BOYS’

Values to $1.50

These House Dresses Are

Heavy Ribbed, Long
Sleeve, Ankle Length.
Regular $1.50
Sizes 36 to 46

DRESS SHOES
FOR MEN
Values to $6.00—Black or Tan

Boys’ Suits $2.97

Men’s Suits $5.00 SUITS S1O

NIGHT GOWNS

BLOOMERS

Pair

Regular and Extra Sizes

$1.25 Grade

13c

37c

65c

$1.75 Grade

87c

ANOTHER LOT OF

LADIES’ FULL FASHIONED

SILK STOCKINGS, 95c

GIRLS’DRESSES 95c

LADIES’ FINE QUALITY

COTTON STOCKINGS
Black, Brown and White
Values To 50c
Pair

Only 300 in the Lot
Friday Morning You Can Buy
These For

j
1
0
|

37c each

|

Men’s Heavy Pants $2.67
Just the Pant For Hard Work and
Plenty of Warmth In Each Pair.
Every Pair Worth Up To $5.00

Plenty Good Enough For Work,
and Lots of Wear In Each Suit

Values to $22.50
The Styles and Colors Are of the
Best

Retail Value $2.00
These Will Go Like Hot Cakes
Sizes To 10

Come In and See These Dresses At
Our Giving Away Price

MEN’S $18.50

MEN’S

500 PAIRS MEN’S

MEN’S

Shoe Oil and Grease 17ccan

MEN’S KHAKI

Work Socks 9c

Buy Your Supply Now

Pants 75c pair

MEN’S FIRST QUALITY

Suitable For Indoor Wear
Sizes 32-40 Waist

Overcoats

$7.97

SKI COATS
Values To $9.00

Single and Double Breasted, Best
of Workmanship and Patterns

$5.37

ANOTHER LOT OF

MEN’S $1.50

KHAKI PANTS, $1.19

Flannel Shirts

Winter Weight
Just the PantFor Work
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL

SOCKS 33c

77c
Grey and Khaki

THIS IS NOT A BLUFF SALE
FOLKS!

FOR SALE-1927 FORD
DELIVERY TRUCK

THIS STORE WILL

SOON CLOSE FOREVER!
LOOK FOR THE RIGHT STORE

DRESS STOCKINGS
In All the Wanted Patterns and
Weights—Values To 75c

1C
1OC

lTc paiV

ON SALE PRIDAY MORNING

RUBBERS, 97c

MEN’S WOOL FLANNEL

BOYS’

BIG LOT

SHIRTS

WASH SUITS 39c

WORK SHOES $1.97

Ages 3 to 8
Former Price $1.25
Special

Double Leather Soles
Bellows Tongue
Tough and Durable

Extra Heavy Weight
Retail Value of These Shirts Are

$1.59

sS

j

FRANK W. KOSKI CLOTHING STORE
500 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
.....

COME IN AND BROWSE

AROUND AND SEE THE

SACRIFICE OF HIGH GRADE
MERCHANDISE

g

8

Bungalow Aprons

BARGAINS FOR EVERYBODY

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND
ANOTHER LOT OF MEN’S

More Than We Are Asking

LADIES’

TWO THUMB MITTENS

$2.67

Every Pair Waterproof

37c

U

50 PAIRS
MEN’S COTTON WORSTED

Pants $1.00 pair
WOOL YARN

qOuC
r*

Going Out of Business Price
Skein
Worth $2.00

THE ENTIRE STOCK BOUGHT
BY THE
ROYAL MERCHANDISING CO.
MANCHESTER, N.H.

